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THE STABILITY OF RIBONUCLEIC ACID IN SOLUTION: 

MODEL CALCULATIONS 

MARK D. LEVINE 

ABSTRACT 

Model calculations on oligoribonucleic acids were 

performed in order to gain a quantitative understanding of 

factors which contribute to the stability of double stranded 

RNA molecules in solution. The calculations were based on 

information obtained from melting curves of double stranded 

oligomers. The work evaluated the enthalpies and entropies 

of double stranded stacking interactions and of loop forma-

tion. Results of the analysis were used to develop a method-

ology for predicting the secondary structure of RNA molecules 

consisting of as many as 120 nucleic acid bases. 

Chapter I summarizes the thermodynamic information pre-

viously obtained by workers who investigated RNA double strand 

formation. The chapter also discusses the relevance of the 

present work to an understanding of the biological function of 

RNA molecules. 

Chapter II analyzes the melting behavior of molecules of 

the 
A U where n 4, 5, 6, and 7. The analysis leads to form AIllf' = 

n n 
the conclusion that it is necessary to include the free energy 

of the interaction between the ends of the RNA and the solvent 

in order to achieve satisfactory agreement between theory and 

experiment. 



Chapter III provides an analysis of the following RNA 

molecules: 

A GCU A CGU 
tfCGA n (n=2, 3 ,4 ), tfGCA n (n=2, 3 ,4 ) , 

n n n n 

A CU ( 4) A4G A4G A4GC 
tfGAn n=2,3, , U C2 , U C3, U CG 

n • n 4 2 434 

The basic conclusions of the chapter ar~: (1) end effects 

must be included in order to achieve agreement between exper-

imental and theoretical melting curves; (2) the magnitude of 

the end effect free energy is comparable for all.of the RNA 

molecules studied; (3) sequence dependence of double stranded 

stacking interactions is marked if G-C base pairs are present 

and needs to be included in the calculation if the melting 

behavior of the double stranded RNA is to be satisfactorily 

characterized. 

Chapter IV investigates the stability of intramolecular 
i 

loop formation for molecules A6CmU6, where m = 4,5,6,8. It is 

concluded that loop formation for these molecules involves a 

significant positive enthalpy change, probably associated with 

loop strain. 

Chapter V proposes a methodology for predicting the secondary 

structure of an'RNA molecule, based on a knowledge of its sequence 
, 

and the thermodynamic analysis of the preceding chapters. The 

ii 

methodology is applied to a number of transfer and 5S RNA molecules. 
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CHAPTER l' 

INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that the addition of heat to a solution of 

double stranded RNA molecules causes the strands to separate from 

one another. Because the single and double stranded species 

differentially absorb ultraviolet light, it is possible to "observe" 

the separation of the complementary strands. If a solution of 

double stranded RNA molecules in solution in a cuvette is irradiated 

with ultraviolet light, preferably at the absorption maximum of 

approximately 260 nm, and the temperature is gradually increased 

until and after the strands separ~te, the resulting information, 

absorption versus temperature, is known as a :-flelting curve. It 

is the task of this work to unravel the wea~th of information 

contained in the melting curves of a variety of small RNA fficlecules 

and thereby better understand the factors responsible for the 

stabili ty of RNA double strand.ed helices in solut ion. 

In the course of our investigation, we will be led from a 

traditional treatment of the melting phenomena to a somewhat differ-
• 

ent version of the theory; we will consider sma.ll double stranded 

,. RNA molecules as well as strands which fold back on themselves to 

form looped structures. We will be led to attempt a prediction of 

stabilities of RNA molecules not yet studied or even synthesized 

and to the determination of possible secondary structures of large 

and complicated RNA molecules. 



A. Thermodynamics of RNA 

Before delving into the many details of RNA melting curves, 

we note what is and is not known about RNA in solution which is 

reXevant to understanding the melting and stability of the mole

cuie. The following provides a summary of this information. 

1. tlHo and tlSo of Base Pair Formation. 

Since lone base pairs are not stable in water or salt 

solution, our knowledge of the enthalpy and entropy of base pairs 

derives from double helices composed of several or many base pairs. 

In the formation of a dOuble helix, .all base pairs except the 

first add to a preexisting helix. To the extent that the double 

helix is stabilized by interactions between adjacent base pairs 

stacked on top of each other (and known as double stranded stacking 

interactions), the free energy of the first base pair is different 

from that of the other base pairs. Because of this, the entropy 

and enthalpy corresponding to the addition of a base pair to a 

double helix are the quantities of greatest interest to us. 

Determination of tlHo and tlSo for a variety of RNA mole

cules of differing sequence can give some insight into the forces 

which stabilize the double strand. At one time, many workers 

believed that the stability of base pairs came from the hydrogen 

bonds. It was argued that the increased stability of a G-C 

base pair over an A-U base pair was due to the additional hydrogen 

bond of the G-C pair. More recently it has been suggested that, 

while the hydrogen bonding is responsible for the specificity of 

base pairing, the stability of the structure comes primarily from 

2 
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the double stranded stacking interactions. Several arguments 

supporting the latter hypothesis have been advanced: the energy 

decrease associated with the hydrogen bond between paired nucleic 

acid bases is small, since unpaired bases may also form hydrogen 

bonds with water (and thus the formation of base pairs represents 

. the exchange of one set of hydrogen bonds for another); quantum 

mechanical calculations indicate that the interaction of the IT 

f . b . .. f' bl 2-4 tl.-electron systems 0 ne~gh or~ng base pa~rs ~s avera e; Lie 

stability of helical stacks of nucleic acid bases in single 

stranded RNA and DNA molecules suggests that the same forces 

stabilize the double helix. 

These arguments notwithstanding, experimental evidence 

which supports one of the two alternative concepts is sparse. The 

degree of sequence dependence of the thermodynamic functions which 

we evaluate will help to resolve the matter. If, for example, the 

stability of a G-C base pair in the AGAGA is substantially sequence UCUCU 

different from that for such a pair in the 
AAGGA then it sequence UUCCU' 

is a logical conclusion that the stacking interactions are important 

determinants of the stability of the base pair. If, on the other 

hand, the enthalpy and entropy of a base pair are generally sequence 

invariant, then this lends support to the notion that the hydrogen 

bond formation is the major stabilizing factor in the RNA double 

strand. 

The thermodynrunics of base pair formation in some nucleic 

acid polymers has been studied directly through use of micro-

calorimetry. For the reacti on polyA :polyU -+ polyA + polyU, YJ'akauer 



and Sturtevant measure 6Ho = -7.4 kcal/mole of base pairs in 0.02 M 

Na+ (melting temperature = 45°C) and 6Ho = -8.2 kcal/mole in 0.1 M 

Na+ (T = 58°C).5 6So for an A-U base pair is 23.2 entropy units 
m 

and 24.8 entropy units respectively. Ne~mann and Ackermann obtain 

values of 6Ho = -9.3 ± 0.5 kcal/mole and~ SO = 25.2 ± 1.5 entropy 

units for this reaction extrapolated to a high melting temperature 

(and high salt concentration) for which polyA exhibits no single 

stranded stacking. 6 The uniform change of ~Ho with increasing 

salt may be due to one or both of the factors: (1) the stabiliza-

tion of the polyelectrolyte backbone of double stranded RNA by 

counterions and (2) the increase of the temperature at which ~Ho 

is measured. (At higher temperatures, the single strand is less 

stacked and ~Ho, which measures the enthalpy difference between the 

single and double strand, would be expected to increase with tempera-

ture.) The relative contribution of the two factors to the measured 

increase in ~Ho with increasing salt concentration is not known. To 

the extent that the conformation of polyA:polyU is similar to that 

of the oligomers herein studied, the values of the.se thermodynamic 

parameters are transferable. It will be of interest to note if 

this is the case. 

No calorimetric measurements have been performed on RNA 

polymers containing G-C base pairs. Kallenbach has noted that the 

melting temperature of RNA polymers increases regularly with 

increasing G-C content. 7 This observation will prove useful in our 

analysis. Klump and Ackermann have measured the heat capacity as 

a function of temperature for a series of DNA molecules. 8 Their 

4 
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results suggest that the magnitude of the enthalpy per base pair 

increases from 7.7 to 8.5 kcal in going from 31% G-C to 72% G-C 

base pairs. The melting temperatures for RNA are much more 

sensitive to the fraction of G-C base pairs than for DNA, suggest-

ing that G-C base pairs may have a greater effect on "'Ho for RNA 

than for DNA. In short, while some direct thermodynamic measure-

ments have been made on RNA po~ers, very little is known about 

the specific interactions which stabilize the double helix. 

2. Initiation. 

The formation of the first base pair in a double helix, 

which is called the initiation process, is shown schematically in 

the first row of Figure 2-1. Initiation involves the collision of 

complementary mucleic acid strands in such an orientation that the 

proximi ty of the strands is maintained long enough to allow base 

pairs to form. The initial base pair formed cannot participate 

in a double stranded stacking interaction, since there is no base 

pair adjacent to it. Therefore, the initiation step is assigned 

an equilibrium constant, K, different from the other equilibrium 

constants for base pair formation. 

Little direct information about K is known. Studies on 

polynucleotide systems suffer from the limitation that initiation 

is but one of many steps involved in the formation of the double 

strand. As a result, estimates of K for DNA (generally between 

10-2- and 10-5 liter/mole)9,10 are not very reliable. The few 

estimates of K for oligoribonucleotide systems are within this 

range. 11- 15 Because the magnitude of K depends very much on the 

model used in the analysis and on the choice of "'Ho for the addition 

5 
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of a base pair to helix, it is not possible to determine its 

absolute magnitude very accurately. 

Nevertheless, several important questions about K can be 

asked. It is of interest to know if K varies with temperature; i.e., 

if there is an enthalpy associated with the initiation process. The 

answer to this question is relevant if one wishes to predict 

accurately the behavior of RNA molecules at very high temperatures. 

Does initiation occur preferentially at an A-U or G-C base pair? 

Although the answer to this question is of interest by itself, it 

relates also to the stability of RNA molecules. If initiation at 

a G-C base pair is, let us say, 2 kcal/mole more stable than initia-

tion at an A-U pair, then this is a significant factor in the 

stabili ty of double helices with one or more G-C ba.e pairs. 

3. Loops 

When an RNA molecule forms intramolecular base pairs, a 

hairpin loop is generated. Mismatching of base pairs within a, 

double stranded region results in interior loops. A bulge occurs 

when one strand is looped out within a double helical region of the 

nucleic acid. These three types of RNA loops are depicted in 

Figure 1-1. 

A quantitative understanding of the influence of hairpin 

- 16 loops on RNA stability began with the work of Jacobsen and Stockmayer, 

who estimated the free energy of RNA loops as a function of loop size 

using a simple hydrodynamic model of the molecule. Their theory 

related the free energy of loop closure to the probability of the 

two ends of an unformed loop coming into contact with each other. 

They predicted a positive free energy of loop closure which increases 
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with increasing loop size. 
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bulge 

Uhlenbeck et al., have studied A6CmU6 loop molecules with 

4, 5, 6, and B C residues in the loop and 6 A-U base pairs in the 

stem region. 17 They calculate the free energy of loop formation to 

be between '6.3 and 7.5 kcal/mole for these molecules at 25°C. Their 

analysis suggests that a positive enthalpy of greater than 20 kcal/ 

mole is associated with loop formation. Gralla and Crothers have 

studied A4GCmU4 loop molecules with 3, 4, and 5 C residues in the 

loop and 4 A-U base pairs and one G-C base pair in the stem region. 1B 

They calculate a free energy of greater than B.4 kcal/mole for 

the loop with 3 C residues and between 4 and 6 kcal/mole for the 

two remaining loops. They assume a zero enthalpy for loop formation. 

De Lisi and Crothers have done calculations on bulges 

and interior 100ps.19 Gralla and Crothers have melted A4GCmU4 

molecules (m = 1-4) under conditions in which interior loops are 

7 



20 formed. The analysis from both theory and experiment indicates 

that interior loops are more stable than hairpin loops by approxi-

mately 3 to 4 kcal/mole at 25°C. Bulge loops are thought also to 

be more stable than hairpin loops. The estimates on stabilities 

of interio~;and bulge loops is summarized by Tinoco et al. 21 

'The major weakness of the estimates of loop stabilities 

lies in the lack of sequence dependence of the loop free energies 

and the paucity of experimental data which has been analyzed, 

especially for interior loops and bulge ioops. In this work, we 

do not generate significant new information about the stability 

of loops; rather, we use the information already known to learn 

more about RNA secondary structure. 

B. Applicability of the Helix-Coil Theory to Thermodynamic 

Analysis of RNA Melting. 

1. Helix-Coil Theory Applied to Oligonucleotides 

Helix-coil theory has provided an understanding of the 

thermal transitions of polypeptides, proteins, RNA, and DNA. 22 ,23 

The theory has also seen limited application in the case of small 

nucleic acids. Published studies include the melting of acid A ,11 
n 

A 
n 

+ U 14 A U 12 and A CGU .24 
n' n n' n n In these studies, the authors 

have generally assumed that the helix-coil theory used for polymers 

is appropriate for oligomers as well. Applequist and Damle have 

done exactly this. porschke14 and Appleby and Kallenbach15 have 

added a stacking term to the theory. 
. 12 

Martin et al. have used --
an even simpler version of the theory, in which they approximate 

8 

the multiple equilibria (shown in Figure 2-1) by just one equilibrium. 
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In order to answer the questions posed in sections A-I 

and A-2 of this chapter, we need a theory which is both internally 

consistent and able to reproduce experimental findings. We will 

be led to conclude that the helix-coil theory, in its present form, 

I 
is not entirely satisfa~tory in its applicatiori to oligomers. 

It will prove fruitful to investigate several model calculations 

in order to arrive at a model which is appropriate for oligonucleo-

tide systems. We will conclude that end effects, which may be 

neglected for polymers, have a significant influence on the melting 

behavior of oligomers. We will assess these effects quantitatively. 

2. Prediction of Secondary Structure 

An extremely interesting application of the thermodynamics 

of RNA is the prediction of RNA secondary structure. t This is of 

interest primarily because the function of RNA in biological systems 

is likely to depend on the secondary structure of the molecule. 

Although we limit our application to transfer RNA and 5S ribosomal 

RNA, an understanding of secondary structure of other RNA molecules 

would Undoubtably shed light on their biological function. We 

illustrate with a few examples. 

a. tRNA 

The relation between structure and function of trans-

fer RNA is ,an example of the varied way in which RNA molecules can 

participate in highly specifiq interactions. The sequence of about 

tprimary structure is the sequence of nucleic acid bases in the 
RNA strand. Secondary structure is the arrangement of base pairs 
in the nucleic acid molecule. Tertiary structure is the three 
dimensional spatial orientation of do~ble stranded and loop regions 
in the molecule. 

9 



80 bases in tRNA contain sufficient information to allow the follow

ing processes, all of which involve a high degree of specificity: 

(1) recognition of the codon in messenger RNA and binding to it; 

(2) interaction with a specific activating enzyme so that the 

correct one of twenty amino acids is loaded onto the 3' end of the 

molecule; (3) interaction with enzymes which selectively methylate 

or otherwise alter specific bases (presumably so that these 

chemically altered nucleic acid bases, can perform an as yet unknown 

biological function); (4) for some tRNA's, interaction with the 

protein synthesis apparatus so as to suppress mutations. Addition

ally, tRNA molecules are involved in a series of less specific 

interactions with the ribosome and a number of protein synthesis 

factors. 

10 

For tRNA, a reasonable model of secondary structure has 

found general acceptance. This is the cloverleaf model, consisting of 

four stem regions, three of which are terminated by a hairpin loop, 

projected out from an interior loop. While a knowledge of the 

secondary structure of tRNA is not sufficient to illuminate all of 

its functions, without this knowledge the problem of biological 

function is almost completely intractable. 

b. Ribosomal RNA 

The ribosome, on which protein is synthesized, is 

approximately 50% RNA; each ribosomal subunit contains one large 

RNA molecule (of 1500 to 3000 bases) and the large subunit contains 

a small RNA molecule (58 RNA) of about 120 bases. Ribosomal 58 

RNA's for several organisms have been sequenced and it is known 

that the molecules consist of one strand with both single and double 

,. 
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stranded regions. Although the function of ribosomal RNA remains 

a ~stery, the suggestion has been made that unpaired bases in the 

molecule might help bind transfer RNA and messenger RNA to the 

" . ·b d· t . th· 25 r~ osome ur~ng pro e~n syn es~s. It would be of great value 

to know the secondary structure of ribosomal RNA, in order to 

test this and other hypotheses. 

c. Molecular Evolution of RNA 

A number of viruses and bacteriophages contain RNA 

rather than DNA as the genetic material. Much of the RNA functions 

as a template for the coat protein and other proteins. Because of 

the redundant nature of the genetic code, the same protein can be 

synthesized from RNA templates which differ in composition in 

approximately every third position. If the sole function of the 

RNA in these systems is to serve as a template for protein synthesis, 

it is difficult to understand how a unique RNA sequence would have 

evolved, as mutations in many of the bases would not change the 

biological function of the molecule. Since a unique sequence for 

these RNA molecules does occur, the only explanation is that the 

nucleic acid bases in the third positions have been selected to 

serve a necessary function. This function must be determined, 

wholly or in part, by the secondary structure of the RNA. 

In the concluding chapter we develop a methodology 

for predicting secondary structure from the base sequence of an RNA. 

We apply this methodology to the secondary structure of 5S and 

transfer RNA. 
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CHAPTER 2 

MELTING OF DOUBLE STRANDED 

OLIGONUCLEOTIDES WITH ONLY A-U BASE PAIRS 

In this chapter we consider the details of the melting of a 

series of small double stranded RNA molecules. The molecules of 

interest are ribonucleic acid oligomers with only A-U base pairs 

present in the double strand: the series A U 
UnAn, in which n varies 

n n A UAU 
from 4 to 7, and the molecule U4AUA4. In the next chapter we will 

4 4 
A CU use the results of this analysis to study the molecules UnGAn 

A GCU A GAG A GC t 
(n=2,4), UnCGAn (n=2,4), U4C2 , U4C3, and U44CG' These molecules 

n n 4 2 4 3 
have been synthesized and studied by O. Uhlenbeck, F. Martin, P. 

Borer, B. Dengler, and D. Koh under the direction of P. Doty and 

I · J 1,2.3 . Tl.noco, r. In all cases, the melting curves were measured 

+ in 1 M Na at pH 7. Although the use of high salt was dictated 

by experimental considerations (in order to increase the melting 

temperature for the shorter oligomers above OOC), the choice of 1 M 

salt was fortuitous for theoretical reasons as well. A high salt 

concentration screens the negative charges on the phosphate backbone 

from one another. Since such repulsive interactions are long range 

(the energy. of interaction is proportional to l/r), at lower salt 

concentrations very complicated non-nearest neighbor effects render 

tHenceforth the double stranded oligomer is specified by the 

sequence of bases in only one strand in the text. 

th d bl t d d l ' A U 1 th' . e ou e s ran e 0 l.gomer UnAn un ess 0 erWl.se 

Thus A U 
n n 

indicated. 

means 

When 
n n 

double stranded molecules which are 'not entirely complementary are 

referred to, then both strands are usually specified. 

14 
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the understanding of the meiting process very difficult. 4 

We first summarize the equations, based on the helix-coil 

theory, which have previously been applied to oligonucleie acids. 

An analysis of the previous calculations is provided which indicates 

that theory and experiment are not in satisfactory agreement. 

Calculations on the molecules are presented and they further 

emphasize the inadequacy of the traditional treatment. Several 

possible solutions of the problems are suggested and it in 

concluded that one particular model (which accounts for the 

effects of the ends of the molecules) is most appropriate for 

these oligomers (and, by inference, for other small RNA molecules 

as well). The necessary changes in the equations are made and 

detailed results are presented and discussed. In all cases, the 

goal is to so characterize the interactions in the simple double 

stranded RNA molecules that sufficient information is gained from 

the calculation to allow the prediction of the stability of more 

complex RNA molecules. 

A. Standard Statistical Thermodynamic Model with only A-U 

Base Pairs 

1. Intermediate States are Considered in the Calcul1:ition 

of Melting Curves 

Figure 2.1 is a schematic representation of the intermediate 

states which are considered important in ,determining the thermo-

dynamics of the helix coil transition in the standard statistical 

thermodynamic treatment. For simplicity, the molecule A
3
U

3 
is shown; 

the effect of G-C base pairs is treated in Chapter 3. The statisti-

cal weight of each of these intermediate states (Le., the contribu-
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tion of each to the system partition function) as well as the 

standard free energy is shown. This characterization of inter-

mediate states is similar to that originally derived for DNA and 

protein pOlymers. 5 It was first successfully applied to oligomers 

by Applequist and Damle, who also derived several useful equations 

6 which apply to small double stranded nucleic acid molecules. 

Two different and distinct equilibria control the melting 

process, according to Fig. 2.1. These are commonly termed initia-

tion and chain elongation. Initiation, which is the formation of 

the first base pair between two previously independent strands, 

is specified by the equilibrium constant 

e 
~SO/R 

K (2.1 ) 

Similarly, the equilibrium constant for the addition of an A-U base 

-
pair to a partially formed helical region is given by the expres-

sion 

In these equations, ~Ho and ~Ho refer to the enthalpy for the 
K 

(2.2) 

formation of the first base pair (initiation) and the enthalpy for 

the addition of an A-U pair to the helix respectively. 

~SO are the entropies associated with the two processes. R is the 

gas constant and T is the absolute temperature in degrees Kelvin. 

17 

The distinction between initiation and elongation equilibria 

is not merely a formal one. Initiation requires that two strands, 

which are independent of one another in solution, come together in 



such a way that they remain bound long enough to permit the forma-

tion of additional base pairs. A large number of cOllisions may 

be necessary before this occurs. As such, the entropy for the 

initiation process is unfavorable (less than zero). The enthalpies 

for the initiation and elongation equilibria are significantly 

different as well. As discussed in C~apter 1, the elongation of 

a helix brought about by the formation of a base pair involves the 

addition of a double stranded stacking interaction, which stabilizes 

the double helix. In the initiation step, no double stranded 

stacking interaction is formed. 

considerably smaller than 6Ho. 

As a res.u.lt, 6Ho is likely to be 
K 

Since the initiation step is 

dominated by a negative entropy term, the free energy associated 

with initiation is expected to be positive. This explains why RNA 

double helices with fewe~ than four base pairs have not been 

detected in aqueous sOlution: 7 the stabilization associated with 

the formation of base pairs is not sufficiently large to overcome 

the destabilization of initiation until the number of base pairs 

is four or greater. That K is less than unity is also consistent 

with the results of kinetic measurements on oligonucleotides with 

only A-U base pairs; analysis of the results of these experiments 

indicate that a complex of at least three base pairs is needed in 

order for the double helix to be stable enough to lead to the 

8 fully formed duplex molecule. 

The statistical weights of all intermediate species in 

. Fig. 2.1 at all temperatures can be specified if four thermodynamic 

functions are known, according to equations 2.1 and 2.2. It is 

important to note that a number of approximations are implicit in 

18 
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the use of the statistical weights given in Fig. 2.1 to character-

ize the intermediate states leading to the formation of the double 

helical oligomer. The most important of these are summarized: 

i. The formation of base pairs is regarded as a two-

state process. Partially formed pairs do not 

contribute to the partition function. Rotations 

and vibrations are ignored. 

ii. The enthalpies and entropies, l1Ho and l1So, related 

to the formation of a base pair are additive. That 

is to say that only nearest neighbor· interactions 

contribute to the stabilization of the double stranded 

helix. 

iii. l1Ho and l1So are independent of temperature throughout 

the transition region. The effect of single strand 

stacking, which might give rise to some degree of 

temperature dependence of these thermodynamic functions, 

is ignored once its optical contribution is subtracted. 

(See later discussion.) 

iv. Internal loops are ignored. For example, no inter
AA AU uu 

mediate species such as UU AA are included in Fig. 2.1. 
UA 

It has been demonstrated that such moieties influence the 

melting of oligonucleotides negligibly, although they 

must be considered in polymer calculations. l Staggered 

configurations, in which the complementary strands are 

out of register, are not included. While these species 

may be present throughout the melting, their contribu-

tion to the overall process can be shown to be vanish-



ingly small. This is due to the fact that for the 

block oligomers AU, staggered species can have at 
n n 

most (2n-4)/2 double stranded stacking interactions 

and are thus not very stable for small n. 

v. Certain nearest neighbor interaction$ are not 

included in the partition function: end effects are 

completely ignored; the AU juncture in the middle of 

the molecule is given the same statistical weight as 

the AA interaction. 

20 

Many of these approximations are critically analyzed in this 

chapter (section B2) when alternative models for the melting of 

duplex oligonucleotides are developed. 

One further approximation is often made in order to simplify 

the problem: ~HO is set to zero so that there is no temperature 
K 

dependence of K. The physical reasoning behind this approximation 

is that the energies of initiation depends on the formation of 

hYdrogen bonds between complementary bases. For every hydrogen 

bond thus formed, a hydrogen bond between the biological base and 

water is broken. The net effect on the internal energy (and the 

enthalpy) of the system should thus be small or negligible. A more 

detailed discussion of this assumption and its probable validity is 

found in reference.9. Even if the assumption is slightly in error, 

it will introduce a very small error in the final calculation.
t 

tA rather large error in ~~ can be compensated for in the 
calculation by a rather small increase or decrease in the magnitude 
of 6Ho. For example, a change of 0.5 kcal/mole in ~Ho corresponds 
to a change of 3.5 kcal/mole in ~Ho for A4U4 and 6.5 kcal/mole in 
6H~ for A7U7. It is for this reas~n that the calculation is so 

~. 
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If information from polymers is used, then only two .thermo-

dynamic functions need to be solved for. 6So is obtained from the 

fact that for a polymer (in this case an average of polyA:polyU and. 

polyAU:polyAU) the Gibbs free energy is zero at the midpoint of the 

melting. Thus,' 

co 

co 

6G = 6H - T 6S = 0 
m 

(2.3) 

where Tm is th~ midpoint of the polymer melting curve. It is also 

true t from thermodynamics, that 

where Cds = the strand concentration of the double strand and css 

= the strand concentration of the single strand in moles/liter. 

Since ·for a high polymer the number of double stranded stacking 

interactions, N-l, approaches infinity, the concentration term in 

equation 2.3a makes a negligible contribution to the free energy. 

For this reason, the standard free energy is equal to the free 

energy near the midpoint of the transition for the polymer and 6S 

= 68° and 6H = 6Ho. This is a useful relationship. It means that 

co 
if the enthalpy and T of the polymer are measured,then the 

m 

standard enthalpy and standard entropy may be calculated directly. 

We can ~hen write, for the polymer, that 

.~~.' . 

insensitive gO the mgnitude of 6Ho. It is not pOSSible, as Eigen 
and Porschke allege, to accuratel§ assess 6Ho by/means of model 
calculations on melting curves of a small numBer of oligomers. 

21 
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(2. 3b) 

Now we can apply the polymer data to the oligomers. If 

the reasonable assumption is made that the thermodynamics of base 

pair formation within a double stranded polyribonucleic acid is 

the same as for base pair formation within an oligoribonucleic acid 

molecule, then we can rewrite equation 2.2, using the entropy term 

of equation 2.3b: 

(2.4) 

This is the standard relationship for the equilibrium 

constant which corresponds to the addition of a base pair to a 

helix. As stated, this equation rests on the assumption of equi-

valence between the energetics of base pairing in the oligomer 

and polymer. Experimental measurements of circular dichroism of 

the oligomers under study supports the idea that the geometry of 

the base pairs is generally similar for the oligomers and polymers. 3 

The magnitude of~Ho, calculated from equation 2.4, is also 

10 
consistent with the measured enthalpy of polyA:polyU. 

2. Experimental Absorption Profiles must be Corrected 

for Single Strand Absorption in order to make 

Comparisons between Theory and Experiment. 

A typical absorption profile ~or an AnUn oligom;r is shown 
.~.'" 

in Fig. 2.2a. At low temperatures, absorption ,changes little if at 

all with temperature. Throughout the transition from coil to double 

22 
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helix, the absorption increases rapidly. At higher temperatures a 

limiting slope greater than zero is attained. This limiting slope 

must be due to changes within the single strand, since the observed 

slope is independent of concentration and, for molecules in which 

the two strands are different entities so that the absorption of 

the strands can be measured separately, the observed slope is the 

sum of the contributions from the individual strands. The process 

responsible for the high temperature absorption change is termed 

unstacking. it is generally pictured as the weakening of the inter-

actions between bases adjacent to one another on the single strano 

th t t . . d 11 as e empera ure 1S ra1se . 

Since we are concerned with the helix coil transition, we 

wish to exclude the optical contribution of single strand unstacking 

to the melting curve. 2 Martin et al., have done this by using the 

relation 

I-f 
[~i (T) - A(T)] 

= [~i (T) AIo ] 

where the terms A(t)'~i(T), andAlo are molar absorptions as 

defined in Fig. 2.2a. f = the fraction of the RNA double strand 

23 

which is formed at a given temperature. (More precisely, as explained 

below, f is the average fraction of base stacking interactions present 

at a given temperature.) The melting temperature of the oligomer, 

T , is defined as the temperature at which f equals 0.5 (i.e., the 
m 

midpoint.of the melting curve). Note that we have defined the 

e.xperimental curve as an absorption profile; the expression melting 

curve refers to a plot of I-f vs. temperature. 
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3. Relating Theory to Experiment 

In order to relate theory and experiment to one another, 

it is necessary to use the methods of statistical thermodynamies. 

This means that a partition function must be derived. For the 

molecules AU, or for any nucleic acid molecules with only A-U' n n 

base pairs, the most general form of the partition function is 

Q = 

all 
states 

i-I 
KS' (2.6) 

Here, "all states" refers to all intermediate states with i-l=l, 2, 

.... , N-l double stranded stacking interactions with no interior 

loops (Fig. 2.1); N = the number of base pairs in the fully formed 

duplex oligomer. In this simple case (all A-U base pairs), the 

partition function may be written 

N 

Q= I (N+l-i) 

i=l 

i-I 
KS 

where the sum is over i, the number of base pairs in a given 

(2.6a) 

species. As is evident from Fig. 2.1, there are N+l-i species with 

i base pairs; this accounts for the first term in equation 2.6a. 

Although equation 2. 6a can be summed analytically, the generai form 

of equations 2.6 and 2.6a are more useful for the majority of 

molecules considered in this work, which have G-C base pairs. 

InoJ"der to relate theory and experiment, it. is necessary 

to adopt a model for the molecular origin of the increase of 

absorption with the ~elting of the double helix (hyper-

chromicity). The important question is: what is the correspond-

25 
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ence between the physical measure of the process, absorption, and 

the process itself7 Two different models have been proposed: one 

. 12 
attributes the hyperchromicity to the disruption of base pairs 

and the other to the breaking of double stranded stacking inter-

. 13 14 act1ons.' As shown below, the two models predict ·different 

relationships between I-f, as measured experimentally, and the 

progress of the helix coil transition. 

Hypothetical Molecule at a Given f for Two Models 

1.0 1.0 

0.8 Ii I I I~ 

0.6 IIII~ 

0.4 

0.2 Double Stranded 
Stacking Model 

Figure 2-3 

J i I IJ~ 

"I (<' « 

nrt 
Base Pairing 

Model 

Although both of these models represent a simplification 

of the actual causes of hyperchromicity. calculations based on the 

double stranded stacking model are in better agreement with experi

ment than similar calculations based on a base pairing model. 15 

For this reason, f is defined as the average fraction of double 

.83 

.67 

0.5 

stranded stacking interactions present at a given temperature. This. 

is equivalent to saying that 

f = (fraction of strands which have at least one base 

pair, ~) x (fraction of base stacking interactions/ 
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species with at least one base pair) 

Defined in tbis way, f has the same meaning as in equation 2.5 

(with the added assumption that the breaking of the double 

stranded stacking interaction is responsible for the increased 

absorption). Mathematically, this may be written 

f = CPK I (i_l)si-l 
(N-l)Q 

all states 
N i-l 

I (N-i +1)( i-l) s = cj>K (N-l)Q 
i=l 

Equation 2.7 is the general form with the sum over all states which 

are shown in Fig. 2.1. Equation 2.7a is specific to the A U molen n 

cules. As before, Q is the partition function, N is the maximum 

number of base pairs in the fully formed duplex molecule, and the 

sum is over all i base pairs present in the intermediate species. 

cj> is the fraction of strands with at-least one base pair. It can 

be shown that t 

Where, 

(2.8 ) 

Ct = total strand concentration in moles/liter 

k = 1 if the duplex molecule is composed of 
complementary but unlike strands 

k = 2 if it is composed of two identical strands, 
as in the case of the A U duplexes 

n n 

t The derivation of equation 2.8 is as follows. For the case 
in which the two strands are identical, we can write the chemical 
equilibri um 

where, 

A+ A -.:. B 

A = the single stranded oligomer 
B = all duplex molecules (i.e., all molecules with one 

or more base pairs) 

27 



Then, (B) = (species with one base pair) + (species with two 
pairs) + ... + (species with N base pairs) 

From the definition of the partition function, Q, and the fact that 
the free energy of the single strand is defined as zero (from Fig. 
2.1), it follows that 

N 

Q = K ~ (N+l_i)si-l = (B)/(A)2. 

i-I 

Since the two complementary strands are identical, 

c
t 

= 2(B) + (A) 

C t is thus constant throughout the reaction. - The quantity of 
interest is~. From its definition, 

~ = (B)f[ (B) + 1/2(A) J. 
= 2(B)/ct 

Putting 2.9a into 2.9b, we receive 
1/2 

ct = 2(B) + [(B)/Q] 

(2.9a) 

Equation 2.9d can be made into a quadratic in (B), the solution of 
whi.ch is 

(B) = [(1 + 4Qc ) -t 
(1 + 8Qc )1/2]/8Q 
- t 

Since ~ = 2(B)/ct , it then follows that 

[4Qc + 1 - (8Qc + 1)1/2] 
~ 

t t (2.ge) = 4Qc
t 

For the case in which the two strands are not identical, the equili
brium is 

(2.10) 

28 

In all the experiments referred to in this work,_ the two single strands 
are present in the same concentration. Thus, 

The derivation of ~ proceeds as above, except that 

C
t 

= (B) + (A) 

and 4> = (B)/[(B) + (A)] 

= (B)/c
t 

Physi.cally, the reason for the redefinitions in the case of nonidentical 
strands is that a given strand can combine successfully with only one 
half of the strands in solution to yield a fully bonded duplex molecule. 
As defined above, c

t 
remains constant throughout the reaction. Using 

these definitions, the result of equation 2.8 is obtained. 
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The final equation for I-f is then obtained by putting the 

expression for ~ into equation 2.7 or 2.7a: 

I-f = 
[2Qc k + 1 _ (4Qc k + 1)1/2] N 

t t I ---=--~-K 2Qct k 
i=l 

(N - i + 1)(1 _ l)si-l 
(N - l)Q 

(2.11) 

All terms in this equation are as previously defined. Equation 

2.11 thus provides the standard theoretical method ·of calculating 

the melting curve for A U molecules which may then be compared n n 

with experimental results plotted according to equation 2.5. The 

additional assumptions made in order to apply this equation are 

i. ~Ho is zero and thus K does not vary with temperature. 
K 

ii. The base pairing for the oligomer is similar to that 

for the polymer so that ~so can be calculated from 

polymer data. 

Thus; in order to solve equation 2.11. two new parameters 

must be obtained: ~Ho and K. 

4. The All-or None MOdel Gives Insight into the Problem. 

An approximate treatment in which the only states of the 

multiple equilibria considered are the fully formed duplex and the 

single stranded species is often used. It has been suggested that 

this approximation is valid for oligomers with ten or fewer base 
I 

pairs. 2 Later results of this work call into question its applica-

bility even for very short oligomers. Nonetheless, the theory has 

the advantage that it leads to very simple equations which are 

29 

useful in the analysis of the results of the statistical thermodynamic 

theories. 



Defining the equilibrium constant 

for the reaction 

K = (B)/(A)2 

K 

N-l = KS 

A + A ~ B, 

(2.12) 

the fraction of double stranded stacking interactions is simply 

(2.13) 

ct and f are as previously defined; (B) is the concentration of 

fully formed duplexes rather than the concentration of all inter-

mediate states as before. Equation 2.13 is appropriate if the two 

complementary single strands are identical. If the strands are 

different (eg., A CU + A GU ), then 
n n n n 

f == (B) 
[(B) + (A)] (2.l3a) 

where each of the two unlike strands have concentration (A). 

Relating f and K (using the identical procedure which led 

to equation 2.8), we obtain the result 

f == 

(2KC
t

k + 1) - (4Kc
t

k + 1)1/2 

2Kc
t

k 
(2.14) 

Equations 2.8 and 2.14 are identical except for the substitution of 

K for Q in the latter. This is entirely correct: Q represents a 

sum of the statistical weights of all intermediate double stranded 

30 
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species whereas K is for only the fully formed duplex. This is, of 

course, the difference between the all-or-none theory and the 

statistical thermodynamic theory. 

The importance of equation 2.14 is that it leads to the 

N-l -6Ho/RT following useful relationships. Substituting KS = Ke 

-6So IR f e or K in this equation and differentiating with respect to 

T yields 

(df/dT) = (N-l)6HO 
m 6RT2 

m 
(2.15) 

(df/dT) is the slope of the melting curve at the midpoint of the m 

transition, T , where f = 0.5. m 

Since, according to equation 2.14, f is constant if Kc 
t 

N-l KS ct is constant, it can be shown that 

liT' = liT + Rln c' c) 
m m (N-l 6Ho (2.16) 

and 

(2.17) 

A complete derivation of these equations is given in the appendix 

to reference 6. At this point, it suffices to note that equations 

2.15 through 2.17 follow directly from 2.14. 
co 

T is, as before, the m 

melting temperature of the infinite polymer with a sequence similar 

or identical to that of the oligomer considered. To use equation 

2.17. T must often be estimated since infinite polymers of approm 

priate sequences have generally not been synthesized. 
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The utility of these equations is that they provide a first 

approximation to ~Ho, ~so, and K. Martin and Uhlenbeck used these 

equations as the basis for their analysis of the thermodynamics 

of the A U oligomers. 2 For this work, equations 2.15 and 2.17 
n n 

illustrate an important principle which is not entirely dependent 

on the use of an all-or-none model: namely that two independent 

measures of the enthalpy of the reaction are provided by the melt-

ing data. Equation 2.15 relates ~Ho to the slope of the melting 

curve; equation 2.16, to the concentration dependence of a series 

of melting curves. Both of these properties are obtained at the 

midpoint of the melting curve, both for reasons of mathematical 

simplicity and because experimental accuracy is greater at the mid-

point of the curve. 

That these two properties are measures of ~Ho, regardless 

of the model which is used to analyze the results, is physically 

reasonaple. The greater the magnitude of the total enthalpy for the 

reaction,t the greater is the variation of the equilibrium constant 

-(N-l)~Ho/RT) (<<e with temperature and the steeper the melting curve. 

The physical basis for equation 2.16 is less obvious. The equation 

t 
states that the greater the total enthalpy, the less the melting 

temperature changes with concentration. This can be best understood 

32 

by noting the effect of changing the concentration of single strands on 

the melting temperature of the molecule. At f=O.5, the term KCtS 
N-l 

The expression total entha11Y refers to the enthalpy for the 
formation of all base pairs, (N-IL;Ho. To avoid the confusion which 
often occurs in thermodynamic discussions, the expression "increase 
in enthalpy" or "the greater the magnitude of the enthalpy" 
means that if ~Ho is negative it will become more negative, if 
positive, then more positive. The expressions refer to an increase 
in the absolute value of the enthalpy. 

"-
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must be constant. (It is either one or two, depending on whether or 

not the two complementary strands are identical, according to equa-

tion 2.14.) This means that, as ct is increased, s must decrease in 

order to maintain f constant. The effect is to shift,the equilibrium 

. N-l -(N-l)~Ho/RT to higher temperature, S1nce s ~e and ~Ho is less than 

zero. If the total enthalpy, (N-l)~HO is small, then a large change in 

N-l . temperature is needed to maintain the constancy of KCtS (1.e., 

If the total enthalpy is large, then 

a small change in T will accomplish the same end. In the extreme 

case of the polymer, where the total enthalpy change for the 

reaction is enormous (approaches infinity), the melting curve is 

essentially independent of concentration. The statistical thermo-

N-l dynamic model does not require that KCtS be constant at f= 0.5, 

but the constraints (which may be understood by comparing equations 

2.14 'and 2.11) are similar. It is thus evident that the concentra-

tion dependence of melting, as well as the slope of the melting 

curve, is a measure of the enthalpy of the reaction._ 

5. The Results of the Statistical Thermodynamic Model 

are not Consistent: A New Model is Needed. 

Equations 2.11 and 2.4 have been used to calculate the 

melting curves for the series of molecules AU, n = 4-7. The 
n n 

computer program, listed in Appendix I, was written for and run on 

a model 6600 Control Data Corporat ion computer. Both ~Ho and K 

were varied so as to achieve the best possible agreement with 

experiment. The procedure was to choose ~Ho and then vary K until 

the deviation between experimental and predicted melting temperatures 

for all four molecules at three different concentrations was minimized. 

~HO was increased by increments of 0.5 kcal/mole between 5 and 10 

kcal/mole. 
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Table 2.1 illustrates that any choice of ~Ho between -6.5 

and -9.0 kcal/mole, with K chosen appropriately, yields agreement 

with the melting temperatures to within approximately 1°C. Two 

conclusions can be drawn: (i) the standard statistical thermodynamic 

theory is in excellent agreement with the experimental melting 

temperatures for the A U molecules, since the variation of predicted 
n n 

melting temperatures is almost within experimental error (which is 

±0.5°C). The experimental and predicted melting temperatures are 

swr~arized in Table 2.7. (ii) It is not possible, by fitting T 
m 

data alone, to choose ~Ho and K unambiguously. 

Table 2.1 

Accuracy of Calculated Melting Temperatures 

~Ho 

(kcal/mole) 

-6.5-' 

-7.0 

-7.5 

-8.0 

-8.5 

-9.0 

for A U (n = 4-7) at 3 Concentrations n n 

K Standard deviation of (l/mole) 

2.8 x 10- 3 ±1.2°C 

7.8 x 10-4 ±0.9°C 

2.2 x 10-4 ±0.75°C 

6.0 x 10-5 ±0.70oC 

1.7 x 10-5 ±0.75°C 

4.8 x 10-6 ±0.9°C 

T m 

In order to carry the analysis further, we must uSe more 

information than the melting temperatures of the A U oligomers. 
n n 

We have already noted that there are two independent measures of the 

enthalpy for the reaction: the slope of the melting curve at the 

midpoint and the concentration dependence of the melting temperature. 
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Both pieces of information are available from experiment. Since 

the analytical expressions previously derived are appropriate only 

for the all-or-none model, a somewhat more complicated procedure 

must be followed to obtain the value of the enthalpy from these 

two physical properties within the framework of the statistical 

thermodynamic model. The procedure followed is listed: 

a. For each of the values of ~Ho in Table 2.1 (with 

K chosen so as to achieve best agreement with the melting temperature, 

i.e., using the K'S of column 2, Table 2.1), theoretical melting 

( -4 "':5 curves were calculated at three strand concentrations 10 M, 10 

M, and 10-6 M), using equations 2.11 and 2.4. A value of I-f was 

calculated for every degree Centigrade between -20°C and +80oC. 

b. The computer program extrapolated the temperature 

at which f = 0.5 from the two temperatures nearest the midpoint of 

the melting curve. Once T was established in this way, a second 
m 

calculation of the portion of the melting curve about the Twas 
m 

performed. I-f was calculated at five temperature increments of 

O.loC above T and five below T. In this way, (df/dT) was deter-m m m 

mined very precisely. 

c. Since melting curves were calculated for the 

molecules at three concentrations, the concentration dependence of 

T was calculated directly. To compare theory arid experiment, the 
m 

quantity (l/T -liT' )/In(c/c') :: ~(l/T )/~ln(c) was calculated. In m . m m 
-5 -6 general, c = 10 M and c' = 10 M were used for the comparison 

between theory and experiment. 

d. The results were plotted as in Fig. 2.4: (df/dT) 

and ~(l/T )/~ln(c) versus ~Ho (with K implicitly varying with the m 

m 



choice of enthalpy). The vertical line in the figure represents 

the experimental result for each of the molecules. We have omitted 

(df/dT)m for A6U6 since the published value
2 

is not consistent with 

the slopes for the other A U molecules and is not in agreement with 
n n 

the few melting curves of A6U6 which are available. 

This calculation, the results of which are summarized in 

'l'able 2.2, brings out a serious inconsistency in the theory: two 

significantly different enthalpies for the same process (and for 

the same base pairing and double stranded stacking interactions) 

emerge from the calculation: -8.0 ± 0.2 kcal/mole from the concen-

tration dependence of T and -6.7 ± 0.3 kcal/mole from the slope 
m 

of the melting curves. 

It is probable that the enthalpy derived from the concentra-

tion dependence of T is the more nearly correct one, since it is in 
m 

much better agreement with calorimetric measurements on polyA:polyU 

(Chapter 1, section AI). But if this value of the enthalpy is 

used, then all predicted melting curves are considerably sharper 

than experimental ones. We may use as a measure of the breadth 

of the transition the quantity l'!.2/3' defined as the temperature 

range over which two-thirds of the melting occurs measured 

s~l®etrically about the T. Using l'!.Ho = -8.0 kcal/mole, the 
m 

predicted breadths are only 60% of the experimental breadths 

(Table 2.7). 

We are thus presented with two inconsistencies: one between 

theory and experiment and the other within the theory itself. This 

predic81nent becomes even more serious when G-C base pairs are 
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Table 2.2 

Enthalpy of an A-U Base Pair Calculated from the 

Standard Statistical, Thermodynamic Theory for A U 
n n 

Molecule 
~HO from concentration 

dependence of T 
~HO from the slope of 

the melting curve 

Average 

m 

-7.8 kcal/mole base pairs 

-8.15 

-7.9 

~8.l5 

-8.0 ± 0.2 kcal/mole 

-7.0 kcal/mole base pairs 

-6.7 

-6.5 

-6.7 ± 0.3 kcal/mole 

present, as will be pointed out in the next chapter. It is to the 

resolution of this dilemma that we now turn our attention. 

B. Modifications of Existing Theories are Considered. 

1. Discussion of Past Theoretical Work 

Before embarking on a systematic stud;f to account for the 

inadequacy of the present theoretical approach, it is relevant to 
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inquire if and how other workers have treated the problem. A limited 

amount of theoretical work on oligonucleotide systems has been done. 

2 
The inconsistencies discussed above have been noted ,by some workers, 

but a satisfactory solution has not been proposed. 

a. Acid Oligo A 
n 

Applequist and Damle6 studied the equilibria between 

+ 
single and double stranded oligoribo A at pH 4, 0.15 M Na. They n ' 

considered oligomers with eleven or fewer base pairs. The theoretical 

" 
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approach of section 1 of this chapter is generally similar to 

Applequist and Damle's treatment of the problem. They also included 

staggered configurations in the partition function, since these 

species are important for their system. The data were satisfactorily 

fit with llHo = -B.O kcal/mo1e, and K = 2.2 ± 10-3 liter/mole. t 

The criticism can be made that the thermodynamic 

constants derived from the calculations were not entirely constant 

from one oligomer to the next. The enthalpy varied from -7.0 kca1/ 

mole for A8 to -B.B kcal/mo1e for AlO ' with a standard deviation 

of ±0.95 kcal/mo1e. Nonetheless, the fit of the melting was 

generally very good. Specifically, the theoretical and experimental 

melting curves are in good agreement with respect to the melting 

temperatures, the slope of the melting curves at the midpoint, 

and the breadths of the melting curves. In light of our experience 

with the A U system, this good agreement is at first glance rather 
n n 

surprising. 

Two comments are relevant: first, it is entirely 

possible that the same inconsistency noted above for A U applies 
n n 

to acid oligo A as well, but that Applequist and Damle were not able 
n 

to observe it. Their data were limited to one concentration for 

each oligomer. As such, they fit the calculations only to the shape 

of the melting curves. Thus, if the concentration dependence gives 

"For our work, we have defined the initiation parameter as K, which 
is the statistical weight of the duplex with one base pair. Some 
workers have defined the statistical weight of the duplex with one 
base pair as Ss, where 8 is the initiation parameter. Thus, our 
should generally be compared with others' Ss.(s is generally 
between 2 and 5 at the T of the oligomers studied.) 

m 



a different ~Ho, they had no way of knowing this. Second, their 

system is sufficiently different from the A U system to dictate 
n n 

caution in making a comparison between the two. The double stranded 

A:A occurs only at acid pH, in 'which the adenylic acid residue is n n 

protonated. As a result, a favorable interaction between the 

negatively charged backbone and the adenylic acid residue occurs. 

Consequently, the double stranded form is less favored at higher 

salt concentration; this is the opposite of the salt effect for 

standard Watson-Crick base pairs in neutral solution. It is there-

fore possible that the physical cause of the inconsistency in the 

theory is not operative for acid oligo A . 
n 

It would be of interest to study the concentration 

dependence of the acid oligo A system in order to resolve this 
n 

question. 

b. A + U 
n n 

P~rschke and Eigen8 and P~rschke16 have done extensive 

studies on the A + U system, where n ranged between 8 and 18. 
n n 

Except for the fact that their study was limited to very low salt 

concentrations (0.05 M) to reduce triple strand formation, this 

system should be very similar to AU. Their theoretical approach 
n n 

differs from that outlined in section 1 in two essential ways: they 

have attempted to account for the effect of electrostatic inter-

actions, very prominent at low salt, by adding the term -

[(N-l)RT(Cl - C2 log ~)/N to the free energy, and they have included 

the effect of Single strand stacking with the expression RT In(l + 
-~Go/RT 

e a ), also added to the free energy. (~is the ionic strength 

of the solution, Cl and C2 are constants, and ~G: is the single 
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~,trand stacking free energy.) Agreement between experiment and 

theory is remarkably good: the calculated melting curves reproduce 

the experimental ones almost exactly throughout the transition. 

Also, they have considered the equilibrium at a range of different 

concentrations. It might appear that the stacking correction, as 

they have. applied it, provides a solution to the problem. 

However, a serious objection must be raised to their 

approach. l'.greement at the lower temperature range of the melting 

curve is obtained by explicitly fitting each predicted curve to 

experiment in this region. Of the nine parameters used to fit the 

melting curves, six were estimated from polymer measurements. The 

remaining three - % hyperchromicity, K, and ~Ho (the enthalpy of 
K 

initia"tion) - were chosen separately for each molecule at each 

(:oncentration so that coincidence between theory and experiment was 

obtained. 

'rable 2.3 lists the choices of the parameters 6lio and 
. K 

K in COlunU1S 3 and 4. ~Ho varies almost randomly between 1.5 and 
K 

17.0 kcal/mo1e. For example, for N = 8, a change of concentration 

from 1.2 x 10- 3 fv1 to 0.9 x 10- 3 M results in a change of almost 8 

r kcal/rnole in the value of this parameter. Similarly, a small change 

in concentration necessitates varying K by a factor of 2 to 10 in 

order to fit the melting curves. There is no physical justification 
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for K or ~Ho to vary so markedly and in such a nonregular manner from 
K 

one oligomer to the next in the series or from one concentration to 

the next. 

We conclude that, while this approach is useful in 

fi tt.ing experimentill data, the numbers assigned to the thermodynamic 
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Table 2.3 

Parameters Used by Ptsrschke to Fit A + U Melting Curves 16 
n n 

Chain length Concentration . ~Ho K K 
(moles/l) (kcal/mole) (l/mole) 

8 2.3 x 10- 3 3.5 6.2 x 10-4 

1.2 x 10-3 13.8 65 x 10-4 

0.9 x 10- 3 6.0 5.9 x 10-4 

9 1.3 x 10- 3 9.9 11 x 10-4 

0.9 x 10- 3 2.4 3.5 x 10-4 

10 1.0 x 10- 3 5.0 III x 10-4 

0.5 x 10- 3 4.6 6.3 x 10-4 

11 0.8 x 10- 3 7.8 10 x io-4 

0.4 x 10- 3 17.1 47 x 10-4 

14 0.9 x 10- 3 9.9 11 x 10-4 

0.4 x 10- 3 12.0 13 x 10-4 

0.2 x 10- 3 1.5 3.6 x 10-4 

1.8 0.9 x 10- 3 10.0 5.7 x 10-4 

0.1 x 10- 3 6.4 5.1 x 10-4 
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parameters do not correspond well to fundamental physical processes. 

It is likely that the A + U system is not easily amenable to 
n n 

theoretical analysis in part because of the complex electrostatic 

interactions which are not very well accounted for by the simple 

4 electrostatic correction term which the authors have used. 

c. AU: All-or-None Analysis 
n n 

Martin et ~., who first synthesized the A U molecules n n 

and performed the melting experiments, analyzed their data in terms 

of the all-or-none model (equations 2.15 through 2.17). In Table 

2.4, we show the enthalpy of an A-U base pair calculated from the 

all-or-none model from the concentration dependence of T and m 

slope of the melting curve. Comparing Tables 2.2 and 2.4, we note 

Molecule 

A4U4 

A
5
U

5 

A6U6 
A

7
U

7 

Table 2.4 

Enthalpy of an A-U Base Pair Calculated 

from the All-or-None Model for A U 2 
n n 

AHo from concentration 
dependence of T m 

7.3 kcal/mole 

8.0 

7.7 

8.25 

AHo from the slope 
of the melting curve 

6.6 kcal/mole 

5.9 

5.5 

Average 7.8 ± 0.4 kcal/mole 6.0 ± 0.6 kcal/mole 

that the discrepancy between the enthalpies calculated by the two 
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methods is even greater for the all-or-none model than if intermediate 

states are included in the calculation. This is not surprising, 
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since the inclusion of intermediate states in a calculation should 

. tend to broaden the calculated melting curves. This comparison 

suggests that partially bonded states should be included in the 

calculation but that perhaps the statistical weights which have been 

assigned are in error. 

d. A U and Acid Oligo A: Statistical Mechanical 
-E..Jl. n 

Stacking Model 

Recently Appleby and Kallenbach17 proposed a model for 

base pair formation which involves a statistical mechanical treatment 

of the single strand stacking process. The theory assumes that 

each base on the single strand may be in one of two forms, stacked 

or unstacked, independent of the states of the other bases in the 

strand. Also, in the partially formed helices, those bases not 

involved in base pairs are allowed to be either stacked or unstacked 

on the single strand. The resultant partition function for acid 

oligo A 
n 

where s 
-(flHO 

ss 
e 

. t 
is of the form 

N/2 N/2 

Q= K I I 
(N-i-j+l) ( )2(i+j-2) 

s 1 + P 

i=l j=l 

-flGO /RT 
ss and K are as previously defined, p = e 

(2.18) 

= 
- TflSo )/RT 

ss flGO flHo flSo are the standard free energy, 
ss' ss' ss 

enthalpy and entropy for the formation of a stacked base from an 

unstacked base. Gij is the degeneracy factor appropriate for the 

staggered species of A. The term (1 + p)2(N-l) in the denominator 
n 

t See reference 17 for the derivation of this equation. 

-' 
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refers to the single strand and implies that its statistical weight 

may change with temperature as stacked bases are formed or broken. 

'1( '+' 2) 
Similarly, the factor (1 + p)G l J- in the numerator counts the 

single stranded bases in all partially formed intermediate states. 

A slightly modified partition function was used for the A U mole
n n 

cules, since Appleby and Kallenbach assumed that U does not stack 
n· 

in the single strand. 

Thermodynamic parameters were derived by fitting 

calculated melting curves with the experiental results. The para-

meters derived from the calculation for A U are: 
n n 

~Ho = -1.5 kcal/mole base pairt 

~HO = -3.6 kcal/mole stack ss 

~S ° = -10.3 entropy units /mole stack·· 
ss 

K = 1.6 x 10- 3 liters/mole 

The approach of Appleby and Kallenbach may be regarded 

as the only one yet proposed which achieves a measure of success in 

resolving the inconsistency in the application of helix-coil theory 

to oligonucleotides. We defer discussion of the results of the 

calculation until later, so that we may compare them with those of 

this work. 

2. Other Simple Models are Considered 

In order to advance the theory, we consider in depth the 

'r~Ho here is not exactly the same as the enthalpY' which we have 
defined as the addition of a double stranded stacking interaction to 
a duplex. The authors term it the "apparent enthalpy" of this 
reaction;. because of the single stranded stacking interaction which 
is included in the term, it is temperature dependent. The value 
quoted is at 95°C. ~So can be calculated from this' and it will vary 
with temperature. 
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approximations inherent in the earlier application of the helix-

coil theory (Chapter 2. sections Al and A3). These approximations 

.' ' 
may be classified into those for which sufficient information is 

not available to dispute them (i, ii, and vii), those which have 

been proved valid (iv), and the remaining ones which can be analyzed 

by direct calculation (iii, v,- and vi). 

Approximations i and ii, which treat the formation of base 

pairs as a two state process and ignore non-nearest neighbor inter-

actions, both serve to save the theory from becoming hopelessly 

complex. Their removal would involve the addition of a large 

number of parameters for which experimental information is completely 

absent. Their basic justification is that they have been successful 

in explaining the melting of polymers. 

Approximations vii, which assumes that the entropy of base 

pair formation for the oligomer is the same as for the polymer, is 

. a useful simplification which does not profoundly influence the 

results of the calculation. The reason for this is that the entropy 

term does not introduce a factor in the partition function which is 

dependent on temperature. As such, a slight error in this approxima-

tion would in no way account for the discrepancy between theory and 

experiment. 

Approximation iv, which ignores internal loops, is easily 

tested on the basis of a reasonable loop weighting function; for 

short oligomers, it is fully justified. 

The remaining approximations are of great interest and 

considered in some detail. 
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a. Variation of ~Ho and ~so with Temperature: A Test 

of Approximation iii 

If ~o is dependent on temperature during the melting 

process, the physical basis is most likely to change in conforma-

tion of the single strand with temperature. The calorimetric and 

optical measurements on polyA:polyU indicate that the double stranded 

moiety is little affected by temperature after it has been fully 

18 formed. The simplest assumption about the single strand is 

that its enthalpy changes linearly with temperature. This is shown 

for a given choice of the heat capacity in Fig. 2.5a. Note that the 

enthalpy of the single straI1d is negative at low temperatures i r one 

sets the zero enthalpy at higher temperatures. This is consistent 

with the notion that the stacking of the single strand produces a 

stabilizing effect. 

where, 

We can then write, following Fig. 2.5, 

= Hd
o (T) - HO (T) 
s· ss 

= H
d
o (T ) + Cds (T-T ) = Hdos 
sop 0 

HO (T) = HO (T ) + Css(T_T ) 
ss ss 0 p 0 

The hp.at capacity for the reaction, ~C , equals 
p 

Cds _ eSs the heat capacity of the double strand minus that of the p p , 

single strand. Since the heat capacity of the double strand, is 

taken to be zero, it follows that 

~HO(T ) + ~C (T-T) 
o p 0 

(2.19 ) 



T is an arbitrarily chosen temperature and the 
o 

subscripts ss and ds refer to the single strand and double strand 

respectively. Measurements of the heat capacity, ~c , for polyA: 
p 

polyU have been made, but their accuracy is not good. Krakauer 

. 10 
and Sturtevant report ~c = -8 ± 6 cal/degree mole in 0.018 M 

P 

Na+ at 44°c, -17 ± 33 cal/deg. mole in 0.043 M Na+ at 51°C, and 

+ + -25 ± 26 cal/deg. mole in 0.1 M Na at 58°c. In K at comparable 

concentrations, ~C varies between +84 and -66 cal/deg. mole. 
p 

The simple assumptions about the heat capacity of the 
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single and double strands fully determine the behavior of the entropy 

of these moieties with temperature. Since, for an isolated system 

at constant pressure, 

therefore, 

~So = J~C /T dT P . 

~C lnT + Z 
p 

We can solve for Z, the constant of integration, from the fact that 
00 

in the limit of the polymer melting temperature, T,the enthalpy 
m 

and entropy are related: 

Therefore, 

Z = 

~HO(Too) 
__ ....;m=-- = ~C InToo + Z 

00 

T 
m 

00 

T m 

P m 

00 

~C lnT 
p m 
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Plugging the expression for Z into the original equation for ~SO(T), 

we receive 

~c 
p (2.20) 

We have plotted in Fig. 2.5b the change in entropy with 

temperature according to equation 2.20, to show the qualitative 

behavior of ~So·(T). Val~es for ~HO(T ) and ~C were arbitrarily m p 

chosen for illustrative purposes: ~HO(T) = -8.8 kcal/mole and ~C 
m p 

= -50 cal/deg. mole; the assumption was explicitly made that the 

change in entropy with temperature was due solely to changes within 

the single strand. 

In order to test the usefulness of the assumption of 

a linear heat capacity for rationalizing the experimental results 

with theory for the melting curves, the following calculation was 

performed .. 6HO(T) and ~SO(T), from equations 2.19 and 2.20, were 

used in place of ~Ho and ~So in equation 2.2 for s. T was set to o 

25°C. (The results depend on the choice of To' we have set it near 

T of the oligomers.) 
m 

kcal/mole were tried. 

Values of ~HO(T ) equal to -7, -7.5, and -8 
o 

~c was taken to be -10, -20, -50, and -100 
p 

cal/deg. mole. (All except the last choice are well within the 

experimental range.) Using the methods of section A3, K was varied 

to achieve the best fit for the melting temperatures. After the 

appropriate values of K were chosen, plots of the predicted slopes 

of the melting curve, (df/dT) , and the concentration dependence of 
m 

the T • ~(l/T )/~ln(c). versus ~HO(T ) were made, in a manner m mo' 

analogous to that of Fig. 2.4. Selected results are shown in Table 
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We also include the results of the calculation with ac = o. 
p 

This is, of course, identical to the earlier calculations in which 

aHO and aso did not vary with temperature. 

Table 2.5 makes clear that the choice of a heat capa-

city within experimental limits does not affect the calculated 

melting curves greatly. Agreement between theory and experiment is 

worsened if ~c less than zero is chosen: The discrepancy between 
p 

the two predicted enthalpies increases from 1.3 kcal/mole for 

ac = 0 to 1.6 kcal/mole for ac = -50 cal/deg. mole. Furthermore, 
p p 

agreement between calculated and experimental melting temperatures 

becomes significantly worse as ac becomes increasingly negative, 
p 

as measured by the standard deviation between predicted and actual 

melting temperatures: (J = ±0.7'oC for ac = 0 and ±2.3°C for 
m p 

ac = -50 cal/deg. mole. 
p 

Although ~C greater than zero improves agreement 
p 

between theory and experiment very slightly, no physical understand-
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ing of stacking is consistent with such a choice. We conclude there-

fore that a simple variation of the thermodynamic fUnctions with 

temperature throughout the melting transition does not provide an 

explanation of the inadequacy of the helix-coil theory when applied 

to oligonucleotides. 

b. Letting ~Ho t 0 Makes Little Difference: A Test 
K 

of Approximation vi 

We have hitherto taken ~Ho equal zero on the assumption 
K 

that the first base pair, which is devoid of a double strand stack-

ing interaction, has a very small enthalpy associated with it. 

Although this assumption is reasonable,9 we have performed calcula-



Molecule 

A4U4 
A

5
U5 

A6U6 

A
7
U

7 

Average 

Molecule 

A4U4 
A5U5 
A6U6 
A7U7 

Average 

Table 2.5 

Results of Calculation Which Allows the 

Enthalpy to Change with Temperature 

6HO(T ) from concentration dependence of T (in kcal/mole) o m 

6C = 0 p 

-7.8 

-8.15 

-7.9 

-8.15 

-8.0 

6C = -30 p 

-8.35 

-8.35 

-7.7 

-7.85 

-8.05 

6C = -50 cal/deg. mole p 

-8.95 

-8.45 

-7.6 

-7.6 

-8.15 
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6HO (T ) 
0 

from the slope of the melting curve at T (kcal/mole m 

6C = 0 6C = -30 6C = -50 cal/deg. mOle p p p 

-7.0 -7.2 -7.5 

-6.7 -6.5 -6.5 

-6.5 -6.0 -5.6 

-6.7 -6.6 -6.5 
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tions with ~lIo varying between +5 and -5 kcal/mole to show the effect 
K 

of such a variation. 

Choosing ~Ho = -5 kcal/mole, for example, we calculate 
K 

that for A
5
U

5 
the concentration dependence yields ~Ho = -7.6 kcal/ 

mole A-V stacking interaction rather than -8.15 k~al!mole when ~Ho ::; 
K 

o. That is to say, the total enthalpy for the entire reaction from 

the concentration dependence of T remains roughly constant. Because 
m 

~Ho is decreased, intermediate states contribute slightlY more to 

the partition function, the theoretical melting curve is broadened 

somewhat, and agreement between theory and experiment is, in prin-

ciple, improved. In practice, the change in (df!dT) is so small 
m 

that, after the enthalpy of initiation is subtracted,· agreement of 

the enthalpies derived from (df/dT) and the concentration dependence 
m 

of T is not observably improved. 
m 

3. A Model with Partially Frayed Ends is Proposed 

The final assumption of the theory yet to be tested is that the 

equilibrium constant for the addition of a base pair to a helix is 

independent of the position of the pair formed. The question of the 

A-U J·uncture in the center of the A V molecules is similar to . n n 

discussion of ~Ho above: the effect is small compared with the total 
K 

enthalpy and entropy of the molecule and cannot be detected by direct 

calculation. 

End effects are a very different matter. Although the ends 

only account for two of seven to thirteen double stranded stacking 

interactions in the A U series, their effect on the shape of the 
n n 

melting curve can be significant. At all temperatures in the calcula-

tion based on the standard helix-coil theory, the equilibrium is 
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dominated by two forms: the fully formed duplex and the single 

stranded species. If, in fact, intermediate species are more 

important in the process than the theory suggests, then the 

calc\ilated melting curves would be broadened considerably. If 

end effects are present and significant, they could increase 

ti1e contl'ibution of intermediate species to the melting process, 

thereby broadening the curve. 

That an evaluation of end effects is a logical step for oligomers 

is suggested by considering the interactions in detail. All recent 

formulations of the theory have incorporated the idea that the first 

base pair (the initiation step) should be treated differently from 

the rest since it is devoid of a stacking interaction. In the same 

way, the formation of the end base pair is different from the rest 

because its final environment is significantly perturbed relative 

to the other base pairs. Consider the equilibria 

ini tial final 
state s state 

I~ I I@ ~ I I - II I -
~ 

s 

I@ end II I I - J -
The initial and final states of the base pair which is formed 

is circled. In I, the equilibrium constants refer to the ratio: 

(final state: base pair having on one side a base pair and on the 

oth~r side free or stacked bases)/~nitial state: two bases with 

onf: base pR.ir on one si de and free or stacked bases on the other). 

The initial and final states are the same for the formation of all 
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base pairs in the helix except the first and end pairs. In II, s d en 

refers to: (final state: base pair having on one side a base and on 

the other side water) I (initial states: consisting of two bases with 
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one base pair on one side and water on the other). It is important to 

note that even within the framework of the nearest neighbor approxima-

tion, the .ends are expected to exhibit a different stability from that 

of the rest of the molecule. Only if a base pair has the same affinity 

for water as for an adjacent single stranded base will s d equal s. en 

a. Methodology and results 

It remains to test this model with experiment. We let 
_~Go diRT 

k
end 

= e en is the equilibrium constant 

related to the differential stability of the two end base pairs. 

(~Go is the increment in free energy due to the end effect.) If 
end 

k d < 1, as it must in order that the weighting of the intermediate en 

states be increased, then the end double stranded stacking inter-

action is less stable than all similar internal stacking interactions. 

This is the expected result, since the interaction of the end base 

pair with water molecules should be destabilizing.19 The statistical 

weights of the intermediate states shown in Fig. 2.1 are no longer 

appropriate for this model; Fig. 2.6 illustrates the new ones. 

The method of calculation is straightforward, although 

somewhat laborious. Equations 2.5 and 2.6 are modified to accomo-

date the end effect: 

Q = I 
all states i 

P i-l 
Kk dS en 

N 

=I (2.6b) 

i-l 
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(i-l)kP d 
i-I 

I 
s 

f = ~K en 
(N-l)Q (2.7a) 

all states i 

N 
(N+l-i)(i-l)kP d i-I 

I 
s 

= CPK 
. en 
(N-l)Q (2.7b) 

i-I 

p = the number of fully formed ends in the given species (0, 1, or 

2) and all other quantities are defined earlier. "All states" refers 

to those states pictured in Fig. 2.6. 

The calculation was carried out as follows. For each value 

of ~Ho chosen, both K and k d were allowed to vary simultaneously en 

until the best possible fit between experimental and calculated 

melting temperatures and slopes of the melting curves at T were m 

achieved. These two conditions are sufficient to define unambiguous 

values of K and k d' In general. approximately 10 trials were en 

adequate to determine K and k d for a given calculation. t 
en 

We obtained, for example, k d = 0.142 and K = 1.42 x 10- 3 
en 

l/mole for ~Ho = -8 kcal/mole. In this manner we have fit the 

slope of the melting curve by varying the relative fraction of 

t The computer program was written for the teletype machine at 
the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory so that the programmer and computer 
could "interact." Upon receiving the results of a previous calcula
tion. the programmer was able to punch in new trial values. In this 
way, both K and k d (or any other parameters) could be varied 
simultaneously. en The program is listed in Appendix I. 

Agreement was deemed adequate when [reT -T (expt»)]/M T and m m m 
[r«df/dT) -(df/dT) (expt»]/M (df/dT) were less than 0.5%. That 

m m m 
is, approximately equal numbers of the calculated quantities were 
above and below the experimental values. M is the number of terms 
in the respective sums. The former sum is over all A U molecules 
at three concentrations and the latter is at only onen n concentration. 
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intermediate forms with unformed ends. We then asked the question: 

given the··value of k d so determined, what value of 8Ho fits the en. 
/ 

concentration dependence of T? In order to answer this question, 
m 

we have -held k d constant. incremented 8Ho in .units of 0.5 kcal/ - en 

mole and varied K until the melting temperatures were fit. When 

the results are plotted as in Fig. 2.4b and the intersection with 

experimental quantities read from the plot, the enthalpy consistent 

with k d = 0.14 which gives the correct concentration dependence 
en 

of Tm is then determined. Since the latter enthalpy, from the 

concentration dependence of T , is different from the enthalpy which m 

is consistent with df/dT I , the procedure is repeated for values 
m 

of 8Ho between -6.5 and -9.0 kcal/mole (in increments of 0.5 kcal/ 

mole) • 

We summarize the steps in the calculation: 

Step 1: Choose 8Ho. (Begin with 8Ho = -6.5 

kcal/mole.) 

Step 2: Vary K and kend until experimental Tm's 

and df / dT I I S are fit. 
m 

Step 3: Using the value of k d determined in steps en 

1 and 2, find values of K which fit each 

8Ho from -6.5 to -9.0 kcal/mole (in incre-

ments of 0.5 kcal/mole). 

Step 4: Plot results of the calculations in step 3 

as in Fig. 2.4b: 8Ho vs. 8(1/T )/81n(c). .. m 

This determines 8Ho which best fits the 

concentration dependence of T at this value 
m 

of k d' en 
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Step 5: Repeat steps 1 to 4, incrementing initial 

choice of ~Ho by 0.5 kcal/mole. 

The result a~ step 2 is a set of parameters in which ~Ho, 

K, and k d have been determined to fit the melting temperatures and en 

df/dTI 's of the A U molecules. We may call this enthalpy ~Hlo. m nn 

The result at step 4 is a set of ~Ho, K. and k d chosen to fit the 
en 

melting temperatures and the concentration dependence of T. We 
m 

call this enthalpy ~H~. Since k d has the same value for steps 1 en . 

and 2 as for steps 3 and 4, ~H~ should equal ~H~. Steps 1 through 4 

are repeated with different initial choices of ~Ho (which determines 

a different k d) until this condition is met. The results, a en 

series of ~H~ and ~H~ values for each of several kend values, 

are plotted in Fig. 2.7. The magnitude of k d for which en 

~H~ equals ~H~ satisfies both the concentration dependence 

of T and the slopes of the melting curves at their 
m 

midpoint. The results, from Fig. 2.7. are: 

Table 2.6 

Thermodynamic Parameters for the 

Frayed End Model of A U 
n n 

~Ho = -8.15 kcal/mole 

kend = 0.058 

K = 6.55 x 10-4 liters/mole 
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Since these three quantities will find much application 

in the remainder of this work, it is important to ask how accurately 

they are known. Assuming the suitability of the frayed end model, 

there are two main sources of error in ~Ho: (1) uncertainty in the 

enthalpy associated with initiation and with the A U juncture and n n 

(2) the imprecision of experimental determinations of T and 
m 

df / dT I . We can estimate that the error due to (1) is at most ±6 m 

kcal/mole for the entire molecule or approximately ±O.5 kcal/mole 

of double stranded stacking interaction. An enthalpy greater\than 

this would show up as a systematic variation in ~Ho for the mole-

cules of varying N in the series. 

The accuracy of T is ±O.5°C. 2 A systematic error of as m 

much as 2°C would have a small effect on the calcuiated enthalpy, 

considerably less than :!:l kcal/mole of molecules • There is how-

ever an uncertainty in the experimental values of df/dTl m: the 

accuracy of df/dTI is difficult to assess for the A U series, since m nn 

the original melting curves are no longer available; for the molecules 

A GCU (n = 2, 3, 4) and A CGU (n = 2 and 4), melting ,curves at 
n n n n 

five or more oligonucleotide concentrations are available. Although 

df/dTI should decrease slightly with increasing oligonucleotide 
m 

concentration (see equations 2.11 and 2.12), no systematic variation 

was observed. The uncertainty in df/dTI for these molecules was m 

slightly less than '10%. This corresponds to an uncertainty of 

0.55 kcal/mole in ~Ho. 

I~ is, of course, possible that these two sources of error 

will cancel. We estimate that ~Ho is known to wi thin ±O.75 kcal/mole 

from our analysis. 



The largest source of uncertainty in both K and k 
end 

derives directly from that of ~Ho. If ~Ho = -8 kcal/mole, then 

K = 1.4 x 10-3 andk = 1.5 x 10-1 ; if ~Ho = -9.5 kcal/mole, end 

K = 2.4 x 10-4 and k = 3 x 10-2 • Expressed in terms of free end 

energy, this corresponds to ±0.6 and ±0.5 kcal/mole for K and 

kend , respectively. 

b. Discussion of the Results of the Frayed End MOdel 

As already noted, the most important contribution of the 

frayed end model is that it removes the inconsistency between the 

two theoretical evaluations of the enthalpy. We now consider the 

ability of the theory to duplicate known exPerimental results. 

The calculated and corrected experimental melting curve 

for A
5
U

5 
are compared in Fig. 2.8, at a strand concentration of 

6.5 x 10-6 M. For the lower 60% of the curve (below l-f = 0.60), 

the frayed end model simulates the experimental behavior signifi-

. cantly better than the standard statistical thermodynamic model. 

The slope of the curve at T is, of course, much improved by the m 

frayed end model, since the calculation is fit to this quantity. 

Abov,e l-f = 0.60, the new model provides only slight improvement. 

Both calculated curves are steeper than experiment in this region. 

Later results for A GU , A GCU , and A CGU (see Figs. 3.3, 3.4, n n n n n n 

and 3.5) indicate that this is not a general phenomenon for the 

oligonucleotides; it may simply be due to the fact that the avail-

ability of so few melting curves for the A U molecules has forced 
n n 

the choice of atypical experimental curves. 

In Table 2.7 we show that the predicted breadths of the 

transitions for all of the A U molecules are much improved by n n 
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the use of the frayed end model. This is due to the increased 

importance of intermediate states with unformed end base pairs. 

The predicted breadths are less great than experiment (15% versus 

40% for the standard model), but the improvement is marked. For 

the oligomers with G-C base pairs, the predicted breadths are 

generally as large as the experimental quantities. 

Molecule 

A4U4 

A
5
U

5 

A6U6 
A7U7 

Table 2.7 

Breadths of Melting Curves for A U Molecules 
n n 

62 / 3
a 62/ 3 62/ 3 

experiment alb standard theory fr8\Yed end 

23°C 14.5°C 17.5°C 

21 12.5 18.0 

22 11.5 17.0 

17 10.0 15.3 

model 

a 62/3= temperature range over which two-thirds of the melting 
occurs measured symmetrically about the T • 

m 

bFrom Martin and Uhlenbeck. 2 

In Table 2.8 we present the experimentai and calculated 

melting temperatures for all the oligonucleotides at three different 

concentrations. The standard deviation of the T 's is ±1.7°C for . m 

the frayed end model and ±0.7°C for the earlier calculation. The 

basic problem is that A4U4 is predicted to melt three to four 

degrees lower than observed. In order to fit all of the molecules 

in the series as well as possible, the appropriate value of K shifts 
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Table 2.8 

Experimental and Theoretical Melting 
# 

Temperatures for A U Molecules n n 

", 
Melting Temperatures 

Molecule 
c = 10-'+ M c = 10-5 M c = 10-6 M 

Experimental Results 

A4U4 12.2 5.4 -1.1 

A
5
U

5 
23.6 18.0 12.6 

A6U6 31.9 27.0 22.2 

A
7
U

7 
39.8 35.5 31.3 

Standard Statistical Thermodynamic Model 

A4U4 11.2 4.7 -1.5 

A
5
U

5 
24.0 18.4 13.0 

A6U6 32.8 27.9 23.2 

A
7
U

7 
39.2 34.8 30.6 

"I 
Frayed End Model 

A4U4 8.9 2.7 -3.2 

A
5
U

5 
23.6 18.0 12.6 

A6U6 33.7 28.7 23.9 

A
7
U

7 
40.9 36.4 32·1 



the other AU' ~ to slightly higher melting temperatures. Although 
n n 

the poorer agreement of melting temperatures is somewhat 

disappointing, the problem may be more apparent 

than real: the offending molecule, A4U4, has a measured melting 

t;emperature of l2.2°C at c = 10-4 M and -l.loe (extrapolated to 

c = 10-5 M). At such low temperatures, much if not most of the 

melting curve occurs below OoC, where it cannot be measured. As 

such, the experimental T 's are not well established in this range. 
m 

In short, although the frayed end model does not do as well 

as the standard model with respect to reproducing melting tempera-

tures, the results are satisfactory. 

An interesting experimental result was obtained for the 

2 molecules AU, where m is greater than n. The T of the oligo-
m n m 

nucleotide increased by approximately 3 to 5°C if an extra A 

residue, which could not base pair, was added to the end. No 

information was gained if extra U's were added, since aggregation 

occurred. This result is consistent with the frayed end model. 

According to this model, the effect of adding an extra base to the 

helix is a change in the environment of the end of the molecule 

such that the end effect should not occur or should be lessened in 

degree (since only half of the end is protected from the solution). 

The result of shielding the end is a raise in T , since the end 
m . 

effect is destabilizing. 

To test this hypothesis, we have calculated the melting 

curves of the A U molecules, using the thermodynamic parameters 
m n 

of Table 2.6 but replacing k d with kl /
2
d . This assumes that half 

en en 

of the end effect is wiped out by the additional A residue at each 
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end of the duplex molecule. The result pf this calculation was an 

increase in T of approximately 5 to 6°c. Thus, the disturbance m 

of the interaction at the ends of the molecule provides a plaUsible, 

semi-quantitative explanation for the increase in the melting 

temperature brought about by .adding an extra residue to the ends of 

the molecule. (It is also true that the additional A residue 

provides extra base pairing possibilities among the intermediate 

states, allowing the formation of extra intermediate states. How-

ever, it is easily shown that these additional states change the 

melting temperature negligibly.) 

The model is not completely satisfactory in explaining 

the increase in T caused by dangling ends. As more extra A m 

residues are added to the molecule, the Tm continues to increase. 

No simple explanation for this phenomenon is provided by the end 

effect. However, one may speculate that as the dangling end grows 

in size, it will tend to isolate the end of its complementary 

strand from the aqueous environment. If this were so, then the 

theory would predict that the limiting value of the melting tempera

ture increase would be obtained by replacing k .by kO = 1 in end end 

the calculation, yielding an increase in T of 10 to 12°C. There 
m 

is not sufficient experimental information to test this prediction; 

in any case, the prediction should not be taken too seriously, 

since it is likely that more complicated phenomena than just the 

end effect are involved, such as the contribution of single strand 

stacking in the dangling end which would persist even after the 

duplex is formed. 

We conclude by comparing the results of the frayed end 



model with those of the single stranded stacking model proposed by 

Appleby and Kallenbach and discussed in section B.ld of this 

17 chapter. We first note that the thermodynamic parameters 

calculated by the two models are somewhat different: 

Frayed End Model 

~HO = -8.75 kcal/mole 

K = 6.55 x 10-4 l/mole 

Single Stranded Stacking Model 

~HO = -7.5 kcal/mole (at 95°C) 

~HO = -6.0 kcal/mole (at 30°C) 

K = 7.6 x 10- 3 l/mole 

The enthalpy from the frayed end model is in substantially 

better agreement with the measured enthalpy for the addition of an 

A-U base pair in polyA:U. From calorimetric measurements, Neumann 

18 
and Ackermann determined that flHo = -9.3 ± 0.5 kcal/mole i extra-

polation of the results of Krakauer and Sturtevant to 1 M salt 

10 gives an enthalpy of approximately -9 kcal/mole. No independent 

determination of K has been made; however, K from the single 

stranded stacking calculation is very high and may not be consis

tent with the observation of Jaskunas et a1., 7 that four or more 

base pairs are needed to form a stable double helix in solution. 

for A U 
n n 

We compare the two models in their fit of the melting data 

Taking the predicted melting temperatures from the plot 

of liT versus l/N-l presented by Appleby and Kallenbach, we m 

observe that the models exhibit nearly identical agreement with the 

experimental melting temperatures. Both models have the same 

dif~iculty with A4U4, predicting a Tm slightly lower than deduced 

from experimental measurements. In both models, almost all Tm'S 

are wi thin a few degrees of experiment. Notwi thstanding this fact,. 

the single stranded stacking model does not fit the concentration 

68 
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dependence of the melting temperature especially well. This is due 

to the fact that the enthalpy for the addition of an A-U base pair 

to a duplex is low. In Table 2.9, the results of the single stranded 

stacking and the frayed end models are compared. 

Molecule 

A4U)+ 

A5U
5 

A6U6 

A
7

U
7 

Table 2.9 

Concentration Dependence of 

T for Two Model Calculations 
m 

ll(l/T )/lllog c . m 
Experiment 

B.5 x 10-5 

6.3 x 10-5 

4.4 x 10-5 

ll(l!T )/lllog c 
"m 

Frayed End Model 

B.o x 10-5 

6.4 x 10-5 

4.6 x 10-5 

b. (l/T ) / lHog c 
m 

Single Strand 
Stacking Model 

10.B x 10 .... 5 ' 

6.4 x 10-5 

The final comparison between the two models is the pre-

dicted breadth of the melting curves. This is shown in Table 2.10. 

Table 2.10 

Breadths of Melting 

Curves for Model Calculations 

ll2/3 ll2/3 ll2/3 ll2/3 
Molecule Experiment Standard Frayed End Single Strand 

Helix-Coil Stacking 

A
5
U

5 
21°C 12.5°C IB.ooc l6.5°C 

A
7
U

7 
l'(oC 10.OoC 15.3°C l2.5°C 



The frayed end model is in somewhat better agreement with 

experimental breadths of melting curves than the single strand 

stacking model. Both models predict broader curves that the stan

dard helix-coil theory and neither yield curves which are as 

broad as experiment. For A
5
U

5 
and,A

7
U
7

, the single stranded stack

ing model calculates curves having 77% of the observed breadths; 

the frayed end model predicts melting curves of 88% of the observed 

breadths. 

In summary, the frayed end model fits the experimental 

data somewhat better than the single stranded stacking model, and 

wi th fewer parameters. An additional advantage of the frayed end 

model is that it is simple enough that it can be extended to 

duplexes with one or more G-C base pairs. This we do in the 

following chapter. Nonetheless, it is possible, as Appleby and Kal

lenbach have suggested that single strand stacking is an important 

part of the reaction of RNA single strands to form duplex oligo

ribonucleotides. A complete theory would consider both end effects 

and single strand stacking or temperature depender..ce of 6Ho and 

68°. On the basis of the better agreement between theory and 

experiment for the frayed end model, it appears that the end 

effect has the greater influence on the equilibrium. 
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CHAPTER 3 

MELTING OF DOUBLE STRANDED OLIGONUCLEOTIDES WITH G-C BASE PAIRS 

If we wish to predict stabilities and melting curves of RNA 

molecules, it is essential that we have knowledge of the thermo-

dynamics of G-C base pairs. Surprisingly little, is known about 

this subject. For polynucleotides, it has been long known that the 

melting temperature increases with increasirig mole fraction of G-C 

b 
. 1 ase pa~rs. This information leads only to a qualitative assess-

ment of the stability of G-C base pairs. On the basis of polymer 

data and simple assumptions, Tinoco, et al., have taken the free 

energy of a G-C base pair to be approximately twice that of an 

72 

A~U base pair at 25°C in 1M Na+. 2 This. assignment has been accepted 

by other workers as well. 3 

Coutts has isolated a hairpin loop from t-RNA with a helical 

region cOmpos.ed of four G-C base pairs.
4 

From a van't Hoff plot 

(which assumes the all-or-none model of the multiple equilibria), 

he estimated an enthalpy of -11 or -14.5 kcal/mole in 0.11 M Na+, 

depending upon whether he attributes the enthalpy to the fourG-C 

base pairs or to the three double stranded stacking interactions. 

Uh~enbeck. Martin and Doty's analysis of the melting of RNA oligomers 

with one and two G-Cbase pairs also indicates that the enthalpy of 

a G-C base pair is greater than that of an A-U base pair. 5 Gralla 

and Crothers have analyzed the data of Uhlenbeck et &,., using an 

all-or-none approximation and have calculated that a G-C base pair 

adjacent to a G-C base pair has a double stranded stacking 

enthalpy of -12.65 kcal/rnole and a G-C base pair 
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next to an A-U pair has a double stranded stacking enthalpy of -7.45 

6 
kcal/mole. 

These few words summarize the extent of our present knowledge 

of the thermodynamics of G-C base pairs in RNA. It is the task of 

this chapter to refine this knowledge, using the methods of the 

previous chapter and the experimental data of several workers. 

A. Basic Theory for G-C Base Pairs 

The intermediate states shown in Figs. 2.1 and 2.5 are also 

appropriate for molecules with one or more G-C base pairs. What 

must be changed are the statistical weightings of these states. 

In a manner exactly analogous to our 'treatment of A-U base pairs, 

we let 

-(6H~ - T6S~)/RT 
sG - e (3.1a) 
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where sG is the eQuilibrium constant for the addition of a G-C base 

pair to a growing helix and 6H~ and l1S~ are the corresponding enthalpy 

and entropy. It is useful to rewrite this expression as 

(3.1b) 

where s, l1Ho and l1So relate to the addition of an A-U base pair and 
r 

are defined 'as in Chapter 2, and 

k = G 
e 
-[(l1H~ - 6HO) - T(l1S~ - 6S0)]/RT 

C3.2) 

is the factor in the partition function for the increased stability 

of aG-C base pair relative to an A-U pair. It should be noted 



that kG is independent of temperature only if the enthalpy for the 

addition of a G-C base pair is equal to that for the addition of 

an A-U pair to that helix. 

At this point, great care must be taken in the definition of 

terms. When only A-U base pairs were present, we were able to avoid 

the question of whether the base pair or the double stranded 

stacking interaction was the more important soutce of stabilization 

of the double stranded region. If the former is correct, then it 
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is entirely adequate to add a factor of kGs to the partition function 

for each G-C pair in the helix. 

On the other hand, if the double stranded stacking interactions 

are the more important in stabilizing the double stranded region, 

then the factor in the partition function which accounts for the 

increased stability of the helix due to a given G-C base pair must 

depend on the neighboring base pairs, as discussed in Chapter 1. 

In order to take this possible sequence dependence of the free 

energy into account, we modify our formalism. We now write 

kIJ in place of kG' where the indices I and J specify the double 

stranded stacking interaction. For example, for the molecule 

A GCU 
U2CGA2, the partition function would include factors kAGs, kGCs, 

2 2 
and kCUs for the three double .stranded stackirig interactions involv ... 

ing a G-C base pair. (Since the AG and CU interactions are the 

same, the factors may also be written (kAGs)2 and kGCS.) The term 

kAGs refers not to an A-G base pair, which is not known to exist, but 

AG 
rather to the uc double stranded stacking interaction. By analogy with 

the definition of kG' 
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-(AH~G - AHO)/RT 
= e 

(3.2a) 

where AH~G and AS~G are the enthalpy and entropy of the above 

stacking interaction relative to the single strand. k~G is the 

temperature independent (entropic) part of kAG . In all cases, the 

first subscript refers to the base nearer the free 51 -OR end of the 

nucleic acid strand. t 

Figure 3.1 illustrates the use of the kIJ terms in specifying 

the statistical weights of the intermediate species of A
2

GCU
2

, 

in which the end effect is ignored. Figure 3.2 shows the statisti-

cal weights, in which the end effects are included .. 

Because of the complementary nature of the double stranded 

nucleic acid, there are ten rather than 'sixteen different double 

stranded interaction terms. They are listed in the following 

array: 

kAA - kUU kAC - kGU kAG - kCU kAU 

kCA - kUG kCC - kGG kCG 

kGA - kUC kGC 

Of these, we have implicitly set kAA = 1 in'the calculation of the 

tUsing this notation, the term AHo of Chapter 2 is now 
written AR~ and may be equivalently termed AHoUU AHAA is 

henceforth used. 
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AnUn's, from the definition of s. W~ have also assumed that k
AU 

is unity, since We could not determine its value .from the avail-

able information. (See Chapter 2, section B. 3) We are thus left 

with eight interaction terms, seven of which involve a G-C base 

pair. This means that within this formalism we ~ust determine or 

estimate eight enthalpies and eight entropies in order to fully 

characterize the melting process of oligoribonucleic acid molecules. 
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We have presented two different notationSl. In our calculations, 

we use the latter notation. The reason for this choice is not that 

we assume stacking interactions to cause the stabilization, but 

rather because the notation for stacking is inclusive of the base 

pairing notation. In the limit in which all stabilization is 

independent of nearest neighbors (i.e., is due only to base pairing), 

all seven values of kIJ with at least one G-C base pair are equal 

to kG of equation 3.2. Therefore, the result of the calculation 

using the stacking notation will provide a partial answer to the ques-

tion of the relative thermodynamic importance of stacking and base pairing. 

The equilibrium constant for initiation of a G-C base pair 

is not necessarily equal to that of an A-U pair. We thus give 

K a subscript A or G, depending on whether or not· any G-C base 

pairs are present in the species considered. We have assumed 

that initiation occurs preferentially at G-C base pairs, if any 

are present; this assUl'1ption was not initially made, but later 

analysis indicates that KG > KA within the reliability of the 
• 

calculation. As in Chapter 2 we have taken ~Ho to be zero. , K 

To compare the results of the frayed end model with those of 

the standard statistical thermodynamic model, we·have performed 
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calculations using both models. Equations 3.3 and 3.3a give 

the partition function for the two models for any double stranded 

oljgonucleotide with complementary base pairs. These equations 

may be understood both with reference to Figs. 3.1 and 3.2 and 

also to the discussion below. 

For the frayed end model, 

Q - L 
all 

states 

a 
[ (nn' k 1J) 

1J 1J 

For the standard statistical thermodynamic model~ 

Q = L [(nn' 
all 1J 

states 

krJ"rs) s~ '"r0 KLj 

In the firs10 sum, "all states" refers to all intermedia.te states 

with I, 2, -) ,'. , . , N-l double stranded stacking interactions 

with no interior loops (Fig. 3.1). The two products and two 

swns over I and J are superscripted with a prime to indicate that I 

takes on the four values A, C, G, and U, while J takes on the 

following values to avoid overcounting interactions: if 1=A,' J=A, 

C, G, U; if 1=C, J=A, C, G; if 1=G, J=A, C; if 1=U, J=A. 

, 'r'he term :3.IJ is equal to the total number o.f times a gi yen 

interaction occurs in the species considered. Th-esubscript L on 

K takes on values of G and A,depending on whether or not a G-C 

base pair is pl'esentin the species. p is the number of fully 

formed ends. 

be f() re . For 

The other terms, k1J , k
end

, and s have been defined 
U 

. 'h ,AAGGGCUU I' example, 111 t e speCles UUCCCGAA ,ace = anG 
A 
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aAA = aCU = acc = 2. All other aIJ are zero and ~ aIJ =7 is 

I,J 
the number of double stranded stacking interaction~ present. In 

this case, p = 1 and the subscript L is G, since there is at least 

one G-C base pair. Each "state" or species ger.era:tes its own set 

of a IJ , L, and p values, which serve to fully specify the state. 

Although equation 3.3 may still appear somewhat imposing, it 

generates very simple expressions. For example, for the melting 

AGU 
of UCA' 

Q=SAkend + SG 

/GU 
Ii. 

A, "U 
G 

U 
'CA 

C 
U" 'A 

+ KGkAGskend + 

"U 
AG 
UC, 

'A 

+ SGkAGkACs2k~nd 
AGU 
UCA 

+ SAkend 

AG, 
U 
A 

uc" 

KGkACskend 

A 
'GU 

U 
"CA 

The equation which we use to calculate the melting curve is 

(3.4) 

all 
states· 

and, for the statistical thermodynamic model, 
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o 0 

1-1' = 4> 

all 
states 

o 

(N-l)Q (3.4a) 

4> is as defined in equation 2.8 and all other terms and limits to 

the sums and products are the same as for equation 3.3. 

B. ~Lic;ation of the Theory to the Molecules A GU n' A GCU, 
n n . n 

A CGU 
n n ---

1- Methodolo~l 

In principle, the A GU molecules require that we 'evaluate 
n n 

five ne\{· thermodynarrd c ,functions: KG' kAG , kAc • '~H~G' and ~H~C· 

F'rom the data available, this is an impossible task. Our approach 

has been to solve for just two quantities: the product of KG' kAG , 

and kAC (denoted PAG :AC ) and the sum of ~H~G and ~HAC (called 

-r 
lIHXG+AC). With one minor problem, to be discussed shortly, this 

was achieved as follows: we used the values of kend. and ~HXA from 

the previous chapter and varied PAG;AC and lIH~G+AC so as to fit 
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the melting temperatures at three concentrations '(2 x 10-4 , 2 x 10-5 , 

and 2 x 10-6 r-1) and ~(l/T )/lIln(c) for all members of the series. 
m 

rrhe procedure is identical to the solution for K and. lIHXA molecules: 

an educated guess of ~HoAG+AC is made and PAG;AC is then varied 

lmtil the best fit for all the melting temperatures at the three 

concentrations is obtained. Then lIHAG+AC is incremented by 0.5 

~ -~HAoG+CA/RT 
'I c 'p k k kO kO ' d ,nnce AG;CA = KG AG CA = KG AG CAe ,It epends 

on the absolute temperature. We report its value at 78°c, the 
melting temperature of polyA:p()~yU, unless otherwise noted. BeeCll.l~~v 

i\H~G+CA is calculated, P AG. CA can be determi.ned at any temperat ur'(!. , 



kcal/mole and the procedure repeated. This is continued and the 

results plotted, as in Fig. 2.4, to determine which choice of 

6HAG+AC is consistent with 6(1/Tm)/6(ln(c). Program OLlG04 was used 

as it is written both for molecules with and without G-C base pairs. 

The one problem is that it is not possible, by this 

method, to assign statistical weights to the speci"es 

A. U 
J.A G n 

j U,C
A U. J n 

J. 

and 

A U. 
nGU J. 

CA~ 
U JA. 

n. J. 

where j ~ 1. This is not a serious difficulty, since these species 

do not at any temperature account for more than a few per cent of 

the partition function. To minimize the error, however, we have 

broken up PAGjAC into its three terms and 6HAG+AC into two in an 

arbitrary but reasonable manner. For example, if atrial value of 

6HAG+AC is -10 kcal/2 moles interaction, then we have taken 6HAG 

and 6HAC to be -5 kcal/mole each. It is easily shown that any 

reasonable choice that retains the magnitude of the terms 6HAG+AC 

and PAG .AC gives virtually identical results, since, for example, , 
a 10% error in a quantity which contributes 1% to the partition 

function is a very small perturbation on the final result. In 

later di:scussion, we will undertake a partition of the terms P AG jAC 

and 6HAG+AC in a more quantitative fashion. 

2. Results for A GU: The Enthalpy for the AG and AC 
n n 

Double Stranded Interactions is Smaller than for the 

AA Interaction. 

We note that the melting temperature of anoligonucl~o
• 

tide is increased by the substitution of an A-U base pair by a G-C 
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pair, as shown in Table 3.1. The. experimental d&l;a, the values of 

the parameter l:iH~G+AC' which have been solved fer, and the calculated 

values of T ,df/dT ,and the concentration dependence of Tare m m . m 
t 

presented in Table 3.2. The enthalpy l:iH~G+AC for the frayed end 

model equals -11.50 kcal/2 moles of double stranded stacking 

interaction. For the model which excludes end effects, we calculate 

a similar result of l:iH1G+AC = -9.25 kcal/2 moles. In computing 

this latter value, we have used the optimum solution for l:iHXA from 

the comparable model calculation, namely l:iHAA = -8 kcal/mole. 

Table 3.1 

Comparison of Experimental Melting Temperatures of 

Oligonucleotide Duplexes with Equal Numbers of Base Pair sa. 

Molecule T b Molecule T Molecule T Molecule T m m m m 

A4U4 12.4 A4GU3 22.7 A
3

CGU
3 35.3 A

3
GCU

3 
42.3 

A
5
U

5 
23.5 A

5
GU4 32.7 A4CGU4 42.5 A4GCU4 46.8 

a From reference 5. 

bAll T 's are at a strand concentration of 10-4 M except A GU , 
m m n 

which are at twice this concentration for purposes of comparison. 
The comparison is made in this manner becauSe the strand complementary 
to A GU is not identical to it. (See footnote following equation 2.8.) m n 

The interesting conclusion is that although the substitution 

. of an A-U base pair by a G-C pair in the middle of the helix lowers 

the free energy of the double stranded form of the nucleic acid, 

t . 
See Table 3.12 for PAG;AC. 



the enthalpic contribution is about 3 kcal/mole ~ for either 

the frayed end or stranded model. The extra stability of the G-C 

base pair surrounded by A-U pairs derives from a more favorable 

entropy, which more than compensates for the less favorable enthalpy 

term. For purposes of predicting stabilities of varied nucleic 

acids, this is an important distinction, as it is the enthalpy which 

determines the change of the equilibrium constant with temperature. 

We will later discuss whether this entropy term is related to the 

new stacking interactions or the more favorable initiation step 

when G-C base pairs are present. 

It remains to comment on the accuracy of the result and to 

compare the results of the models with and without frayed ends. 

The melting temperatures (Table 3.2) are not especially well fit by 

the frayed end model. The standard deviation is ±3. 7°C, which is 

greater'than experimental error. For the model without f'rqed ends, 

the deviation is ±2.4°c. Part of the problem is that the shortest 

oligomer, A3CU
3

, is predicted by both models to melt much lower 

than is observed experimentally. Although we can note, as earlier, 

that the melting temperatures of this oligomer are not so reliably 

known as the others, most of the melting curve is obtained at the 

higher concentrations of the molecule. 

The corrected experimental melting curve for A
S

GU4 is 

compared with curves from two different model calculations in 

Fig. 3.3. This melting transition is much broader than the transi-

tion for the corresponding molecule in the A U series. The stann n 

dard model calculation gives little indication of this broadening, 

predicting a very steep melting curve. The frayed end model, using 
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Table 3.2 

Melting Temperatures, Slopes of the ,Melting Curies, and 

Conc'entration Dependence of T for A CU Molecules m n n 

T m 
df/dTI T 

m 
A (liT )/Alnc' 

m 

EXPERIMENTAL: 

A
3

CU
3 

A4CU3 
A4CU4 
A

5
CU4 

ASCUS 

16.8 

22.7 

26.4 

32.7 

36.0 

7.6 

14.7 

19.2 

26.1 

30.1 

"'-1.0 

7.0 

12.4 

19.8 

24.4 

3.65 9.4 

3.6 

4.45 

5.1 

8.15 

7.2 

6.3 

STANDARD S.M. MODEL: AHAG+AC = -9.25 kcal/2 moles 

A3CU3 

A4CU
3 

A4CU4 

A
5

CU4 

ASCUS 

12.3 

21. 5 

28.4 

34.0 

38.4 

3.5 

13.5 

21.2 

27.3 

32.3 

1.1 

6.0 

14.3 

21.0 

26.4 

4.4 x 10-2 11.2 x 10-5 

4.8 9.4 

S.2 8.15 

5.6 7.2 

6.0 6.4 

FRAYED END MODEL: AHAG+AC = -11.50 kcal/2 moles 

A
3

CU
3 

A4CU
3 

A4CU4 

A
5

CU4 

ASCU5 

9.8 

20.4 

28.6 

35.2 

40.4 

1.5 

12.S 

21.2 

28.3 

33.9 

-6.2 

5.3 

14.4 

21.8 

27.9 

4.0 

4.0 

4.2 

4.4 

9.3 

8.2 

7.3 

6.6 
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the parameters for the end effect derived from the A U molecules, 
n n 

does considerably better in this respect. Below I-f = 0.5 

the frayed end model calculation predicts a melting transition 

sharper than observed. A quantitative comparison of the predicted 

and observed melting breadths is presented in Table 3.3. 

Table 3.3 

df/dTI ,m ll2/3 in °c 
Molecule Frayed Frayed Standard Standard Experiment end model Experiment end model model model 

A
5

GU4 .0445 .042 .056 26.5 20.7 14.2 

If we ignore the effect of the ends by applying the stand-

ard statistical thermodYnamic model, we have no greater success for 

the A GU series than for the A U molecules. To show this in a n n n n 

descriptive way, we have performed calculations which assign an 

average enthalpy to all the double stranded stacking terms within 

theA au double helix, not distinguishing between the AA, AG, and 
n n 

AC double stranded interactions. The result is that the slope of 

the melting curve, df/dT , predicts an average enthalpy of -5.95 m 

kcal/mole double strand stack, whereas the concentration depend-

ence of T yields a value of -7.15 kcal/mole. A similar calcula-m . . 

tion with the frayed end parameter, k d' set to .0585 gives en 

virtually identical values for the average enthalpy from both 

PhYsical measurements. 

We have hitherto assumed that the magnitude of k d was en 

identical for both A U and A GU. PhYsically, this is as it must n n n n 
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be, if the theory is to be consistent. We can, however, solve for the 

magnitude of k d which best fits the slopes of the melting curves en 

at the Tm' This was done by varying three parameters, PAG •AC ' 

bHXG+AC' and kend and fitting these parameters to three sets of 

experimental data: the melting temperatures, the concentration 

dependence of T , and df / dT I . The result 1 when compared with t.he m m 

earlier calculation in which we omitted df/dTI and considered 
m 

kend to be fixed, is in excellent agreement with the earli~r 

solution. The parametersPAG .AC and bHAG+AC are changed by less 
. , 

than 5% and k d is .0645, corresponding to a change in the free 
. en 

energy associated with the end effect from 1.65 kcal/mole to 1. 70 

kcal/mole at 25°C. This agreement is much better than experimental 

uncertainties require. 

3. Results for A GCU and A CGU n n --- n n 

The group of molecules A GCU contains one new double n . n 

stranded stacking interaction term, kGC • The other interaction 

term is kAG = kCU; we already have some indication of its value 

from the A GU molecules. Similarly, for A CGU , there is one n n n n 

new interaction term, kCG' in addition to kAC = kGU' which was 

also involved in the A GU molecules. We are thus able to evaluate n n 

the terms KGkiokGC - P2AG ;GC' bH2AG+GC , KOk1CkCG - P2AC.CG and 

bH2AC+CG' We have again set kend = .0585 and t.HAA = -8.75 kcal/ 

mole for the frayed end model and bHAA = -8.0 kcal/mole for the 

standard model. 

Results are shown in Figs. 3.4 through 3.6 and Tables 3.4 

and 3.5. We have also plotted the population of the most common 

intermediate species as a function of temperature for A4CGU4 in 

'. 

". 
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Fig. 3.5. Must of the conclusions from these figures and tables 

are generally simiJA.r to those derived from the stlldy of the 

A GU oligomer-so These are summarized as follows: (1) the frayed 
n n 

end model does not do exceptionally well in predicting melting 

temperatures for molecule~ of different chain lengths. For the 

A GCU oligomers, the melting temperatures are fit within ±2.SoC n n . 

(versus ±l.OoC for the standard model). For the A CGU molecules, 
n n 

the standard deviation is ±2.9°C (versus ±l. 3°C for the standard 

model). (2) The shape of the melting curves is greatly improved 

by including end effects. This permits a more accurate assessment 

of the double strand stacking enthalpies. (3) ~H2AG+GC = -31.3 

kcal/3 moles interaction and ~2AC+CG = -27.3 kcal/3 moles inter

action, based on a value of k d = 0.0585. If we solve for en 

k d explicitly,as we did forA GU , the calculated enthalpies 
en n n 

are changed only slightly: llH2AG+GC = -29.3 kcal/3moles and 

AH2Ar,+CG;: -29.5 kcal/3 moles interaction. The calculated 

magnitude of k d is 0.12 for A GCU and 0.025 for A CGU , 
en n n n n 

\..:Ol'l'esponding to free energies of +1. 3 and +2.2 kcal/mole end 

interaction at 25°C. Both of these free energies are sufficiently 

close to 1. 6 kcal/iliole, the energy of the end interaction calculated 

for AU, that we conclude that for these calculations the frayed 
n n 

end model self-consistent in this respect. (4) E-len without 
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relating the enthaJpy to specific double stranded interactions, it is 

now clear that the enthalpies (and also entropies) cannot be assigned 

to the formation of base pairs. Comparing A GU and A U oligomers, we n n . n n 



note that the substitution of one G-C base pair for an A-U pair 

resulted in a decrease in the absolute value of the enthalpy of 

the molecule by 6 kcal: The addition of two G-C pairs led to an 

increase in the absolute value of the enthalpy for the molecule 

of 1 kcal (forA CGU ) and 5 kcal (for A GCU ) compared to A U n n n n n n , 
or an increase of 7 kcal (for A CGU ) and 11 kcal (for A GCU ) n n n n 

compared to A GU. It is evident that, no matter how the energies 
n n 

are finally assigned, the thermodynamics depends strongly on 

nearest neighbor interactions. It is also clear that the GC and 

CG double stranded interaction terms are particularly strong ones, 

the former being especially stabilizing. 

c. Application to Other RNAOligomers 

In the previous calculations we have used information from a 

whole series of molecules, differing only in the number of A-U base 

pairs. Because of the redundancy of the experimental data, an 

error or inaccuracy in one or more pieces of data was not a serious 

matter. From the molecules which follow, we have information about 

only one (or at most two) members of the series. For this reason, 

the results in this section are not as accurate as those of section 

A and B and should be considered somewhat tentative. 

1. A4UAU4 

Although A4UAU4 has no G-C base pairs, the formalism 

developed in this chapter is appropriate to solve for the UA double 

stranded stacking interaction. Since we know~H~ and KAand we 

have previously assumed that the AA and AU double stranded stacking 

interactions are equal, we can solve directly for ~~A and ~A· 

The experimental data 7 are given in Table 3.6 and the results of the 
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Table 3.4 

Melting Temperature, Slope of the Melting Curves, and 

A GCU 
Concentration Dependence for UnCGAn Molecules 

T 
m 

n n 

df/dTIT 
m 

6(1/T )/Aln m 

EXPERIMENTAL: 

A2GCU2 28.5 19.7 11.3 (2.7±0.3) XI0-2 

A
3

GCU
3 

42.3 33.8 25.8 (4.0 ± 0.5) x 10-2 

'A4GCU4 46.8 40.9 35.2 (4.1 ±0.4) x 10-2 

STANDARD S.M. MODEL: 6H~AG+GC = -27.2 kcal/3 moles 

A2GCU
2 

28.4 19.1 10.3 4.0 x 10-2 

A
3

GCU
3 

40.8 33.2 26.0 4.8 

A4GCU4 48.5 42.1 36.0 5.5 

FRAYED END MODEL: 6H2AG+GC = -31.3 kcal/3 moles 

A2GCU2 25.2 16.3 8.1 2.85 x 10~2 

A
3

GCU
3 

41.4 33.6 26.3 3.0 

A4GCU4 51. 0 44.4 38.0 3.5 

10.0 x 10-5 

8.75 

5.9 

10.5 x 10-5 

7.85 

6.25 

10.1 x 10-5 

8.05 

6.45 
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Table 3.5 

Melting Temperature, Slope of the Melting Curves, and 

A CGU 
Concentration Dependence of Tm for ifGCAIi Molecules 

• 
T m 

C=10-4 M 10-5 M 

n' n 

10"';6 M 
df/dTIT 

m· 
6(1/T )/61n m 

EXPERIMENTAL: 

A2CGU2 22.2 11.0 "1.10.7 (2.2 ± 0.3) x 10-2 13.3 x 10- 5 

A
3

CGU
3 35.2 28.8 22.5 7.0 

A4CGU4 42.5 36.6 31.0 (3.65±0.3) x 10-2 6.0 

STANDARD'S.M. MODEL: 6HUC+CG = -24.35 kcal/3 no1es 

A2CGU2 20.5 10.9 2.0 4.0 x 10-2 11. 5 x 10-5 

A
3

CGU
3 35.3 27.6 20.3 4.8 8.3 

A4CGU4 44.3 37.8 3l.6 5.5 6.5 

FRAYED END MODEL: 6H2AC+CG = ~27.25 kcal/3 moles 

A2CGU2 17.3 8.3 -0.1 3.2 x 10-2 11.0 x 10-5 

A
3

CGU
3 35.9 27.9 20.4 3.2 8.5 

A4CGU4 47.0 40.1 33.6 3.6 6.8 
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calculation in Table 3.7. 

Table 3.6 

Experimental Data for A4UAU4 

Melting 

Temperatures 

Slope of the melting curve: df/dTI = (3.4 ± 0.2) x 10-2 
m 

Conc. dependence of T: t. (l/T ) / t.( logc ) = 6.44 x 10-5 
m m 

Table 3.7 

Results of Calculation for A4UAU4 

a. Frayed end calculation (k d = 0.0585) en 

Melting c = 10-6M c= 10-5M 

Temperatures 

Slope of the melting curve: df/dTI = 5.3 x 10-2 
m 

Conc. dependence of T: t.(l/T )/t.(logc) = 6.4 x 10-5 
m m 

b. Standard Helix-Coil Theory 

Melting 

Temperat ures 

Slope of the melting curve: 

22.10 C· 

df/dTI = 6.6 x 10-2 
m 

Conc. dependence of T: t.(l/T )/t.(logc) = 6.4 x 10-5 
m m 
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The parameters which give the above results are listed. 

Frayed end model: 

~~A = -10·15 kcal/mole 

kuA = 3.2 (at 18°C) 

Standard helix-coil theory: 

~~A = -9.00 kcal/mole 

kuA = 2.80 (at 18°C) 

The largest uncertainty in these parame~erE derives from 

the assumption that the AA and AU double stranded stacking inter-

actions are equal. Both models predict melting curves which are 

to.o steep. although the frayed end model broadens the curve some-

what. 

2. A4G2 and A5G3 

The data for these two molecules are limited. A5G3 informa-

tion is based on just one melting curve with a somewhat low hypo-

chromicity (14% at 50°C). For A4G2 and its complement, the high 

value of l!.(l/T )/ ~ (log c) is suspect I since this quantity is 
m 

consistently high for the shortest oligomer (with six or seven base 

pairs) in the A U I A GU • and A GCU series. This may be due to n n· n n n n 

the experimental uncertainty in the melting temperatures in the low 

t temperature range. If this is the case then ~(l/T )/~(log c) should 
m 

probably be between 10 x 10-5 and 11 x 10-5, rather than 12 x 10- 5 

as reported for A4G2 . 

tA systematic error of 1°C will change ~(l/Tm)/~(log c) by 
about 15%; the scatter in the T data is much greater than 1°C for 
the oligomers with six base pai¥s but not for those with eight or 
more base pairs. 
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An additional problem with these molecules is that we now 

have a terminal G-C base pair: it is no longer necessary or even 

likely that k d retain its previous value, sil'l.ce the interaction 
en 

has changeii .. 

Cognizant of these limitat.ions, we ha-ve the results shown 

Table 3.B 

a. Experjmental Melting Data for A4G2 

Melting temperatures: B.loC (c=10-5M) 

Slope of the melting curve: df/dTI = 2.9 x 10-2 
m 

~(l/T )/~(log c) = 12.0 x 10-5 
. In 

9B 

b. Calculated Melting Data for A4G2 Using t,(l/Tm)/t,(log c) = 12XlO- 5 

Parameters assumed: t,H~ = -B.75 kcal/mole k = 0.0585 end 

Parruneter solved for: t,H~G+CC = -14.0 kcal/2 moles 

Melting temperatures: B.loC (c=10-5M) 17.9°C (c=10-4M) 

Slope of the melting curve: 

c. Calculated Melting Data for A4G2 Using t,(l/Tm)/t,(log c) = llxlO-5 

Parameter solved for: . t.H~G+CC = -lB kcal/2 moles 

Melting temperatures: 8.2°C (c=10-5M) 17.1oC (c=lO-4M) 

Slope of the melting curve: df/dTI = 3.9 x 10-2 
m 

d. Calculated Melting Data for A4G2 Using t.(l/Tm)/t.(log c) = 10XIO-5 

Parameter solved for: t,H~G+CC = -21. 5 kcal/2 moles 

Melting temperatures: B.2°C (c=10-4M) 

Slope of the melting curve: df/dTl m = 4.2x 10-2 

e. 

'. 
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It is not possible to interpret the results in Table 3.8 

wi th complete certainty. If Ml/T )/fl(log c) = 12 x 10-5 (part b), 
m 

then the absolute value of the enthalpy of the AG+CC interactions, 

11+ kcal/2 moles interaction, is 3.5 kcal less than for 2 moles of 

M interactions, the predi.cted slopes of the meJ.ting curves are 

somewhat too steep, and the entropy associated with the interactions 

is much greater than for all other double stranded stacking inter-

actions heretofore considered. If we take fl(l/T )/fl(log c) = m 

10 x 10-5 (part d), the absolute value of the enthalpy of the 

AG+CC interactions, 21.5 kcal/2 moles interaction, is 4 kcal 

greater (1. e., more stable) than for 2 moles of .r...A interaction, 

the predicted slopes of the melting curves are even more steep, and 

the entropy associated with the interactions is not greatly 

different from that of other double stranded stacking interactions. 

We have also performed calculations allowing the value of 

k d to vary at the G-C end of the molecule, in order to fit en 

df/dTI . It is not possible to change the calculated slope or 
m 
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breadth of the melting curve by this procedure; as k d is decreased, en 

the stability of the GG interaction increases proportionately and 

the G-C end of the molecule insists on being formed (rather than 

frayed). As a result, the difference between the frayed end model 

and the standard model calculation is not great, since only one 

end of this molecule is frayed. 

In order to choose among the three sets of parameters 

presented in Table 3.8, we have used all three sets to predict the 

melting temperature of A
5

G
3

. The results are shown in Table 3.9. 



Table 3.9 

Calculated Melting Temperature of A5G3 

(strand concentration = 1.4 x 10-5M) 

Parameters from Table 3.8 

part b 

part c 

part d 

T calculated m 

The experimental Tmfor A5G3 is 41°C, from the one available 

melting curve at c = f.4 x 10-5• On the basis of the prediction 

of the melting temperature of A
5

G
3

, the parameters of part d in 

Table 3.8 are most appropriate and these will be used. Because 

of the paucity of experimental information, this analysis is 

only tentative and is likely to be improved when more data are 

available. 

For this molecule, the new double stranded stacking inter-

action is UC=GA. Because this molecule has only six base pairs_ 

and melts at a low temperature, the value of t:.(l/T )/t:.(log c) is 
m 

probably not very accurate. The experimental data are given iri 

Table 3.10 and the results of the calCUlation in Table 3.11. 
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Table 3.10 

Experimental Data for U
2

CGA
2 

Melting temperatures: 11. 3°C (c=10-4M) 

Slope of the melting curves: df/dTl m = 2.0 x 10-2 

Conc. dependence of T: lI(l/T )/lI(log c) = 12.25 x 10-5 
m m 

Table 3.11 

Results of Calculation for U2CGA2 

a. Frayed end calculation (k d = 0.0585) en 

Melting temperatures: 11. 3°C (c=10-4M) 

Slope of the melting curve: df/dTI = 3.25 x 10-2 
m 

Ml/T )!lI(log c) = 12.1 x 10-5 
m . 

b. Standard Helix-Coil Calculation 

Melting temperatures: 11. 3°C (c=10-4M) 

Slope of the melting curve: df/dTI = 4.04 x 10-2 
m 

lI(l/T )/6(log c) = 12.2 x 10-5 
m 

The resulting enthalpies are lIHoCG+2GA = ...,22.25 kcal/3 

moles interaction for the frayed end model and 1I H~G+2GA = -21.7 

kcal/3 moles. Although the frayed end model predicts melting 

curves somewhat sharper than experiment, the optimum solution for 

the slope of the melting curve yields a free energy for the end 

effect one kcal/mole larger than the value we have used (from the 

A U molecules). 
n n 
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D. Analysis of Results 

We summarize in Table 3.12 the thermodynamic parameters which 

have been solved for in this chapter. They are not especially 

useful in the form in which they appear in this- table. Wewould 

like to know the interaction terms for the individual double 

stranded stacking interactions. This information cannot be obtained 

rigorously, as we have more unknowns than equations. For the 

present, we make a few simple approximations in order to derive the 

thermodynamic parameters of interest to us. It is worth keeping in 

mind that the parameters in Table 3.12 are those for which we have 

solved directly. 

To obtain the enthalpy terms for the individual double stranded 

stacking interactions, we assume that: the AG and AC interactions 

are equal. This approximation cannot be rigorously 

justified, other than by the fact that it yields results which 

are neither unreasonable nor internally -inconsistent. (As more data 

are obtained, it will be possible to remove this approximation.) 

This enables us to solve for all the enthalpy terms; the results 

are given in Table 3.13./ It is of interest that the enthalpy for 

the GC, CG, and GG interactions are large, being about twice as 

great as the enthalpy for the AA interaction. It is also of note 

that both the frayed end and the standard helix coil models give 

comparable enthalpies for each of the double stranded stacking 

interact ions. 

Obtaining kIJ from the product terms in Table 3.13 is a more 

difficult task. The reason for this is that each product term 

includes an additional parameter, KG' the magnitude of which is not 



.' 
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Table 3.12 

Composite Thermodynamic Parameter's 

Enthalpies Product terms (at 78°c) 

a. Frayed End Model (k d' ~ 0.0585) en 

~HAG+AC = -11.50 kcal 

~H~G+GC = -31.25 kcal 

~H~C+CG = -27.25 kcal 

~HAG+CC = -21.5 kcal 

~H2GA+CG = -22.25 kcal 

b. Standard Helix-Coil Model 

~H~G+AC = -9.20 kcal 

~H~G+GC = 

~H~C+CG = 
= ~HAG+CC 

~H2GA+CG = 

"-27.80kcal 

-24.3 kcal 

-22,1 kcal 

-18.4 kcal 

= 0.16 

P2AG ;GC = KGkAGkGC = 5.3 

P2AC ;CG = KGkACkCG = 2.3 

PAG;CC = KGkAGkCC = 1.86 

P2GA ;CG = KGkGAkCG = 2.76 

P2AG ;GC = 

P 2AC ;CG = 

PAG;CC = 

P 2GA;CG = 

2 
KGkAGkGC = 

KGkACkCG = 

0.425 

0.165 

0.092 

0.021 
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Table 3.13 

Enthalpies for Double Stranded-Stacking Interactions 

(Approximation: ~H~G = ~H~C) " 

'. a. Frayed End Model 

LlHo = Mf~lJ = -8.75 kcal/mole 
AA ~H~C = -19.75 kcal/mole 

M~A = -10. '(5 kcal/mole ~H~G = -15.75 kcal/mole 

,"H~G = ~H~C = -5.75 kcal/mole ~H~C = -15.75 kcal/mole 

6H~A = -3.25 kcal/mole 

b. Standard Helix-Coil Model 

L\Ho = f.lH~lJ = -8.00 kcal/mole 
AA ~H~C = -18.6 kcal/mole 

~H{;A = -9.00 kcal/mole ~H~G -15.1 kcal/mole 

~H~G = L\HQ = -4.6 kcal/mole AC ~H~C = -17.5 kcal/rnoJe 

LlH~A = -3,30 kc'al/ruole 



() 

known. The simplest assumption we could make is that KG = KA• 

Since we know KA from our calculations on the A U molecules, we n n 

are able to solve for the kIJ terms directly, again assuming the 

thermodynamic equivalence of the AG and GU interactions. 

The problem with this_approach is that it gives result s not 

fully in accord with experimental measurements on RNA polymers, as 

we now show. In Fig. 3.7, we reproduce a plot from Kallenbach in 

whichl/T is plotted against the fraction G-C base pairs for m 
~ + 1 

double stranded RNA polymers in 0.15 M Na . 

2-7 ... 
2 
" .... s 

2-S 

o o-s 1-0 
Mole Irocti all G + C 

Figure 3-7 
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If we temporarily assume that A-U and G-C base pairs have equal 

enthalpies and that only one equilibrium constant,kG, is necessary 

to -account for the stability of G-C base pairs, as Kallenbach has 

assumed, then the straight line in Fig. 3.7 is described by the 

equation 



1 
T 

m 
= 

Here, T is the melting temperature of an RNA polymer with mole 
m 

fraction 'VG of G-C base pairs, Tm (A-U) is the melting temperature 

of an RNA polymer with only A-U base pairs, and kG is defined in 

equation 3.2. This equation cannot be rigorously correct, for we 

have already observed that the thermodynamics of RNA depends 

strongly on nearest neighbor interactions. However, the value of 

kG derived from Fig. 3.7 should represent a sort of average of the 

kIJ terms. 

The kIJ terms derived from the assumption that KG = KA do not 

fit the slope of the line in Fig. 3.7. Plugging in an average 

enthalpy for double stranded stacking interactions of -9.5 kcal/ 

mole (from Table 3.13), we determine from the slope of l/T versus 
m 

'Va that kG = 10.8. Assuming KG = KA, an appropriately averaged kG 
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equals approximately twice this amount. t Thus, if we assume KG = KA, 

t This is done for a random RNA at vG = 0.5. The appropriate 
average is that of log kG. One must take care in counting inter
actions properly. For a random RNA polymer at vG = 0.5, the GA 
interaction will occur twice as frequently as the GC interaction, 
for example. The averaging equation is 

In deriving this equation, we have made the simplification that 
all 6Ho

IJ 
= the average value of -9.5 kcal/mole. In applying the 

equation, we assume the unknown term kCA is equal to kAG and kAC · 

, ,. 
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the slope in Fig., 3.7 is predicted by our calculatIons to be 

greater than experiment by a factor of approximately one-third. 

It follows that KG and KA are not equal, if we give considera

tion to the polymer melting temperatures. We can obtain kIJ and 

KG from the products in Table 3.12 is we normalize the kIJ terms 
. t 

so that their averaged value if 10.7, in agreement with Fig. 3.7. 

When this is done, the results in Table 3.14 obtain for the frayed 

end and standard helix coil mOdels. 

The important conclusion from this chapter is that the 

sequence of base pairs in an RNA moleculemakes,a great deal of 

difference in the stability of the molecule in solution. We 

believe that the results in Tables 3.13 and 3.14 are the best 

presently available in relating the thermodynamiC! stability of 

RNA to its double stranded stacking interactions. In Table 3.15, 

in which we have compiled this thermodynamic information in terms 

of the free energy (at 25°C), and the standard enthalpy and entropy 

of the interactions, the large effect of sequence ;is evident. To 

make this more vivid, we have calculated the melting temperatures 

107 

of a series of oligomers of identical base cQmposition but differing 

sequence, using the data compiled in this chapter. It is readily 
, 

apparent that the sequence of base pairs has a large effect on the 

T of an RNA molecule, us shown in Table 3.16. m 

t 
See note previous page. 
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Table 3.14 

kIJ Terms for Double Stranded Stacking Interactions (at 78°c) 

a. Frayed End Model (kend = 0.0585; kG = 1.95 x 10- 3 ; kA = 6.55 xl0-4 ) 

kAA = kAU = 1.0 

kuA = 3.2 

kAG = kAC = 9.15 

kGA = 10.0 

kGC = 32.5 

kCG :: 14.2 

kCC = 104.0 

b. Standard Helix CoilMode~ (kG = 4.25 x 10-5 ; kA = 6.0 x 10- 5 ) 

k = AA kAU = 1.0 

kuA = 2.8 

kAG = kAC = 20 

kGA = 6.0 

kGC = 25.3 

kCG = 9.8 , 

k = .109.0 . cc 
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Table 3.15 

Standard Free Energy, Enthalpy and Entropy of 

Double Stranded Stacking Interactions 

Interaction 

a. Frayed End Model 

AA; AU -1.3 kcal/mole -8.75 kcal/mole -24.9 e. u. 

UA -2.3 -10.75 -28.3 
AG; AC -1.9 -5.75 -13.0 
GA -1.8 -3.25 -4.8 
GC -5.0 -19.75 -49.3 
CG -3.9 -15.75 -39.6 
CC -4.7 -15.75 -36.8 

Initiation 
(at A-U) +4.4 0 -14.7 

Initiation 
(at G-C) +3.7 0 -12.5 

End effect +1.7 0 -5.7 

b. Standard Helix Coil Model 

AAj AU -1.2 kcal/mole -8.00 kcal/mole -22.8 e.u. 

UA -1.9 -9.00 -23.8 

AG; AC -2.4 -4.60 -7.8 

GA -1.4 -3.30 -6.2 

GC -4.4 -18.60 -47.3 
CG -3.4 -15.10 -39.0 
CC -5.0 -17.50 -41.5 

Initiation 
(at A-U) +5.8 0 -19.4 

Initiation 
(at G-C +6.0 0 -20.0 



Table 3.16 

Calculated T 's of RNA Molecules of Identical Base 
m 

Composition and Different Sequences of Bage Pairsa 

u. Two G-C base pairs and four A-U base pairs 

A2GCU
2 

T = 16.3°C 
m 

AGAUCU _10.1° 

GA2U2C -12.8° 

GCA2U2 12.6 

b. Two G-C base pairs and six A-U base pairs 

A
3

GCU
3 

T = 33.8°c 
m 

A2GAUCU2 18.9° 

GA
3
U

3
C 11.3 

GCA
3
U

3 
28.0 

c. 'l'hree G-C base pairs and four A-U base pairs 

A2GCGU2 T = 40.8°c m 
ACACUGU 12.2° 

GA
2

CU
2

G 5.6° 

d. Four G-C base pa.irs and four A-U base pairs 

A
3

GCGU
3 

T := 51.00 C 
m 

A2GACUGU2 38.2° 

GA
3

CU
3

G 25.3° 

e. F'our G-C base pairs and four A-U base pairs 

A
2

GCGCU
2 

T = 61. 6°c 
m 

AGCAUGCU 54.9° 

ACACCUCU 42.2° 

GACAUGUC 27.5° 

a . . . 
The complementa.ry strands are not listed. 

tion is 10-5 M (unless the complementary strand 
in which case c = 2 x 10-5 M). The solution is 

.1 M in NaCl a.rid 10- l1 M in EDTA. 

Strand concentra
is not identical 
at pH = 7 and is_ 
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CHAPTER 4 

. The remaining information needed to further our understanding 

of RNA stability pertains to the influence of loops on the energe-

tic s of RNA secondary struct ure ~ It is important to remember that 

intramolecular base pair formation cannot occur without the 

formation of looped regions within the ribonucleic acid. Generally, 

three different types of loops have been distinguished: hairpin 

loops t interior loops, and bulges. These three types of loops are 

shown schematically in Fig. 4.1. In this chapter we subject the 

hairpin loops which were synthesized and studied by Uhlenbeck; 

Borer, Dengler, and Tinocolto an analysis similar to that of the 

preceding chapters. For interior loops and bulges, 

we have no new data to analyze. 

hairpin 
loop 

interior 
loop 

Figure 4-1 

bulge 

'. 
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A. Theory 

The theory needed to calculate and predict the melting behavior 

of RNA hairpin loops is simpler than that applied to the duplex 

oligomers, because the melting of the loops is not concentration 

dependent, since the reaction is intramolecular. Because we are 

concerned with loops of the, form A6CmU6 , the double stranded or stem 

region, =, is homogeneous with respect to base pairs. This 

means that such staggered forms as 

a b c d 

Figure 4-2 

are permitted. These staggered forms are included in the list of 

intermediate states and in the partition function. For loops with 

inhomogeneous stem regions, ntaggcring of this, nature" is not 

likely, as it; would lead tu noncomplementary base pair formation. 

We write the partition function for hairpin loops with N A-U 

base pairs in the stem region as 



Q = 1 + 

(m-m )/2 
m +2N N- 0 

o 

I I 
m=m n=l 

o 

n-l p 
y s k 
m end (4.1) 

The term unity is for the single strand contribution, in which 

no base pairs are present. The inner sum is over intermediate 

species with a given loop size (of m unbonded bases) and a variable 

number of base pairs in the stem (from n=l to n=N-(m-m )/2). The o 

minimum number of unbonded bases in the loop is specified by m . o 

The largest term in the inner sum, n=N-(m-m )/2, is to be rounded 
o 

down to the nearest integer value. The- equilibrium constant for 

the end effect,k d' is raised to the power p, where p=l if an end 
en - ? 
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with two dangling strands is present' (as in Fig. 4.2d) and p=O if an 

end with one dangling strand is present (as in Fig. 4.2a, b, and c).t 

Ym' called the loop weighting function, is the equilibrium 

constant for a loop of m unbonded bases held together by one base 

pair. This is the thermodynamic parameter that we are interested in 

evaluating from the melting data. Until experimental information 

tWe have made the implicit assumption that both of the terminal 
bases, A and U, contribute equally to the end effect. It is also 
possible to assume that only the A residue·is involved in the end 
interaction. The rationale for this is that physical studies have 
shown that U does not stack well-if at all-in the single strand. .This 
assumption would assign p a value of 1 if an end with dangling A's 
is present and set p=O if U' s are dangling. Since it is not possible 
to 'choose between these alternatives on the basis of present knowledge, 
we use the first assumption on grounds of simplicity. Conclusions 
are entirely unchanged if either assumption is made. 



on nucleic acid loops became available recently, y could be 
m 

estimated only from theory. The earliest theoretical treatment of 

the loop weighting function which is pertinent to RNA hairpin 

loops assumed that the loop is composed of m+l rigid, freely moving 

links whose end-to-end dist'ribution function is Gaussian. 2 This 

led to the prediction that y is proportional to U/m+l)3/2. m . 

Kallenbach, from an analysis of RNA and DNA melting data, has 

written this equation as 

3 where '[ has a value of 500 to 1,000. 

(4.2) 

This approach has the limitations that it fails to consider 
, 

(1) the effect of excluded vOlume,t (2) the lack of proportionality 

between the mean square end-to-end distance [r2] and the number of 

links, m+lfor short chains. 4 It is this proportionality which led 

to the simple form of equation (4.2). (3) The degree to which the 

chain is non-Gaussian because of intramolecular interactions or 

interactions with the solvent; and (4) possible enthalpic contribu-

tions due to the initiation step (the formation of the first base 

pair to close the loop) or due to the deformation of the single 

strand to form a hairpin loop. Because all of these factors, none 

of which can be quantitatively assessed on the basis of theory, 

enter into the calculation of a loop weighting function for nucleic 

t The molecule can occupy only those regions of the solution 
which are unoccupied. Computer calculations indicate that the 
exponent on the term (m+l) can be changed to as much as -1.75 or 
-2 if the effect is included. 
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acids, it is of special interest to have experimental data with 

which the theory may be compared. 

In order to explicitly include the fourth point above, we 

where yO 
m 

ilSOjR 
m· = e is the entropic part of the loop weighting 

(4.3) 

function and ilHo is the enthalpy associated with the initiation of 
m 

the hairpin loop. The total enthalpy of the reaction A
6

C
m

U
6 

: 

AAAAAAC is 
UUUUUU m 
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ilH~ot is less than zero, since the reaction is exothermic. However, 

ilHo may be greater than, less than, or equal to Zero. If ilHois m m 

greater than 7..ero, then the formation of the looped region must over-

come repulsive interactions, associated with strain in the loop of 

some nature. These repulsive forces are more likely to be important 

for small loops than for lare;e ones. A consequence of ~Ho greater 
m 

than zero, as the calculation ['or the A6CmIJ6 loops indicate:" j~; thn.t 

at higher temperatures the loop region of the8e molecules iB sta1>iJ-

ized relative to the loop at lower temperatures, thereby broadening 

the meltine; curve. 

Equation 1;.4, which enables us to calc.ulate I-f versus 

temperature for loop molecules with only A-U base pairs in the stem 

rep,ion, asstunes that the absorption increase caused by the formation 

of the doub] e helix is due primarily to the. double stranded stacking 

interaction. 'l'he ,justification for this assumption is the same as 
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for duplex oligonucleotides. All calculations reported in this 

(m-m )/2 
In +2N N- 0 

o 

I-f I 
m=m n=l o 

chapter are based ort equation 4.4. 

B. The Experimental Results of Uhlenbeck et al., are 

sUmmar i zed. 

(4.4) 

In Fig. )~. 3, we have reproduced the published experimental 

melting curves for A6C6U6. As was the case for duplex oligo

nucleotides, the high temperature region exhibits a constant slope 

characteristic of single stranded unstacking. The low temperature 

region·of the melting curve may also possess a nonzero slope, since 

the C residues in the loop are free to change their geometry even 

after. the stem region is formed. AIo(T)(l) in this figure 

represents the assumption that the low temperature baseline is 

constant with temperature; A
lo 

(T) (2), based on data from oligo C, 

treats the baseline as if it represented the unstacking of single 

stranded C residues. Because AIo(T)(I) and Alo (T)(2) lead to very 

similar corrected melting curves (l-f versus T) ,Uhlellbeck, et al., 

have chosen to use the first assumption for the s~e of simplicity. 

(See Fig. 4.4.) Because the melting curves cannot be extended 

significantly below OoC in 1 M salt solution, it is not possible 

on the basis of existing information to know the beha7ior of the 

low temperature baseline. The synthesis and study of hairpin loop 

oligonucleotides of greater stability (molecules with long stem 

regions or with several G-C base pairs) will help resolve this 

difficulty. 
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We show, in Fig. 4.5, the published experimental absorption 

versus temperature profiles of A6GmU6 (m=4,5,6,8). Each of these 

curves represents an average of about five different concentrations 

of hairpin loop oligomers in: solution. The relevant parameters 

from these experimental data are summarized in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 

Melting Parameters for RNA Loops 

Loop T (OC) 
m df/dTI m 

A6C4U6 2.0 1.98 x 10-2 

A6C
5
U6 13.4 1.96 x 10-2 

A6C6U6 21.0 2.37 x 10-2 

A6C8U6 13..4 2.16 x 10-2 

The slope of the melting curve at T is less great than one 
m 

would expect for comparable duplex molecules. From the observed 

df/dTI 's for A U duplexes reported in Chapter 2, we might expect m n n 

df/dTI to be about 4 x 10-2 were no loop present. We infer from 
m 

this that ~H~ot is not as great as for these RNA molecules as it 

would be if,no interior loop were present. 

C. Method of Calculation 

We have listed and annotated program LOOP2 in Appendix II. 

This Fortran program has been used to perform the calculations on 

the A6CmU6 hairpin loop molecules which are discussed in this 

chapter. Because the melting of a given loop generally depends on 

the value of Ym f.or other loops, program LOOP2 calculates Y~ and 
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~HO for all four loops at one time. For example, the thermal 
m 

behavior of A6C
5
U6 depends most on the 

1 0 AHo ° ° AHo • a so on Y6' il 6' Y7, ... , Y15 , il 15 1n 

quantities Y5 and ~H5' but 

rapidly decreasing order. 

As in the earlier calculations on duplex oligonucleotides, the 

program was written so that the input was fed into the computer 

from a teletype machine and the output was returned to the teletype 

so that new estimates of the parameters could be made. The 

procedure followed for the four A6CmU6 molecules is summarized. 

1. Program LOOP2, which is based on equation 4.1, was used 

throughout. 

2. The previously established set of thermodynamic quantities 
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~HAA' ~SAA' and kend were always used for the stem region. Calcula

tions with k d = 0.0585 and k . d = 1 were made. en en 

3. Initial guesses for Y4' Y5 , Y6' Yat and~H4' ~H5t ~H6' and 

~Ha were made. y7was set equal to (Y6 + Ya) /2 for lack of better 

information. ~H9' ..• , ~H~O were set equal to ~H8 for the same 

reason. We used the relation in equation 4.2 to estimate the magni-

° ° (/ .. ) 3/2 ' tudes of Y9 through Y20 ; namely, YI = I 1+1 YI +l · 

4. The predicted melting temperatures and slopes of the melting 

curves were compared with the experimental values of Table 4.1 and 

new guesses of Y4' .•. , ~H8 were made on this basis. 

5. Steps (3) and (4) were repeated unt il experiment and theory 

were in good agreement: the meJ..ting temperatures were fit to 

within O.loC and df/dT\ to within 0.5%. 
m 

It is important to note that we have not considered any base composi-

tion or sequence dependence of the loop stabilities. The formation for 

example, would treat a loop of 6 C residues closed by an A-U base pair 



as thermodynamically equivalent to a loop of one.A, four C's, and 

one U closed by an A-Ubase pair. This is a reasonable assumption 

and in most cases should not lead to serious quantitative errors, 

since usually the minimum loop (with all C's) dominates the parti

tion function. However, in'the frayed end model, staggered species 

(with at least one A or U in the loop) make a large. contribution 

to the partition function. Because the uncertainty associated with 

the assumption of sequence independence of the loop weighting 

function is more important in the frayed end model, estimation of 

Ym is less accurate for this model. For the molecule A6CmU6, the 

minimum loop does not contribute as much to the partition fUnction 

as the loop of six residues, as calculated by any of the models 

used. As a result, the parameters Y4 and 6H4 cannot be determined 

very accurately by our methods , unless the thermodyuamics does not 

depend on the base composition and sequence of the loop. 

D. Results 

The loop weighting functions and loop enthalpies which we have 

calculated are reported in Table 4.2. As noted earlier, the 

calculations were repeated with new trial values of the parameters 

until agreement between theory and experiment was attained for each 

of the molecules. The reservations noted above for '4 and 6H4 
should be kept in mind. 
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Table 4.2 

Thermodynamic Parameters for RNA Loops 

Loop . 

A6C4U6 

A6C
5
U6 

A6C6U6 

A6CaU6 

Standard 
Model 

(k d=l) en 

0.13 x 10-5 

0.45 xIO- 5 

1.10 x 10-5 

0.54 x 10-5 

Frayed End 
Model 

(k d=.0595) en 

0.31 x 10-5 

0.93 x 10-5 

3.50 x 10-5 

1. 55 x 10-5 

ABO 
m 

Standard Frayed End 
Model Model 

24.3 

24.0 

20.a 

24.0 

22.5 

17.4 

22.3 

Several observations and conclusions can be made from these 

results: 

1. flHo for m = 4, 5, 6, and a is significantly greater than m . 

zero for both model calculations. 

2. flHo for m = 4, 5, 6, and a are all of approximately the 
m 

same magnitude. This is somewhat surprising inasmuch as a positive 

loop enthalpy is related to strain in loop formation. One would 

expect the smaller loops to be considerably more strained than 

larger ones. The near equality of the four enthalPY terms might 

be interpreted to mean that a certain constant part of the loop 

is subject to repulsive interactions and that these interactions 

do not vary greatly with the size of the loop. It is possible 

that this loop strain is associated with the ends of the loop 

nearest the stem region or that it has to do with the initiating 
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base pair. 

o 

Both of these explanations are consistent with ARo 
m 

independent of loop size. 

3. The entropy of loop formation, which can be calculated 

directly from yO, is greater than zero, indicating that the m 

formation of the loop is entropically favored. This is very 

surprising, one would expect just the opposite, since the residues 

in t;he loop are more constrained than the same residues in the 

single strand. The explanation may have something to do with 

nucleic acid-solvent interactions. It is possible that the forma~ 

tiOD of a hairpin loop is accompanied by a net decrease in the 

binding of water molecules or of ions to the RNA. 

4. The loop weighting function goes through a maximum with 

six or seven bases in the loop. This suggests that it is not 

entirely fortuitous that tRNA loops often contain this number of 

bases. 

These results make clear that the simple theoretical treatment 

which treats the ioop as being composed of freely moving links is 

inadequate. It is apparent that the loop forming process is 

considerably more complicated than the theory assumes • 

. We also note that the results of the frayed end and standard 

statistical thermodynamic models are qualitatively similar and 

differ only slightly quantitatively. This is in part due to the 

fact that the loop molecules have just one end, rather than two for 

the duplex molecules. For this reason, it does not matter greatly 

which set of parameters is used in comparing the free energies of 

different secondary structures, as we do in the next chapter. 
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For further discussion of these hairpin loops, the reader is 

referred to reference 1. 
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CHAPl'ER 5 

There is currently much work devoted to determining the primary 

structure (i.e., the base se~uence) of ribonucleic acids. This 

sequence information is primarily valuable in providing insight into 

possible biological functions of the molecule; In order to effec-

tively use the se~uence information, it is necessary to know the 

secondary structure (i.e., the most stable arrangement of base pairs, 

loops and bulges) of the molecule. A variety of methods are avail

able, mostly from physical chemistry, to learn about certain aspects 

of RNA secondary structure in solution. Measurement of infrared 

and ultraviolet absorption profiles can yield information about the 

number of base pairs formed;l oligonucleotide binding stUdies can 

locate regions of the RNA which are probably not base paired;2 

fluorescence measurements can approximate distances between certain 

regions of the RNA;3 nuclear magnetic resonance can indicate whether 

or not a modified nucleic acid base is base paired.
11 

Although all 

of these techni~ues hold considerable promise in helping to estab

lish secondary structures of RNA molecules in solution, the informa

tion which they provide has hitherto been too scanty to determine 

which of a large number of secondary structures is most stable for 

a given RNA molecule. 

At the present time, no systematic method of predicting 

secondary structures from the se~uence of the RNA molecule has been 

developed. The standard procedure is to find a structure which 

appears to maXimize base pairs and to assume that this is the 
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correct secondary structure. The literature of secondary structure 

of tRNA, in which a large number of different structures were 

proposed until the cloverleaf' structure was generally agreed upon, 

suggests the hazardous nature of this endeavor. The secondary 

structure of tRNA was worked out in large measure because of the 

large number of' different molecules (with diff'erent sequences) all 

of which performed similar biological functions and all of which 

could be fit into the same general secondary structure. 

The purpose of the work discussed in this chapter is to 

develop a systematic method for predicting the secondary structure 

of an RNA molecule, once the sequence is known. Although the 

method which we present is not yet fully developed, we believe it 

isa significant improvement over the guesswork which is generally 
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employed to predict secondary structure of RNA. As the thermodynamic 

parameters which govern secondary structure formation are better 

known, as the assumptions we have made in the model calculations 

are more completely tested, and as results are compal'ed with informa-

tion derived from physical experiments on RNA molecu.les, we believe 

that it will be possible to almost automatically predict many 

secondary structures of ribonucleic acid molecules. This work 

represents one step in this direction. 

It may seem that for a sequence of about 80 bases (the size of 

tRNA) only a few possible secondary structures are likely. This is, 

however, generally not the case and the number of combinations which 

must be considered can be extremely large. To illustrate this fact, 

consider a molecule with just twenty nucleic acid bases, five each 

of A, U, G, and C. An upper limit to the number of different 



secondary structures can be obtained if we ignore all steric 

constraints imposed by the sequence of the molecule and allow any 

base to pair with its complement regardless of the other base 

pairs which are present. (For this simple illustration, we 
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ign6're G-U base pairs and we stipulate that a base may participate 

in only one base pair.) For this case, the problem is a combina

torial one which may be represented by five white and five black 

boxes, and five white and black balls, all of which are distinguish

able. The problem then is to determine the number of ways that the 

balls can be placed in the boxes, subject to the constraint that 

baJls may only be placed into boxes of their color. The number of 

different combinations is equal to the number of ways of placing 

one ball in the boxes (2x 52 = 50) plus the number of ways of 

placing two balls in the boxes (2x(5x4)2 + (5x5)2 =1425) plus the 

number of ways of placing three balls in the boxes (2x( 5x 4x 3)2 + 

2X(5 x 4) 2x 52 ) = 27,200), etc. The total number of different 

combinations for this molecule with just twenty bases is greater 

than 109! For a molecule with 25 of each of the four bases, there 

are greater than 10 63 different ways of forming 50 base pairs. 

Of course, this illustration greatly overestimates the 

number of possible secondary structures, since it ignores all steric 

constraints imposed by the sequence of the molecule for real nucleic 

acids. Nonetheless, this should serve to illustrate the fact that 

for a nucleic acid the size of tRNA or larger, an enormous number 

of different base pairing arrangements leading to a stable secondary 

structure may be possible. 

' .. 
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A. The Model 

"I vO o J 0 I 

The calculations reported were performed by program DBL which 

is listed in Appendix III. The steps involved in the calculation 

serve to illustrate the method which we have used to predict 

secondary structures. 

1. Thermodynamic Parameters for Base Pairs .• Loops I and 

Bulges are Specified. 

We use the thermodynamic parameters that w·ere obtained 

from the analysis of melting curves in the previous chapters. This 

specifies double stranded stacking interactions and loop free 
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energies as well as they are presently known. The bulge free 

energies are taken from Tinoco et al. 5 Gralla and Crothers estimate 

the free energy of a simple interior loop to be +2 to +3 kcal/mole 

6 at room temperature. For the molecules which we are interested 

in, most interior loops have ·several stem regions extending from 

them which must be closed in order to form the loop. (For example, 

tRNA has four such regions.) The probability of loop closure 

should be significantly decreased because of the multiple stem 

regions. For this work, we make the approximation that the interior 

loop free energy is 6 kcal/mole for an interior loop of any size. 

This makes the interior loop slightly more stable than most hairpin 

loops. Improvement of our knowledge of the stability of interior 

loops is necessary in order to increase the accuracy of these 

secondary structure calculations. So long as structures with the 

same number of interior loops are compared, as is usu.ally the case, 

this lack of information is probably not a serious problem. 

The stability parameters which have been used in the 
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calculation are surmllarized below; they are all reported at 25°C, 

as the calculation is performed at this temperature. 

Double Strand Stacking Free Energies t 

~Go = ~Go = -1.3 kcal/mole 
AA AU -

~G~A = -2.3 kcal/mole 

l'.Go .= l'.G~C = -2.0 kcal/mole AG 

l'.G~A = llG~C = -1.6 kcal/mole 

l'.G~c· = -5.0 kcal/mole 

l'.G~G = -3.9 kcal/mole 

llG~( = -4.9 kcal/mole 

6G? -to t- (A-U) = +4.4 kcal/mole lnl la lon 

l'.G? 0 0 to (G-C) = +3.3 kcal/mole lnltla lon 

Hairpin Loop Free Energies 

Loop Size t. 
(number of links) i 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8· 
9 

10 
.11 
12 
13 

+8.1 kcal/mole 
+7.1 
+6.5 
+5.8 
+5.9 
+6.2 
+6.3 
+6.4 
+6.4 
+6.5 

Interior Loop Free Energy: 

+6.0 

t The double stranded stacking free energies are slightly 
different from Table 3.15, as they are based on an earlier normali
zationfor kIJ' The use of these free energies changes the results 
insignificantly since they differ from the later free energies by 
0.1 kcal or less. We do not c.ount the end effect free energy in 
these calculations, as it is small and equal for most secondary 
structures. 

ftNumber of links = number of unbonded·bases + 1. 
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Bulge Loop Free Energies5 

Loop Size 
(number of links) 

2 
3-4 
5-8 
9-21 

m >21 

+3.0 kcal/mole 
+4.0 
+5.0 
+6.0 

+4 + 2 log(m) 

The uncertainties introduced into the calculation by the 
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thermodynamic parameters are as follows: double stranded stacking 

interactions are the best known, and most are probably accurate 

to +10%. The main improvement over previous work is the sequence 

dependence of these free energies . As explained in the previous 

chapter, the free energies of hairpin loops are less well known, 

because of the uncertainty in our knowledge of the enthalpy of 

loop formation. However, since most of the loops melt rather close 

to 25°C, the temperature used in the calculations reported, the 

uncertainty in the temperature dependence of the, free energy is not 

crucial to the calculations. The two important sources of error 

are the lack of information about possible sequence dependence of 

loop free energies and the free energy of interior loops • 

One limitation in the methodology is that in the calcula"': 

tion of free energies of a secondary structure, program DBL cannot 

calculate the free energies exactly by summinr; over the douhJe 

~·;trandpd stacking and loop free energies, for reasons which will be 

apparent from later discussion. This neceDsitat~s cbrrection of the 

free energle~; ( or stability numbers, defincdasthe negative of the 

free energies) in the final analysis. 



2. A Matrix, Called the Base Pairing Matrix, is Formed 

from the Known Sequence of the Molecule 

The base pairing matrix is specified by its elements aij , 

where the subscripts i and j refer to the positions of the i th 

and j th bases in the sequence of the molecule. (The counting 

begins at the 5' end of the molecule and progresses in the 5' to 

3' direction.) The base pairing matrix terms aij specify whether 

bases i and j can form a base pair with each other according to 

the following rules, in which a number other than zero means that 

a pair can be formed: 

a ij = I for a G-U base pair 

aij = 2 for an A~U pair 

a ij = 4 for a G-C pair 

a ij = 0 if no base pair is possible 

a .. = 0 if li-JI is less than or equal to 3 
~J 

The last constraint stipulates that a hairpin loop must 

contain at least two bases to.be stable. Since a. j equals a
j

. , 
~ ~. 

the matrix is specified only for j less than or equal to i. 

The .following molecule with the bases numbered by position 

serves to illustrate· the base pairing matrix. (See Appendix III 

for the base pairing matrix of a tRNA molecule. ) 

AUGCCUUACG 
12345678910 

For this molecule, a1 ,10 = 0 (since A and G do not base pair). 

a = 2 (an A-U base pair) 
1,7 

a2 10= 1 (a G-U base pair) , 
= 4 (a G-C base pair) 

= 0 (hairpin loop is too small to permit 
formation of G-C base pair) 
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3. Base Pairing Regions (Also Called Base Pairing Vectors 

or Simply Vectors) are Determined by Scanning the 

Base Pairing Matrix 

This part of program DBL selects all sequences of base 

pairs whi ch can form a stable double helical region in the RNA 

molecule. A double stranded region is composed· of elements a. j' 
1, 

a'+l . l' a.+? j 2' . 1. .J- 1. _. -
., in which all elements are different 

from zero. This way of specifYing a double stranded region derives 

from the fact that base pairing is anti-par~llel and that a given 

double stranded region must progress sequentially from one base to 

the next. This means that all possible base pairing regions can 

be located by noting all sequences of nonzero elements along the 

+45 0 diagonals of the base pairing matrix. 

For each sequence so noted, the free energy is calculated. 

This calculation includes an estimation of the free energy of the 

loop associated with the double stranded region. 'rhe loop free 

energy used in the calculation is likely to be somewhat in error, 

since the loop might be one from which, in the final structure, one 

or more additional base pairing regions may be formed. For example, 

the base pairing denoted (22,29;65,58) refers to the following 

base pairs and loop in an RNA: 

22-29~ 
65-58~ 

The final secondary structure for this part of the molecule might 

look like: 
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It is thus apparent that at this stage of the calculation we 

can only approximate the size of the loop associated With the 

double stranded base pairing region.
t 

Because larger loops are 

more likely to permit additional base pairs than small ones, we 

have assumed a maximum lbop size of twenty bases. (This assump-

tion is made only for convenience; if any loops have more than 

twenty bases in the final predicted secondary structure, the 

appropriate correction can be made. ) 

All base pairing regions With a calculated free energy 

less than zero (or some arbitrary cutoff, if so desired) are 

retained and arranged in order of decreasing stability. The 

calculated free energy is the sum of the double stranded stacking 

free energies, the initiation free energy, and the loop free 

energy. Thus ,this part of program DBL finds all potentially 

stable base pairing regions. 

One inadequacy in the scheme should be noted. The runs 

of nonzero integers on the diagonals of the base pairing matrix 

represents perfect double helical regions. If the nelix is 

interrupted by one or more looped out bases, then the program 

treats the interrupted helix as two separate base pairing regions. 

Stable regions with looped out bases might be ignored by this 

search routine, if the two halves of the double stranded region 

are individually unstable but together (even with the increase 

in free energy associated with the looped out bases) form a stable 

.,-
'This is the source of the earlier statement that corrections 

mustoe made at the end of the calculation because program DBL 
'cannot calculate free energies exactly. 
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region. Additional work to overcome this deficiency might well be 

a fruitful avenue of research. 

4. A Vector Exclusion Matrix Specifies the Base Pairing 

Regions which can be Present Simultanaously in a 

Stable Structure 

This part of the calculation is best explained with an 

illustration. Consider a molecule in which are found the follow

ing stable regions (listed in decreasing order of stability):t 

Vl: (28,34;49,43) 

V2: (4,10;32,26) 

V3: (50,55;69,64) 

v4: (50,55;72,67) 

V5: (32,36;57,53) 

v6: (36,39 ;46,43) 

V7: (55,59;66,62) 

For these seven vectors, the vector exclusion matrix, eij , is as 

follows: 

t To explain the notation, Vl refers to the region 
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Vl V2 V3 v4 V5 v6 V7 

Vl 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 

V2 1 0 0 0 (0) 0 0 

V3 0 0 0 1 1 0 (0) 

v4 0 0 1 ° 1 0 (0) 

V5 1 (0) 1 1 0 (0) 1 

v6 1 0 0 0 (0) 0 0 

V7 ° 0 (0) (0) 1 0 0 

If e .. = 0, then the two vectors i and j can exist together 
1.J 

in a stable secondary structure. If e'
j 

= 1, then the two vectors 
1. . 

overlap such that two or more bases are simultaneously involved in 

two base pairs--an impossibility, so far as is known for nucleic 

acid bases. For example, e4,5 = 1, since bases 53, 54, and 55 

would each participate in two base pairs at the same time if v4 

and V5 were present simultaneously. An exception to this rule is 

made for· those vectors which overlaJ? in o~ly one position, shown in 

the above ma:trix with e .. = (0). In these cases, only one base 
1.J 

would have to be a part of two different base pairs. This means 

that breaking one base pair (an end base pair in the sequence) would 

allow the structure to exist. For example, e
3
,7= (0), since onJy 

one base. number 55, is involved in two base .pairs. This means that 

either of the following two structures would be. permitted: 

V3: (50,55;69,64) with V7': (56,59;66,63) 

V3': (50,54;69.65) with V7: (55,59;66,62) 

(The vector with the' has been shortened in order to avoid the 

overlap.) Since both of these two arrangements have a free energy 

only one double. stranded stacking interaction less stable than if 
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the one overlap did not exit, it would be imprudent to ignore 

their possible existence. For this reason, we have set e
ij 

in 

the vector exclusion matrix equal to zero if no base or one base 

is involved simultaneously in two base pairs. (In the latter 

case, the free energy of the final secondary structure must be 

corrected for the base pair which cannot form.) 

5. Using the Vector Exclusion Matrix, the Most Stable 

Sets of Base Pairing Regions (Vectors). are Determined, 
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Thereby Specifying the Preferred Secondary Structure(s). 

The problem to be solved is fully specified by the 

vector exclusion matrix and the stability numbers of the vectors. 

We must find the set of vectors which are mutually compatible (i. e. , 

for which e.. =0 for all vectors in the set) and whose free energy 
~J 

is a minimum. Since there are generally fifty to one hundred or 

more vectors representing stable base pairing regions to consider 

for RNA molecules of the size we are interested in (80-150 bases), 

the number of possible combinations is large; for most RNA molecules 

of interest, it would require as much as an hour or more of 

computer time, if all possible combinations were a.nalyzed. It is 

. thus necessary to makeony or more simplifying assumptions. We 

have assumed that at least one of the most stable seven vectors 

occurs in the final secondary structure. Although this approxima-

tion cannot be rigorously justified, it is fully consistent with 

what is known about the stability of RNA secondary structure. A 

secondary structure with a large number of small double helical 

regions would have a correspondingly large number of destabilizing 

loops, since each double helical region has a loop associated with 



it. For this reason, the secondary structure formation strongly 

favors a few very stable regions over a larger number of less 

stable ones. 

The solution is composed of the following steps: 

Step 1: Vl, the most stable base paired region, is 

assumed to be in the preferred secondary structure. (All 

following steps are repeated with V2 through V7 replacing Vl.) 

Step 2: A new, reduced vector exclusion matrix is 

formed, in which all vectors not compatible with Vl are 

excluded. Only the most stable fifteen vectors consistent 

with Vl are retained, in order to limit computation time. 

(In general, about half of the most stable vectors are not 

compatible with the vector assumed to be in the solution. 

This means that the new exclusion matrix generally extends 

Out to V30 or so.) 

Step 3: ·All possible combinations of these fifteen 

vectors· are con·sidered, using the reduced exclusion matrix 

to determine which vectors are compatible with each other. 

All sets of vectors having a stability number (negative of 

the free energy) greater than a specified cutoff are retained 

and reported as output by program DBL. (This cutoff energy 

will vary from molecule to molecule. It is calculated inter

nally within the program as 90% of the free energy of the 

most stable secondary structure determined using the above 

steps, but assuming that at least one of the most stable five 

vectors is in the final solution and using a reduced exclusion 

matrix of 5 x 5 element s. ) 
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Step 4: Steps 1 through 3 are repeated for vectors 

V2 to V'J. 

For a detailed explanation of the workings of program DBL, 

which includes examples of the output and a discussion of the 

internal logic of the program, the reader is referred to Appendix 

III. Here we illustrate steps 1 through 3 with a simple example. 

Consider the following vectors with their stability numbers and 

associated exclusion matrix: 

VECTOR 

VI 

V2 

V3 

v4 

V5 

v6 

V7 

v8 

Exclusion matrix: 

VI V2 

VI 0 a 

V2 a a 

V3 I 0 

v4 I I 

V5 a 1 

v6 a a 

V7 0 1 

STABILITY NUMBER 

11 

9 

8 

7 

5.5 

5.5 

5 

4 

V3 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

v4 

1 

I 

0 

0 

I 

a 

1 

V5 v6 

0 0 

1 0 

I 1 

1 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

V7 

a 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 
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Assuming first that VI is in the solution set (step 1), 

the reduced exclusion matrix for VI (step 2) is: 

V2 V5 v6 V7 

V2 0 1 0 I 

V5 I 0 0 0 

v6 0 0 0 0 

V7 I 0 0 0 

All combinations of vectors are considered to determine 

which vectors sets are allowed (step 3). The procedure followed 

in program DBL combines the vectors in-the following order: V7; 

v6; v6,V7;V5; V5,V7; V5,v6; V5,V6,V7; V2; V2,V7; v2,v6; v2,v6,V7; 

V2,V5; V2,V5,v6; V2,V5,V7; V2,V5,v6,V7. For each of these vector 

sets, reference is made to the exclusion matrix to determine if 

they are allowed (Le., to determine if the vectors are mutually 

compatible). If so then the stability number is calculated. If 

it is greater than the cutoff value, it is retained and later 

outputted along with the vectors which make up the vector set. 

For the calculation on a real molecule, this procedure 

is performed on a 15 x 15 reduced exclusion matrix. The number of 

different combinations is 
14 

L 
i=O 

2i or slightly less than 36,000. 

Of this large number of combinations, most are forbidden. The 

calculation is done on a computer relatively quickly, since the 

determination of whether or not a combination is allowed can be 

done in a small number of steps. 

For the problem considered, the results are: 
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VECTOR SET 

V7 

v6 

v6,V7 

V5 

V5,V7 

V5,v6 

V5 ,v6 ,V1 

V2 

V2,v6 

STABILITY NUMBER ( Including VI) 

16 

16.5 

21 

16.5 

21.5 

22 

27 

20 

25.5 

The most stable vector set is VI, V5, v6, V1. The set 

VI, V2, v6 is 1.5 kcal/mole less stable. When the procedure is 

repeated assuming each of the six vectors other than VI to be 

present in turn in the final solution, no other sets of vectors 

emerge as possible contenders for the secondary st~cture. The 

final choice between the two best sets requires that the stability 

numbers be recalculated, with corrections made for (1) any 

changes in loop size by the final vector set, and (2) any base 

pairs which must be broken because an overlap of one base has 

been allowed in the vector exclusion matrix. 

B. Results 

One additional assumption has been made for all RNA molecules 

which have been calculated using program DBL. In order to limit 

the number of solution sets, we have forbidden nucleic acid bases 

in loops to base pair with bases in other regions of the RNA 

molecule: This eliminates structures of the type: 
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I I 
27 34 50 
~ .... 

Thisi's a reasonable assumption to make, since in most instances 

the steric constraints on the molecule would not allow such types 

of base pairs to form. It is a necessary assumption in that it 

eliminates a very large number of secondary structures in which 

the strands of the RNA are twisted around one another so that 

the structure cannot be drawn in two dimensions. It is difficult 

to imagine a mechanism whereby many of these secondary structures 

would form. It is important to realize that, while this assumption 

is necessary to limit the number of solution sets and is consistent 

with what is known about RNA secondary structure, it cannot be 

fully justified. Program DBL is written to do each calculation 

both with and without this assumption. It is instructive to note 

the myriad of "unusual" vector sets which result when the assump-

tion is not invoked. 

The main reason for applying the model to the prediction 

of tRNA secondary structure is to determine how well it works and 

to make note of its limitation. There is general agreement that 

tRNA takes on a secondary structure Which looks like a cloverleaf 

since this is the most stable conformation into which all tRNA 

molecules can be fit. Because of the similarity of function of all 

t For the sequence of tRNA. molecules , the reader is referred 
to R. Holmqui st, T. H. Jukes, and S. Pangburn, J. Mol. BioI., 1§. 
91-116 (1973). 
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tRNA molecules during protein synthesis, it is undo".lbtably necessary 

that all have similar secondary structures. Because tRNA molecules 

perform biological functions in addition to directing the 

incorporation of amino acids during protein synthesis, it might be 

interesting to speculate on other possible stable secondary 

structures whichtRNA might form. Some tRNA molecules are known 

to exist in stable deactivated forms which probably differ from 

the native form because of difference in secondary s~ructure. 1 

a. Valine tRNA from brewer's yeast 

The sequence of valine tRNA from brewer's yeast is 

shown below. D = dihydrouridine, P = pseudouridine, and Y is an 

unknown base. There is no evidence that D and Y participate in 

base pairs; they are not permitted to form base pairs in the 

calculation. 

Sequence: 

GGUUUCGUGGUCPAGDCGGDDAUGGCAPCUGCPUYACACGCAGAACDCCCC 

20 

AGUPCGAUCCUGGGGCGAAAUCACCA 

60 70 

Only 17 base pairing regions more stable than 0.5 kcal/mole were 

found for val tRNA. (The free energy of the baSe pairing region 

is the sum of the free energies of the double strand stacking, 

initiation, and loop formation free energies at 25°C.) Altogether 

41 base pairing regions with a negative free energy were found, 

but 20 of these had a free energy of ~0.1 kcal/mole .or less; these 

latter regions are unimportant as factors in stabilizing the 

molecule through secondary structure. 



Two secondary structures more stable than the cutoff 

free energy were found: 

I 

II 

61 53 
I I VI • 66 48, V2 

/ 
...... 73-67 .44-40) 

1-7 28-32 

~ V3 

f\ 
61 53 V1 
I I 

V7 (66 48") 

77-74 44-40) 
./ 8 -1128 -32 

~V3 

FREE ENERGY 

-24.8 

-23.5 

In structure I, the prime on V2 indicates that this 

region has been shortened by one base pair because of an overlap 

with another vector. Base number 66 was the one involved in two 

base pairs in the results. The corrected structure pairs base 66 

with base 48, forming a G-C base pair. If base 66 were paired 

with base 8 (the other choice),a G-U base pair would be formed, 

adding less to the stability of the molecule. Because structures 

I and II differ by less than 10% in ·free energy, it would not 

normally be prudent to predict with assurance which of the two 

secondary structures would be favored. In this case, however, 

because of the great similarity between the two - they differ only 

in one double stranded region - it is safe to conclude that 

structure I is the favored one. 

When the predicted secondary structure is compared 
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with the cloverleaf structure for val tRNA, we note that the 

dihydrouridine loop is absent • Thi.s results from the fact that 

the base pairing region associated with the dihydrouridine loop 

consists of the following sequence: 

12 10 

(CUG 
G G C 

24 26 

The free energy of this region is -1 "';1 -1.1 +6 = 
+2.9 kCal/mole. t As noted in Table 5.1, we have taken the free 

energy for a G-U bas~ pair in any double stranded interaction to 

be -1 kcal/mole. Unfortunately, the sequence dependence of G-U 

to base pairs is not known. If the free energy contribution of 

G-U to each of the two double stranded stacking interactions is 

-2.5 kcal/mole or greater (i.e., more negative) in the sequence 

above, then the dihydrouridine loop would be stable. 

b. f-Met tRNA from E. coli. 

The sequence of f-met tRNA from E. coli is: 

CGCGGGGUGGAGCAGCCUGGDAGCUCGUCGGGCUCAUAACCCGAAGGUCG 

JD 20 40 

UCGGUPCAAAUCCGGCCCCCGCAACCA 

60 70 

A large number of possible base pairing regions were 

found for this molecule: 87 with a negative free energy, 46 more 

stable than -1 kcal/mole, and 22 more stable than -3 kcal/mole. 

t The - l •l kcal/mole is the amount by which initiation at a 
G-C·is favored. 
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The most. stable secondary structures are: 

I 

II 

III 

f\ 
51 44 

Vll I I 

V1 ~ (54 41) ..... 72- 67 
";,.2-7 

64-61 
- 8-11 

V25 '-14 34 
I I V5 

20 28 
'-./ 

r'\ 
62 54 V10 
I I 

Vi 66 50 "'" 
./ \ 

-72-67 44- 40) 
r2-7 28-32 

"- / V4 
V21 10 26 

U 
/\ 

62 54 Vl0 
I .I 

Vi 66 50 
/ , 

'72-67 48-45 ..... 44-40) 
, 2 - 7. 15 - 18 28 - 32 

. ~ V23 ""--" V4 

FREE DERGY 

-39.3 

-38.9 

-38.5 

'rhe next best secondary structure is 3 kcal/mo] e 

less stable than structure III. The accuracy with which the 

free energies are known do not make it possible to choose 

lllnOng the three predicted secondary structures, since they 

differ in free energy by so little. The cloverleaf model is 

structure II. One of the stabilizing factors which favors 

structure I over structure II is the bulge of two bases. 

following VI, with a positive free energy of +4 kcal/mole. 
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instead of a loop which would have a free energy o~ about +6 kcal/ 

mole. As we have noted, the possible sequence dependence of bulge 

free energies is not known; the fact that this bulge consists of a 

C and G base may affect the free energy, although in what manner 

is not known. Another uncertainty associated with the free energy 

of this bulge is that it is terminated by a G-U base pair (positions 

8,64) which may not be sufficiently stable in this environment to 

close a bulge. 

In summary, it is not possible to unambiguously 

predict the secondary structure of f-met tRNA because of uncertainty 

in the free energies, although we can with good assurance limit the 

choice to one of the three structures above. It is possible that 

f-met tRNA, under some conditions, might form one of·these other 

secondary structures. 

c. Phenylalanine tRNA from yeast is: 

GCGGAUuuAGCUCAGDDGGGAGAGCGCCAGACUGAAYAPCUGGAGGUCCU 

10 20 30 40 50 

GUGUPCGAUCCACAGAAUUCGCACCA 

60 70 

Only 36 base pairing regions with a·negative free 

energy were found. Seventeen of these were more stable than -1 

kcal/mole. The procedure produced just one secondary structure, 

the cloverleaf model, which was corrected for one overlap in Vl. 

Because of the paucity of base pairing regions, this problem is 

sufficiently simple that it could easily be solved without the 

use of a computer. 



~ 
6
1
1 5

1
3 V9 

VI I I 65 49, V2 

'- 72 - 66 43 - 39) 

1- 7 27 - 31 

"-10 15/ 
I V8 

13 22 

\J 

d. Phenylalanine tRNA .from E. coli. 

FREE ENERGY 

-20.8 

The sequence of phe tRNA .from E. coli is: 

GCCCGGAUAGCUCAGDCGGDAGAGCAGGGGAPUGAAAAPCCCCGUGXCCU 

30 40 50 

UGGUPCGAUUCCGAGUCCGGGCACCA 

60 70 

The identity of the base at position 47 is unknown. 

We allow it to pair with any base for the purposes of this calcula-

tion. (This is accomplished by entering an X for the base, when 

the sequence of the molecule is read by program DBL. ) 

Like f-met tRNA, phe tRNA from!. coli has a large 

number of stable base pairing regions. Some of these are artifi-

cial, because we have allowed the base at position 47 to pair 

with all other bases. 72 base pairing regions were found, with 

46 more stable than -1 kcal/mole, 36 more stable than -2 kcal/mole, 

and 27 more stable than -3 kcal/mole. The most stable structures 

are: 
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I 

II 

III 

,r 

,; .., ,!~~ ;;s 0 {i! {J J 7 

V1 ""' r-'\ V32 ~ 
-72-65 63-61 47-45 43-37) 

1-8 7-19 24-26-27-33 
'-../ V17 '-" V2 

~ 
61 53 V16 

I I 

V1 / 65 49 , ~ V2 

.... 72 - 66 47 - 45 43 - 37) 

1 - 7 24 - 26 - 27 - 33 
~V32 

~ 
61 53 
I I V16 

V1' / 65 49,\ 

" 72 - 86 43 - 37)' 

1-7 27 -33 
\ / V2 
'- 10 25 

V26 I I 
13 22 

\J 

FREE ENERGY 

-41.2 

-40.6 

-40.0 

The next most stable structures are similar to the 

above structures, but with one double stranded region broken. 

Thereafter, the best structures are at least 4 kcal/mole less 

stable than structure III. In this calculation, structure III is 

the cloverleaf model. Structures I and II are possible only if 

the unknown base pairs as if it were a cytosine residue. If this 

is. not the case, then the cloverleaf is the favored secondary 

structure, since base 47 is not base paired in the cloverleaf 

structure. 
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e. Alanine tRNA :from baker's yeast 

The sequence of this molecule is: 

GGGCGUGUGGCGCGUAGDCGGDAGCGCGCUCCCUUYGCYFGGGAGAGUCU 

10 20 30 50 

CCGGUPCGAUUCCGGACUCGUCCACCA 

60 70 

The distribution of base pairing regions is: 

20 more stable than -2 kcal/mole 

33 more stable than -1 kcel/mole 

62 more stable than 0 kcel/mole 

The calculation found the following secondary structures: 

I 

II 

III 

r'\ 
15 24 

I l· V). 

(3
9 ~(j 

31 
VB I , 

1 33 V16 V2 

-.... .. -.~-5.) 
./ 74-71 66 -62 

'-../ 

.~ 

62 54 
I I V2 

.... va ,66 50, V5 

73-69 45-41) 

1-5 29-33 

'10 27/ 
, 'V4 

13 24 
'-/ 

1"'""\ 
~2 5,4 V2 

.... V6 /,66 50, 

73-~9 43-41) 

1-5 32-34 

~ 9 30/ V26 
V1 , I 

15 24 

'-' 

FREE ENERGY 

-34.1 

-33.9 

-32.7 
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IV 

... 32.1 

Two different cloverleaf structure (II and III) are 

indicated. The calculated free energies of the two most stable 

structures are within 0.2 kcal/mole of one another, so that it is 

impossible to choose between them. If only double stranded stack-

ing interactions are considered, structure I is less stable than 

structure II, but the bulge in structure I between bases 3 and 9 

is presumed more stable than the corresponding loop in structure 

II. Structure IV has one additional base pairing region and one 

more base pair than structures I and II. It is less stable 

because it possesses an extra bulge. 

f. Tyrosine tRNA from baker's yeast. 

The sequence of this molecule is: 

CUCUCGGUAGCCAAGDDGGDDDAAGGCGCAAGACUGPAAAPCUUGAGADC 

10 20 40 50 

GGGCGUPCGACUCGCCCCCGGGAGACCA 

60 70 

Only 15 base pairing regions more stable than -1 kcal/ 

mole are possible out of the 40 regions which were found. . Only 

one secondary structure is calculated to be more stable than the 

cutoff free energy and it is the cloverleaf structure. 
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~ FREE BURGY 

83 55 
I I Vi. 

V2 / 67 51" 

... 74-68 45 - 41 

1-7 29 -33) 

-30.0 

'-... 10 27./ Vll 
V7 I I 

12 25 
\..J 

g. Serine tRNA from brewer's yeast. 

The sequence of this molecule is: 

GGCAACUUGGCCGAGDGGDDAAGGCGAAAGAPUYGAAAPCUUUUGGGCUU 

10 20 40 50 

UGCCCGCGCAGGUPCGAGUCCUGCAGUUGUCGCCA 

60 70 80 

Sixty-two base pairing regions were found with a 

negativ.e free energy; 38 of these were more stable than -1 kcal/ 

mole; 28, more stable than -2 kcal/mole; 21, more stable than 

-3 kcal/mole. The results for this molecule indicate a problem 

which, although it is not likely to occur often, is sufficiently 

serious to merit further consideration. As noted earlier, the 

exclusion matrix permits 0 or 1 overlap between base pairing 

regions. When two or more overlaps occur between any two 

regions, they are considered incompatible. For ser tRNA, two 

overlaps do occur in the cloverleaf structure, since one of the 

base pairing regions can be extended by two base pairs, thereby 

increasing its stability but overlapping a neighboring region. 

Only two structures were found by program DEL for the molecule: 
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1 

11 

o 0 J 

I'"' 
~ 

48 52 
3 10 V8 VI 
I I I I V3 
1 12 -23-27 - 44 56) 

~ 
33 37 
I I 

,,84-80 _74 58
V2 I I 

70 82 
'-../ 

V18 

(25 45 
I 

12 46 
I I V7 

(9 
49 
I ~ 

5 50 62 70 
V5 I I I I V2 

1 54 .56- 57 - 58 74 

'-;:: 83 - 82 --.-/ , 
V17 

FREE ENERGY 

-33.9 

-28.4 

The cloverleaf structure, which is almost as stable as 

structure I, is shown below. It was not found by the calculation.· 

~ 
70 62 ~ 

52 \ I I V2 / 48 
74 58 56 /' V3 

"- 81- 75 ./ '-./ 44, 

FREE ENERGY 

-31.1 
1-7 43-38) 

VI4". 37- 3~ 
~10 25/ V18 

V13 I I 
12 23 
'-./ 
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Consideration of the sequence of the molecule shows that the base 

pairing region designated v18' can be extended by two base pairs: 

base 44 can pair with base 26, forming a G-U base pair and base 
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45 can pair with base 25, forming a G-C base pair. As a result, 

v18 and V3 are mutually exclusive, and the cloverleaf structure was 

not found. Program DBL does find the cloverleaf structure (with v18 

absent), but its free energy, -28 kcal/mole, is slightly below the 

cutoff energy and it is not reported .. The relatively high cutoff 

energy results from the particularly stable form, structure I, 

which is found when the calculation is performed on the reduced 

exclusion matrix of 5 x 5 elements. 

Two related problems are presented by these results: 

(1) the failure to find the cloverleaf structure fo~ ser tRNA is 

disturbing, although the reason for this failure is evident. One 

solution is to allow two overlaps in the vector'exclusion matrix. 

The difficulty with this approach is that the analysis of results 

is made considerably more complex. An alternative approach, which 

we have used in analyzing the results of the 58 RNA calculations, 

is to note carefully all regions of a given structure which are not 

double stranded. One then uses the base pairing matrix to determine 

if any additional double stranded regions can be formed which have been 

omitted because of multiple overlaps. (Two versions of the base 

pairing matrix are outputted, as shown in appendix III. The second 

version, which shows all the vectors and their positions in the 

matrix, is the proper one for this analysis.) The advantage of this 

procedure is not only that it considers the viability of doubly 
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overlapping regions but also that it notes additional double stranded 

regions which f'all outside the range of' the reduced exclusion matrix. 

For example,a vector which contributes -2 kcalimole might be too 

f'ar down the list of' vectors to be considered in the solution. Using 

the base pairing matrix to determine if' any such vectors exist in 

regions of' the molecule which are not double stranded ef'f'ectively 

extends the range of' the reduced exclusion matrix. In the f'ew 

instances f'or which this procedure has yielded additional base 

pairing regions in a secondary structure, we call attention to the 

f'act. (2) The second disturbing f'inding related to ser tRNA is 

that a secondary structure almost 3 kcal/mole more stable than the 

cloverleaf' structure has been f'ound. This is the only instance in 

which a calculation has suggested that a structure other than. the 

cloverleaf' may be as much as 10% more stable than the cloverleaf' 

at room temperature. It is highly unlikely that structure I is the 

biologically active form of a tRNA, since its spatial orientation is 

so diff'erent from other tRNA molecules. It should, however, be noted 

that the bases making up the anti-codon in structure I (bases 34-36) 

are not involved in base pairs and so could, in theory, bind with a 

codon. They are f'ound in an interior loop in structure I, rather 

than in a hairpin loop, as is the case with other tRNA secondary 

. structures. 

The similarities and dif'f'erences between structure I 

and the cloverleaf secondary structure are of interest. Structure 

I contains nine fewer base pairs than the cloverleaf structure. 

It also has one fewer loop. Both secondary structures contain regions 

V2 and V3. Region v8 in structure I has the same base pairs as 



region V13 in the cloverleaf structure, and makes almost the same 

contribution to the free energy of the molecule. This leaves the 

following double stranded regions of the two structures responsi-

ble for the apparent greater stability of structure I: 

I: 
VI 

23 27 
GGCGA/ 

CCGCU, 
84 80 

Cloverleaf: 

VI4 
81 75 

CUGUUGA/" 

GGCAACU , 

I 7 

43 38 

UUUCPA) 
AAAGAP 

27 32 

VI8 ' 

Free energy = -4.9-5.0-4.0-1.6 

-1.1+6.0 = -10.6 

Free energy = -1;...1-1.6-1.3 

-2-1.9-1.1+6 = ~3.9 

Free energy = -1.3-1.3-1.9-1.6 

-1.3-1.1+6.5 = -2.0 

VI, with just five base pairs, should be significantly 

more stable than the sum of v14 and v18'. This is primarily due to 
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the fact that neither v14 nor v18' have any GG, Ge, or CG interactions. 

Unless tertiary structure can significantly alter the free energy 

our present knowledge indicates that structure I should be the 

favored conformation. 

2. Results for 58 RNA 

The results discussed above suggest that the methodology 

for predicting secondary structure is generally reliable when applied 

to tRNA molecules, which have between 75 and 85 nucleic acid bases. 

It apparently failed in one instance, and a procedure to safeguard 

against this failure was suggested. It is evident that future work 

on the methodology in concert with additional information regarding 
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loop free energies is needed before we have full confidence in the 

method. Nonetheless, the method appears generally reliable at this 

stage in its development. We now apply it to the problem of 58 RNA, 

which has an as yet unknown biological function and 50% more nucleic 

acid bases than tRNA. 

a. 58 RNA from E. coli 

58 RNA from!. coli has 120 bases. Its sequence is: 7 

UGCCUGGCGGCCUUAGCGCGGUGGUCCCACCUGACCCCAUGCCGAACUCA 

10 20 30 40 50 

GAAGUGAAACGCCGUAGCGCCGAUGGUAGUGUGGGGUCUCCCCAUGCGAG 

60 70 90 100 

AGUAGGGAACUGCCAGGCAU 

no 120 

Although 58 RNA has only about 40 more bases than tRNA, 

the difficulty of predicting the secondary structure is greatly 

increased. This is made evident by the fact that program DBL has 

found 185 base pairing regions with a negative free energy. It was 

possible to find the most stable secondary structures for a few tRNA 

molecules by inspection of the sequence of the molecule without 

resorting to a computer calculation; for 5S RNA, the need to perform 

a computer calculation is much greater. 68 of the base pairing 

regions are more stable than -2 kcal/mole, 52 are more stable than 

-3 kcal/mole, and 39 are more stable than -4 kcal/mole. The use of 

the reduced exclusion matrix with 15 x 15 elements allows the 

calculation to consider solutions out to approximately the fiftieth 

base pairing region. This means that the solution takes account of 

vectors more stable than -3 kcal/mole. To consider the remaining 

I , 
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vectors, we inspect the base pairing matrix in those regions of the 

structure in· which a string of bases is not base paired, as discussed 

previously. The resulting secondary structures are: 

I 

II 

III 

IV 

~ V32 ~ V20 r-'\ V2 r..... V48 
119 - 110 107 - 103 98 - 95 88 - 79 77 - 73) 

1-10 11-15 17-19 33 -42 61-65 

VI '--" ~O 3) '000-/ 

~ 
105 92 

V58 I I 
23 28 

'--' 

I I V17 

VI .......... 108 89 '" ~ V 48 
119 -110 88 -79 77-73) 

1 -10 33 -42 61-·65 

'- 20 31/ V2 \...) 
V58 I I 

23 28 
\...J 

............... ~ ~ ~V47 ~V53 
119-110107-10398-9588-8176-7369-67) 

1-10 11-15 17-19 23 -30 37 -40 60 -62 
VI V32 "'-'" V20 \.......I V4 \...J \..J 

VI ~ V16 ~ V2 ~ V48 
119 -110 108 -105 88 -79 77 -73) 

1 -10 25 -28 33 -42 61 -65 

"-/ '-../ V 

FREE ENERGY 

-55.8 

-53.2 

-52.5 

-50.9 

• 
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r-'\ 
v 105 92 

I I V17 -47.1 

/' lOS 89 
V1, " ~ V47 ~ V53 

119 - 110 SS - 81 76- 73 69 - 67) 
1-10 23 -30 37 - 40 60 -62 
~ V4 \.J \.J 

~ 
VI ,0 SI6 V3 -46.S 

97 79" 
/' r'\ \ 

119-110 70-67 43-40_) 
1 -10 16 -19 - 20 -23 

VI ~ VS V1S'-

Observations concerning-the above results: (1) only 

a limited number of secondary structures are predicted. This is a 

necessary condition for the methodology to be useful. We have listed 

all secondary structures within 10 kcal/mole of structure I. (2) We 

have scanned the base pairing matrix for vectors not included in the 

reduced exclusion matrices to determine if any of the structures could 

be stabilized by added another vector to the structure. The result 

has been the addit'ion of V58 to structures I and II. This further 

stabilized the secondary structures by 3 kcal/mole. All the 

predicted secondary structures have been analyzed in this manner. 

(3) Because the free energies of structures I, II, and III differ 

by so little, it is difficult to choose among them. Structure II 

looks much like a cloverleaf model; structure III is a fully extended. 

model with only one hairpin loop. It will be useful to keep these 



three skeletal forms in mind as we analyze other 58 RNA molecules. 

b. 58 RNA from Pseudomonas fluorescens 
8 

The sequence of this molecule is: 

UGUUCUUUGACGAGUAGUAGCAUUGGAACACCUGAUCCCAUCCCGAACUC 

10 20 30 40 50 

AGAGGUGAAACGAUGCAUCGCCGAUGGUAGUGUGGGGUUUCCCCAUGUCA 

60 80 100 

AGAUCUCGACCAUAGAGCAU 

]10 ]20 

Program DBL found 72 base pairing regions with a nega-

tive free energy; 28 were more stable than -2 kcal/mole, 20 were 

more stable than -3 kcal/mole, and 10 were more stable than -4 kcal/ 

mole. Because of the limited number of base pairing regions, the 

program was able to consider almost all of them with a negative 

free energy. The most stable secondary structures are: 

1 

V24 V7 ~ VI 
..... 119-114 - 113-109 98-91) 

1-6 74-78_80-87 

'--'" "" 20 66 V5 
I I 

(25 61) 

29 57 V4 
I I 

33 53 
\......) 

FREE ENERGY 

-31.9 



II 

III 

IV 

V24 ~V23 ~ VI 
'119-114 10S-105.. 9S-91) 

1-6 11-14 SO-S7 
'---" '- / 

21 76/ . 
V6 I I 

(26 71) 

29 57 
V4 I I· 

33 53 
'J 

V16 ~ V17 ~ VI 
120 -117 113 -109· 98- 91 

\ 

63 -66 74-78 SO-87) 
~ '-../ '-./ 

29 57 
I V4 

33 53 

"-/ 

VI6 ~ V7 ~ VI 
120-117 113-109 9S- 91 

63 -66 74 -7S SO-S7) 

" 4 ~ '-../. \..J 
55 

I J V15 

(
10 49) 

23 46 
I I V26 

26 43 

\..-I 

~ , 

-29.2 

-27.4 

-27.1 



There are several other secondary structures reported 

which are within 10% of the stability of structure I. All of these 

structures are similar to one of the four most stable forms; they 

have the same skeletal arrangement with the SUbstitution of a less 

stable base pairing region for a more stable one. We have for this 

reason omitted listing them. 

Comparing structures I and II with the results for 

5S RNA from E. coli, we note that the branching of the base pairing 

regions is significantly different for the two molecules. The main 

feature that the secondary structures have in common is that the 
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two ends of the molecule are base paired to one another. Structures 

III and IV for P. fluorescens 5S RNA are different from the previous 

secondary structures, in that the ends of the molecule are not bound 

to each other. 

c. 5S RNA from K. B. Cells 

9 
The sequence of this molecule is: 

GUCUACGGCCAUACCACCCUGAACGCGCCCGAUCUCGUCUGAUCUCGGAA 

W ~ ~ ~ ~ 

GCUAAGCAGGGUCGGGCCUGGUUAGUACUUGGAUGGGAGACCGCCUGGGA 

60 70 80 90 100 

AUACCGGGUGCUGUAGGCUUU 

no 120 

A total of 157 base pairing regions were found; 63 were 

more stable than -2 kcal/mole, 48 were more stable than -3 kcal/mole, 

and 32 were more stable than -4 kcal/mole. rhe favored secondary 

structures are: 



0,' 0:,",', 
~, J 

I 

II 

III 

IV 

~ 
104 98 

I I VlO' 
109 93, 

/" ,,~V1 
-118-110 87- 85 67- 59) 

1-9 17-19 27-35 

V4 --------- V27 ,'-../ 

r-'\ 
104 98 , 

I I V10 

/109' 93" ~,V1 
..... 118 -, 110 72-69 67-59) 

1-9 13 -16 27 -35 
V4~V39 \.J' 

~ 
94 87 
I I V50 

(
97 84 

104 82) 
·1 I V7 

1~3 73) r 

114 70 V4 
V51 I ~ 

120 6~62-57 48-45) 
/16 -21 29 -32 

--" ,V3 '-../ 

r-.... 
89 73 
I 1 V32 

V4 V91 /93 69" 

..... 118 - 110 - 109 - 106 67 -59 )' .. 
1-9 16-19 , ' ~7-35 

"""---""" , ~ V1 

FREE ENERGY 

-41.4 

-40.4 

-40.1 

-39.9 
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FREE ENERGY 

~ 
v 1?4 8f V7 -38.5 

VI 

VII 

113 73 __ V1 
V13 / " ,"' 

'-119-116 72- 69 67- 59). 
. 7 -10 13-16 27-35 

../ . ~V39 '-./ 

~ 
104 98 

I I V10 

V13 /110 92 '" ~ V1 

"119-116 87- 85 67- 59) 
/7 -10 17-19 27- 35 

~ V27'-../ 

I" 
94 87 
II V50 

97 84 

(04 82) 
I I V7 V6 ~ V3 ~ V24 

_113 73---..:---68-65 62-57 48-45",,\ 
7 -10 16 -21 29 -32) 

./ \...J \....-I 

Here we have chosen -38 kcal/mole as the cutoff for 

the free energy. If the cutoff had been chosen at -37 kcal/mole, 

about an equal number of additional structures would have been 

-38.1 

-38.1 

included. Most of these structures are very similar to one of the 

seven structures shown, with a less stable base pairing region 

replacing a more stable one. Because of the large number of 

secondary structures of almost equal energy, it is very difficult 

.. 
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in this case to unambiguously predict a secondarJ structure for the 

molecule. The solutions do appear to group themselves into three 

di fferent skeletal arrangement s : structures I, II, V, and VI show 

great similarity, with just one branching hairpin loop following 

the base pairing region which unites the two ends of the molecule. 

Structure IV is not greatly different from these structures, with 

its branching hairpin loop further from the ends of the molecule. 

Structures III and VII are similar to each other in their skeletal 

arrangements, with the ends of the RNA not bonded together. 

d. 5S RNA from yeast. 

10 
The sequence of this RNA is: 

GGUUGCGGCCAUACCAUCUAGAAAGCACCGUUCUCCGUCCGAUAACCUGU 

10 20 30 40 50 

AGUUAAGCUGGUAAGAGCCUGACCGAGUAGUGUAGUGGGUGACCAUACGC 

60 70 80 100 

GAAACCUAGGUGCUGCAAUCU 

JlO 
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95 base pairing regions were found. 47 are more stable 

than -2 kcal/mole; 27, more stable than -3 kcal/mole; 15, more stable 

than -4 kcal/mole. The results of the ca.lculation are.: 



I 

11 

III 

IV 

V 

VI 

, 
VI V5 ~ V54 ~ V7 ~V32 

'120 ~ l.i2 - 111-106 . 98- 97 90 - 85 75 -72 

1-9 16-21 36-38 45-50 59-62) ----- '-../ '-" '-./ 
, 

VI V5 ~ V55 ~ V13 ~ V32 
'120-112-111-106 99-97 91-86 75-72) 

1-9 16 -21 29 -31 36 - 41 59 -62 
'--"" '--./ \........./ "'-./ 

VI Vll ~ V19 ~ V23 
'120 -112 - 111-107 95 -92 90 -86) 

1-9 45-49 62-59 67-71 --- '-./ ~ 

1"""""\ 
86 71 
I I V23 

(90 67) 

92 62 
I I V19' 

V1 /94 60, 

'120-112 - 111-106 59-57) 

1-9 16-21· 24-26 
\.......,./ V5' ~ V39 

V1 V5',--.... V20 ~ V81 ~ V32 
" 120 -112 -111- 106 91- 88 85 - 81 75 - 72 

1 - 9 16 - 21 26 - 29 47 - 51 59 - 62 ) 
'-../ '-./ '-.-I '-../ 

.r'\ 
88 74 
I I V45 

90 72 

(92 62) 
I I V19' 

V1 V5 ' ." 94 60 
/'. \ 

"120 -112 - 111- 106 59 - 57) 

1- 9 16 - 21 24- 26 
~ ·~V39 
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FREE ENERGY 

-25.5 

-24.6 

-24.4 

-23.9 

-23.6 

-22.9 
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We list all structures within 10% of the free energy of 

structure I. There is one additional structure, equal in energy 

with and almost identical to structure I, with bases 29 to 31 

pairing with 99 to 97 in place of bases 36 to 38. The only differ-

ence between this and structure I is in t~e size of the interior 

loops. Structures It II, III, and V have the same skeletal arrange-

ment, being extended RNA structures with onlY slight differences 

between them in base pairing regions. 'Structures IV and VI are similar 

to each other in their skeletal arrangement, differing in one double 

stranded region. On the basis of the results of this calculation, it 

would appear that an extended structure like structure I is the favored 

secondary structure. It is of interest to note that this 5S RNA has 

fewer buse pairs and is less stable than the others we have considered. 

e. 58 RNA from human cells. 

The sequence of this RNA is~l 

GUCUACGGCCAUACCACCCUGAACGCGCCCGAUCUCGUCUGAU~JCGGAA 

10 20 30 50 

GCUAAGCAGGGUCGGGCCUGGUUAGUACUUGGAUGGGAGACCGCCUGGGA 

60 70 80 9Q lOO 

AUACCGGGUGCUGUAGGCUUU 

llO 120 

157 base pairing regions were found: 63 more stable 

than -2 kcal/mole, 48 more stable than -3 kcal/mole, and 32 more 

stable than -4 kcal/mole. We report all structures within 10%,of 

the free energy of the,most stable structure. 



I 

II 

III 

~ 
89 73 

, I V32 

V4 V9' (93 69" 

'118-110 - 109-106 67-59) 

1-9 16-19 27-35 

'--../ ~ V1 

r'\ 
102 98 

VIO' I I 
/109 93, f'\ V1, 

'118-110 87- 85 67 -59) 

1-9 17-19 27-35 

V4~V27\..J 

~ 
102 98 

V10' I I 
109 93 \ f'\ V1 

'118-110/ 72- 69 67- 59) 

1 - 9 13 - 16 27 - 35 . 

V4·~V39\...J 
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FREE ENERGY 

-40.9 

-40.9 

-40.8 

The next most stable structure is more than 4 kcal/mole 

less stable than any of the above three secondary structures, all of 

which have approximately the same free energy. 
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C. Discussion 

1. ! Common Model for .2.[ ~ 

As for tRNA molecules, it is reasonable to expect 5S 

RNA from different organisms to have similar secondary' structures. 

It is thus of interest to note similarities and differences among 

the predicted secondary structures of 5S RNA. Two of the 5S RNA's 

have a fully extended secondary structure with no branching double 

stranded regions as one or more of the solution structures. The 

structures in which the two ends of the molecule are not united 

(for KB, III and VII; for PF, III and IV) can be rep~esented as 

a variant of the fully extended structure (rather than in the 

shape of an L, as shown). Only one 5S RNA has a cloverleaf type 

structure in solution set, with four stem regions extending from 

an interior loop. The most common structural form, which is rep-

resented in the solution sets for all the 5S RNA's, is an extended 

structure with one stem region branching off from an interior 

loop. These structures differ from one another in the position 

of the branching region. For ~ Coli. 5S RNA, the branching 

region has one hairpin loop and occurs after the second double 

stranded region from the end. For PF, structure I branches 

after the first double stranded region and has one hairpin and 

two interior loops; structure II branches after the, second double 

stranded region. Similarly, for KE, yeast, and human 5S RNA, 

different forms of this general type of secondary st<ructure appear 

in the solution set. 

The basic colculsion is that no one pattern of secondary 

structures emerges from our analysis, although some structural sim-

ilarities do appear among the 5S RNA's we have studied. 
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2. Comparison with other Results 

A number of models for 58 RJIA from ICB and .!:. Coli. have 

9, 12-15 
been proposed. . Of those models which propose a secondary 

structure for the entire molecule, the most stable are the models 

12. .. Do 9 of Cantor and LeWl.s and ty for ~ Coli. 58 RNA. In both ·of 

these models, bases in loops are permitted to base pair and the 

strands are twisted in and out of one another in a very complicated 

fashion. For our model calculations, we have excluded such struc-

tures from consideration. The Lewis and Doty model has the 

strongest experimental support, as the authors performed oligo-

nucleotide binding studies to determine which regions of the 

molecule were single stranded. It is difficult to evaluate the 

free energy of this structure because of uncertainty in our 

understanding of the loop free energies in a twisted three dimen-

sional arrangement; we estimate it to be about -53 kcal/mole, 

somewhat less stable than the calculated free energy of structure 

I. The binding data of Lewis and Doty are inconsistent with struc-

ture I, as they indicate that bases 9 - 13, 25 -32, 58 - 65, and 

possibly 95 - 98 are in single stranded regions of the molecule. 

Of the secondary structures for ~ Coli. 58 RNA, only structure VI 

is consistent with these data. 

On the basis of experiments in which 58 RNA from ~ Coli. 

was digested with several ribonucleases and the sequence 6fthe 

fragments determined. Jordan concluded that regions of the 

molecule composed of bases 40 to 45, 21, and 61 are single stranded, 

regions 22 to 44 and 45 to 61 are self-paired, and region 1 - 10 

15 . 
is paired with region 110 - 120. Of the six solution structures 

reported for ~ Coli. 58 RNA, only structure VI is consistent with 

these results. 

. i 
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This comparison with experimental work suggests a 

direction for future work in extending and improving these model 

calculations. The calculations could be combined with the results 

of oligonucleotide binding, digestion, and other p~-sical studies 

which yield pieces of information about the secondary structure 

of the molecule. The calculation could be performed by deleting 

those regions from the sequence which are known not to base pair. 

Further refinements in the calculation await more and 

better information about loop stabilities. 
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APPENDIX I 

PROGRAM OLIGO 

Program OLIGO is used in Chapters 2 and 3 to calculate melting 

curves for double stranded RNA oligomers for different values of 

~HIJ' k IJ , and K. The program is written so that results may be 

outputted onto a teletype machine so that new trial values of the 

parameters can be inputted as soon as results are reported. More 

complete output information may be obtained by specifying a 

complete computer printout. The program sums over all intermediate 

states shown in Fig. 2.1. Since the logic of program OLIGO is 

straightforward, we explain only the inputting procedure and the 

use of the program. 

A. Input Data Which is Read into the Program from Cards 

Card 
Number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Symbol(s) 

NUMMCL, ITERMX , 
DELTA 

NCONC, (CT (I) , 
I=l,NCONC) 

TT(I ,I), 1=1, 
NUMMCL 

SLP(I), 1=1 
NUMMCL 

Format Explanation 

215,FIO.5 NUMMCL = the number of 
molecules; ITERMX = the 
number of temperatures 
for which melting curve 
is calculated; DELTA = 
temperature increment 

15, 1FIO.1 NCONC = number of concen
trations for which input 
data is given (usually 
3); CT(I) = strand concen
tration in moles/liter 

8FIO.6 TT(K,I) = melting temp~ 
erature of I th molecule 
at K th concentration 

8FIO.4 SLP(I) == slope of melt
ing curve at T of I th 
RNA m 



Card 
Number 

5 

6 

1 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 .... 

Symbol(s) 

DTMDC (I), 1=1 
NUMMCL 

H1N, HGG~ 'HGC, 
HCG, HGA, HAG 

HGU, HUG, HAA, 
HAU, HUA 

EKGGO, EKGCO, 
EDCGO, EKGAO, 
EKAGO 

EKGUO, EKUGO 
EKAAO, EKAUO, 
EKUAO 

SAME , . STAGG, 
LOOP, MXIN 

N, (WD (I), 1= 
1,N) 

Format 

8F10.5 

8F10.6 

8F10.6 

8F10.6 

8F10.6 

2A5, 215 

A5, 40Al 

1-2 

Explanation 

DTMDC(I) =[~(l/T )/ 
m 

~log cl x 104 for I th 
RNA. 

HIN = ~~; all other 
(where r-and J are G, 
C, A, and U) = ~H~J
~H~. All enthalpy 
terms in cal/mole 

EKIJO = kIJ (78°C), as 
defined in the text in 
equation 3.2a 

As above, card 8 

IIIJ 

If SAME = 5HbSAME, then 
the two complementary 
strands in the RNA are 
identical; the variables 
STAGG, LOOP, and MXIN 
are not used in the 
calculation and may be 
set to anything 

N = the number dfbases 
in the molecule; WD(I) . 
= the identity. of the 
I th base; the program 
assumes that second strand 
is complementary to the 
first. 

Cards 10 and 11 are 
repeated for each 
molecule in the series 
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B. Input Data Which is Read into Program from Teletype 

Datwn 
Number 

1 

Symbol(s) 

CLASS 

Explanation 

CLASS = 1 is the standard option; for 
AU, where df/dTlis not known for 
A6u6' CLASS = 2; ?or AnCGUn , where 

, ~f~dTlm is not known for A3CGU3, CLASS 

1-3 

2 OUTPUT OUTPUT = parameter which controls out
put to teletype; standard option is 
OUTPUT == 3, which supplies T , df / dT I , 
and A(l/T )/~(log c) as wellmas agreement 
of these ~uantities with experiment for 
each molecule (Dl, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6, as 
defined; OUTPUT=2 and OUTPUT=l give less 
information. 

3 

4 

5 

6 .... 

HIN 

DEL 

BETA(l) 

EKIJO, 
HIJ 

C. Output to Teletype 

HIN = ~HAA 
DEL = k end 

BETA(l) = KA or KG' whichever is 
appropriate for tfie series of molecules 
being calculated 

The remaining cards are varied, depend
ing on which unknown parameters are to 
be solved for. These cards overwrite 
the initial estimated of kIJ (78°c) and 
~H~J which were read in on cards 6-9. 

Shown below is a typical output (to the teletype) of program 

OLIGO. It gives the calculated melting temperatures, slopes of the 

melting curve at T , and concentration dependence of the T 's for m m 

each molecule in the series. Also outputted, and of great 

importance for carrying out the calculation, are the quantities 

Dl, •.. , D6. These quantities indicate the degree to which the 

calculation is in agreement with experiment. 
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3.1 
"L 
H 1,\1 = 

-'375u. ! 
fIlL 

0EL --
• u 58 S! 
~~L 

~i::TA (l ) = . . 
• ;) 1 63! 
','1 "-
:~X:ii\O --

3. 162! 
'~I , L_ 

'{SA = 
3000. ! 
··\~L 

~KGGO --
3?.5! 
"'L 

l-!GG --
-I 1000. ! 
-1L 

H1 - ? 5 • 1 70'36 -
nl - 1 6.30747 -
)TV - 1 .O:~636 -
~)L'J P::: - .O~g41 -
Pi - ~.()930g -
:;1 \I - 1 .OOS97 -
T>1 - /~ 1 .41 0.36 -
T:~ - 33. LJ;~00 -
JTV - .3091 7 -
SLO? - .J2991 - -
r1 - ::'S.277S- ~ -
JTV - .7') 7 ~,LI -
}:"1 - :J 1 • -)2 ~J'-:; -
T;f; - ':I,j • ~ 61 1j4 -
)TV - .G471 7 -
SLOPE - .u.)UU -
T~l - YI .999~:13 -
:nv - .G4.s~7 -
ii 1 - ~. 4 61 1 ~ -
, I'") - .J5370 I -
;13 - 12.25437 -
:;4 - 1 5.1 7386 -
"l" -

• 1 3157 ,,-.; -
:-;:5 - - .00288 -
::; i.!:T~, I - 1 6.30000 -
CO~ST - 53.03074 -
JUL:):jT --



I 

I 
D1 = 

D2 = 

D3 = 

D4 = 

D5 = 

o ;.) :3 

(T (expt.) - T(ca1cd.»2 
m 

(T (expt.) - T (ca1cd.» m m 

(df/dT) (expt.) x 10 3 - df/dT I (ca1cd.) x 10 3 )2 
m m 

(df/dT) (expt.)x 10 3 df/dTI (ca1cd.) x 10 3 ) 
m m 

(Ll(l/T )/Ll(log c)(expt.) x 104 - Ll(l/T )/Ll(log c) m m 

(ca1cd.) x 104 )2 

D6 = (Ll(l/T )/Ll(log c)(expt.) x 104 - Ll(l/T )/Ll(log c) m m 

(ca1cd.) x 104 )2 

D2, D4, and D6 indicate whether kIJ , kend , and LlH1J should 

be increased or decreased for the next trial. D1, D3, and D5 

indicate the degree to which calculation and experiment are in 

agreement. 
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D. Listing of Program OLIGO 

40 

42 

43 

61 

68 

PROGRAM OlIGO'INPUT,OUTPUT,TA~ES&INPUT,TAPETrY-12,rAPE20-rAPETTY, 
lTAPE61 
COMMON/A/BETAISI,WOIC181,DElTI851 
COMMONiBI Q 1 16S I, Q2C (5), Q1NTOTI 651 ,Q2NTOTl6S) ,F 11 65) ,Fl' 65. 
CUMMU~/C/TM,NO~l17'lSI,NOll501 lS),NOEl831151,TMlSTI~Ot,l" 
COMMON/0/OlI1501.02Cl50,,03(150),TTI~,10l.IC,HOlECL.NCOUNr,SlPI10' 

1,04(501,05150,,06ISo',orMoCI101 
COMMON/E/SSI90.,EKGGI90I,EKGCI90l,EKCGI901,EKGA190',EKAG(90),EKGUC 

190),EKUG{901,EKAA'90',EKAU,9Q',EKUA'90. 
COMMON/F/ITM,TVlsr,NHERE,IClASS,OUTPT 
CO~MON/HT/HHt65',EPYl(5),UUC6S. 
DIMENSION BErAOC}' 
DIMENSION NREH(5) 
DIMENSION BASEC1S1 
DIMENSION QNC4,65. 
DIMENSION trl10' 
DIMENSION 813,651 
DIMENSION WC5,201 
CALL TTYSET 
NHEREzO 
HGA-O. 
HGG·O~ 
EKGGO"I. 
TVlST-O. 
rHGC=426.16 
TMAU-351.16 
THAUY"I./3S1.16 
TOYcTHAUV 
T8ETA=25 •• 273.16 
T BV-I. /TBETA 
R it'4V"I./l.986 
REAO(5,401 HIN,HGG,HGC,HCG,HGA,HAG 
READI5,401 HGU,HUG,HAA,HAU,HUA 
READ!S,401 EKGGO,EKGCO,EKCGO,EKGAO;EKAGO 
READI5,40' EKGUO,EKUGO,EKAAO,EKAUO,EKUAO 
FORMATlBflO.6. 
WRITEC6,42' HIN,HGG,HGC,HCG,HGA,HAG 
FORMAT'. HINc.,F8.2,. HGGz.,f8.2,. 

1F8.2,. HGA ... ,f8.2,* HAG-.,F8.2. 
WRITEI6,431 HGU,HUG,HAA,HAU,HUA 
FORMATC. HGU:.,F8.2,. HUG·*~F8.2,* 

lf8.2,. HUA=.,F8.2,11. 
WRITE 16,44' EKGGO. EKGCO, EKCGO, EKGAO,EKAGO 
FORM'ATI. EKGGO=.,F8.],* EKGt-Oz *,F8.3,. 

lKGAO ... ,F8.3,. EKAGO·*,F8.31 
WRITECb,45J EKGUO,EKUGO,EKAAO.EKAUO,EKUAO 
FORHAT!. EKGUO~.,F8.3,. EKUGO=*,f8.3,. 

lKAUO=.,F8.3'* EKUAO=*,F8.3,11. 
REAO(5,6U NUMMCl,ITERMX,OElTA,FGU 
FORMAT(ZI~.2FIO.51 

REAOIS.68. NCONC,ICTIII,I-l,NCONC. 
FORHAT(I5,7F10.7J 
DO 66 K .. 1, NCONC 

HAA-*,F8.2,* 

E 

E 
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o 0 o ''.( 
U \.J 

READCS,671 (TTCK,II,I-l,NUHMCll 
67 FORMA'I8flO.6' 
66 CONTINUE 

ReADIS,~6' ISlP(II,1 2 1,NUHHCll 
46 fORMAflaflO.61 

2 

READ(~,47' (DTMOC(I',lal,NUMMCll 
~7 fORMATI8FIO.5' 

TlNITO~T INn 
DEll AOzDEl TA 
ITMXOzlTERMX 
CAll TREAOlSHClASS,ClASS.O' 
IClASS~ClASS . 
CAll T RE AO(6HHMOOEL, HMODEl ,0' 
MODElH=HMODEl 
DO 59 JJTTY z l,250 
DO 15 1=1,25 
OU I '''021 1 I-D3( I ''''O~I I '''051 I '-06( I '''0. 

ts CONTINUE 
CALL TREADI6HOUTPUT,fOUT.0. 
OUTPT=FOUT 
CAll TREAD(3HHIN,HIN,01 
ey-o. 

e CAll TREAOl2HCY.CV,O' 
CALL TREAO(3HOEl.DEl,O. 
CALL TREAO(7H8ETA(1.,8ETAIII.O' 
8ETA(3)=8ETA(2.=8ETA(1. . 
CALL TREAOC5HEKUAO.EKUAO,O' 
CALL TREAOl3HHUA,HUA,Ot 

1005 CONTINUE 

1-7 

WRlTEl6,l0061 DEL,8fACT1,8fACT2,8ETAocil,BETAO(Z"HIN,MODElH,CY 
1006 FORMAT(lI/,. THE PARAMETERS FOR THIS CALCULATION ARE lISTEo.,I, 

1. DEL .,fI0.6,I,- 8fACTI*,fI0.6.* BFACTZ.,FI0.6,I •• 
28ETAOll •• ,f14.8,. BETAOC21.,F14.8,I,- ENTHAlPYa o,FI0.3,I, 
1. 0 = NO HITI I. HIT'=CV IT-TOI Z- 2 STATE MODEL MODELH·. 
4,12,1,. OH/DT=O,FIO.St 

WRITE(6,1007J ICLASS,EKGAO,EKGGO,HGA,HGG 
1007 FORHAT'. CLASS Of 0lIGOMERS·-,13,* EKGAO-*,F12.6,* EKGGO·., 

lf12.6,- HGA~.,F10.3,., HGG·*,FlO.3. . 
DO 60 HOLECl-l,NUMMCl 
DO 62 IC-I,NtONC 
NCOUNT .. O 
CONC .. CH ICJ 
WRITEl6,63' CONC 

61 FORMATlIHI,. THE TOTAL STRAND CONCENTRATION IS-,EI6.6,!11I 
HBaO. 
NCOUNT:NCOUNTH 
DO 65 ITMal,Z 
lM=IH+ID+IB+18H-3 
KM=IC+ITM-l . 
ITERMX"ITMXO 
DElTA=OEUAO 
TINIT .. TTIIC,MOlECl.-ITERMX*DELTA/2. 
IFCITM.EQ.11 GO TO 69 
TlNIT=TM-0.6 
DELTA,.O.1 
lTERHX .. U 

69 IFCKM.NE.lt GO TO 100 
IfCJJTTY.GT.lt GO TO 99 
READ(5,90' SAME,STAGG,LOOP,MXIN 

90 FORMAT(ZA5,215t 
WR IT E 16,95' .ST AGG, SAME .CONe ,LOOP,MXlN 

95 FORMAT I. STAGG=*,A5,. SAME •• ,AS,. CONC ••• E10.3,. LOOP·-"., 
1. MXI N=*, I st 

(DENT"'1 
IfCSAME.EQ.5H SAME. (DENT-Z 
NOE8UG-0 



NSTAG .. O 
IflSTAGG.EQ.5HSTAGGI NSTAG-l 
READtS,llO' IN,IWD1(1',l a 1,NI. 

110 FORMATI15,40A1' 
NRE"U10LECL IsN 
00 98 la1,N 

98 W(MOLECL,I'aWDlll. 
GO TO 100 

99 N-NREHIHULECLI 
00 97 l=l,N 

97 W01ll'=W(HOLECL,11 
100 WRITElb,l151 'W01lll,l s I,NI 
lIS FORHAT 1* 

1 *,20Al' 
TsTlNlT 
00 11b la1,N 

lIb BASEIl'=W01lll 
00 12~ ITER=l,ITERMX 
HaHIN 
T=T+OELT A 
TINV=1.,tJ+213.1bl 
UElf( ITER'-T 
RTT=RINV*ITINV-TMAUVt 
BI1,ITERI=8ETA(11*EXP(HS*RINV*ITBV-T1NVI. 
812,ITER)=BETAI21*eXPlHS*RINV*IT8V-TINV" 
al3,ITER.=SETAI31*EXPtHS*RINV*ITSV-TINV •• 
SSlJTERI=EXPI-HIN*RTT. 
UUIITER)=SSIITERI 
EKGGIITERI=EKGGO*EXP(-HGG*RTT. 
EKGClITERI=EKGCO*EXPI-HGC*UU 
EKCGtITERI-EKCGO*EXPI-HCG*RTT. 
EKGAIITER.=EKGAO*EXPI-HGA*RTTI 
EKAGIITER'=EKAGO*EXPI~HAG*RTT' 
EKGUtITERI-EKGUO*EXP(-HGU*RTTI 
EKUGIITERI=EKUGO*EXPI-HUG*RTT. 
lKAAlITERI=EKAAO*EXPI-HAA*RTTI 
EKAU(ITERJ-EKAUO*EXP(-HAU*RTTI 
EKUAIITER'=EKUAO*EXPI-HUA*RTTI 
NIT"'NNIT=NNNIT-O 
IflMOOELH.NE.11 GO TO 123 

C THIS IS LINEAR VARIATION OF H InTH T 
HHIITERI=HIN+CV*IT-TOt 
EPVTH=IHIN+CV*ITHAU-TO-213.1b ••• TMAUV 
EPVIITEIU=CV*ALOGlCT+273.1b.*TMAUV, + EPYTM 
SSIITER."'EXPI-HHIITER,*RJNV*TINV+EPYIITER •• RINYt 

123 QI1ITERJ=Q1NTOTIITER)=Q2l1TERI=Q2NTOTIITERI·O. 
00 121 INTlll •• 
"NIINT .ITER'aO. 

121 CONTINUE 
120 CONT I Nue 

DO 130 JJ-1,N 
NTOT"JJ-1 
DO 140 KK=JJ,N 
ND=N.GG-NGC=NCG"'NGAaNAGaNGU-NUG-NAA-NAU-NUA-LGlJaO 
00 150 Ll-l,JJ 
HM.~K-LL.1 
L=MH 
LASTG-LG 
LASrc-LC 
LASTA-LA 
LASTUaLU 
LA-LU-LGaLC-O 
IHMM.EQ.l.OR.MM.EQ.NI NO-NO.1 

221 If(SASE(LI.EQ.IHA' tA-1 
IFI8ASElLI.EQ.1HU' LUa 1 
[F(8ASE(Lt.EQ.1HGt LG-l 
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o . i 

IfIBASEClJ.EQ.IHCI LC-l 
IF(ll.EQ.lt GO TO 150 
NGGsNGG+lASTG*lG+lASTC-lC 
NGC=NGC+lASTC*lG 
NCG=NCG+lASTG*lC 
NGA:NGA+lASTA*lG+lASTC-lU 
NAG:NAG+lASTG.lA+lASTU*lC 
NGUaNGU+LASTU*lC+lASTC*lA 
NUG*NUG+LASTG*lU+lASTA*lC 
NAA=NAA+LASTA*lA+lASTU.l~ 
NAUaNAU+lASTU*lA 
NUA~NUA+lASTA.lU 

150 CONTINUE 
INT~N-JJ+l 

NG=Z*NGG+NGC+NCG+NGAtNAC+NGU+HUG 
ICC a 1 
IFING.EQ.21 IGC-2 
IF(NG.GE.3' IGC-3 
N1T=NG-NGG+NAA+HUA+NAU 
WRlTEI6,221' NGG,NGC,NCG,NGA.HAG,NGU,NUG,NAA,HAU,NUA,ND,IGC,lGU 

Z21 FORMATC. NGGz*,12,. NGC=.,I2,. NCGa-,IZ,. NGA~.,lZ,. HAG·-, 
liZ,. NGU·*,IZ,. NUC=.,IZ,. HAAa.,IZ,. HAUX.,IZ,. HUAa.,IZ,. 
ZND=*,12,* 16C=.,12 •• " lGUs.,12.~/' 

IF(NTT.NE.NTOTI CAll STOP 
DO 160 ITER=l.ITERMX 
IF(lOOP.GT.O) GO TO ZOO 
8T=8(IGC,lT.ER' 
QF2=( EKGGI HEiU UNGG 1*' EKGC( ITER'''NGC '.IEKCGI ITER' •• HCG' .(EKGA(IT 

lERI •• NGAI.(EKAGILTER' •• NAGI.IEKGUIITER' •• NGU •• (EKUG(ITER' •• NUGI.CE 
2KAA(ITER'**NAAI·(EKAU(ITERI •• NAUI*CEKUAIITER ••• HUA. 
Qf·Qf2*C~S(ITER' •• NTOTI.IDEl.·NO'·8T 
QIIITERI-QIIITER,+QF 
Q1NTOTIITERI-Q1NTOT(ITER'tNTOT*QF 
(FIINT.GT.It' GO TO 160 
QN(INT,[TERlaQN(INT,ITER'+Qf 

160 CONTloNUE 

200 
CO TO 140 
CONTINUE 

C 
140 
130 
132 

lEFT OPEN FOR lOOPS 
CaNT INUE 
CONTINUE 
VT=NTOT 

C 

VHINVsl./YT 
lFINTOr.EQ.Ot VNINY-O. 
DO 180 lTER=l.ITERMX 
IFllOOP.NE.O' CO TO 250 
BTaBI ICC, ITER' 
QQ-( SS lITER ,UNTOT ,.( EKGA( ITER '''NGAI.' EKGG' ITER'''NGG)*8T*( DEL •• N 

101 
GAHHA=QQ.CONC*IDENT 
AlTA2'Z.*GAMHA+1.-SQRTI4 •• GAH"A+1.lt/(Z.*GAMMA~ 
Fl( lfERI.al.-AITA 
END OF AllOR NONE 
Q1INVa l./Q1CITERt 
GAHHA~Q1CITERI*CONC*IOENT 
Al T A"'12 •• GAMMA+1.-SQRJ( 4. *GAMMA+l .. ' t" Z.*GAMMAI 
F 11 ITER '''l.-AIT A.Q1NTOTl ITER'*Q1LNV*VNINV 
AllAH-1.-AITA . 
00 185 J·l,~ 
QNCJ,ITERI=QNIJ.ITER'.AITA/Q1(ITERI 

185 CONTINUE 
C lFIKH.GT.1' GO TO 252 

WRITEI6,190' SSCITERJ.OElT(ITERJ,Fl'ITERI,F211TERt,AITAM. 
1EKGA([TER"EKGG(ITE~t,QNI1,ITERt,QNI2,JTER'.QNI3,llERI.QNI4.IT£RI 

190 FURHATCFIO.4,F10.3,3Fll.1,2f8.~.4Fll.7' 
25Z IF IF11ITERt.GT.(O.111.AND.F1C1TERI.lT.IO.23,t GO TO 280 
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260 If IFltITERt.GT.'0.37t.ANO.fl(ITERt.lT.CO.63tl GO TO 290 
270 IF 'fllITERI.Gr".lO.771.ANO.flCltERI.LT.CO.89tl GO TO 100 

GO TO 180 
280 NIT-Nlhl 

NOEL 11lN IT 'alTER 
GO TO 200 

290 NNNIT~NNNIT+l 
NOEL!'IO'NNNITI-ITER 
GO TO 270 

300 NNlTcNNlT+1 
NDEL83INNITI=ITER 
GO TO 180 

2 !'10 
t 

180 

b, 
1It 
72 
11 
10 
b2 

00 

CONTINUE 
THE SECOND PLACE FOR THE lOOP CARDS WHEN READY 
CONTINUE 
CALL EXTRAPINIT,NNIT,NNNITt 
IFIITH.EQ.ZI tALL OFOT 
CUNT LNUE 
CONTINUE 
CONT INUE 
CUNTINUE 
CUNTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CONT INUE 
DO 3301=1,NtOUNT 
X=Ollll 
Oll 1'=SQRTlX' 
X"03'I' 
03' I '=SQRT( XI 
X"'05llt 
05' I '''SQIU( X, 
WRITEl6,3451 (0111.,02(1.,03(11,0\(1" 

345 fORMAT'/,4l,. VARIANCE OF TKs.,2FI2.4,* VARIANCe OF SLope·.,ZF12 

t 
330 
59 

1.1t) 
CALL TWRITE(2HOI,0Ill',O' 
tALL TWRITEl2H02,0211.,O. 
CALL TWRITEC2H03,0311I,O' 
CALL TWRITElZHOIt,0411.,O) 
CALL TWRITEI2H05,051It,O' 
CALL TWRITE'ZHOo,06('1,01 
8ETAlll=1000.*SETAIl) 
BETAI21=1000.*BETAI21 
CAlLTWR~TEI5H8ETA1,SEtAllt,O) 
CONST=BETA,l.*IEKGA*.Zt 
tALL TWRITE'5HCONST,CONST,01 
CAll TWRLTE'5HBETA2,BETAI2t,O) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUe 
CAll EXIT 
END 
SUBROUTINE EXTRAP 'NIT,NNIT,NNNITI 
COMMON/A/BETA(5t,WDl118.,DELT(~5t 
COMMON/8/Ql(6~I,Q2'6SI,QINTOTI65',Q2NTOT(6St,FlI6S'.F216S. 
COMMON/C/TM,NOEl17'lS"NOElSOI15t,NOEL831IS',THLSTC40t,LM 
COHMON/O/ORUSO I ,02C 1501,031 150 I, TTl4, 10', lC.MOLECL,NtOUNT ,SLPllot " 

1,04'501,0,I50t,06150"OT"OC(10' 
COHHON/F/ITM,TVLST,NHERE,IClASS.OUTPT 
SIXINV=1./6. 
FIVESX=5./6. 
ZERO-O. 
HALF-1./Z. 
OlSM-OILG-1. 
IF CNIT.EQ.OI GO TO ~o 
00 20 1-1,NIT 
IN-NOElilll. 
Ol-SIXINV-FlllNI 
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00 o 

IF CD1.GE.lEROI GO TO 10 
C HERE FIIITER. IS GREATER THAN 1/6 

01--01 
IF lOl.GT.OILG. GO TO 20 
o lLG-Ol 
If 17l-IN 
GO TO 20 

10 IF lOl~GT.OISH' GO TO 20 
DlSH>;Ol 
lT17S= IN 

20 CONTINUE 
NlSH-01SI4 
NILG-OILG 
IF CNlSH.~O.1.0R.NlLG.EQ.11 NIT-O 

30 01SH=OLlG s l. 
IF INNIT.EQ.O' GO TO 60 
00 50 l=l,NNlT 
IN=NOEL83C I. 
Ol"FI,VESX-Fll IN. 
IF lOl.GE.lERO' GO TO ~O 
01--01 

C HERE FlIrTER. IS GREATER THAT 5/6 
If (Ol.GT.OILGt GO TO. 50 
OILG-Ol 
I T83LaIN 
GO TO 50 

~O IF (Ol.GT.OISH' GO TO 50 
01SH-01 
IT83S-IN 

50 CONTINUE 
N1SH-OlSH 
NllG-OlLG 
IF CN1SH.EQ.l.OR.N1LG.EO.11 HNIT-O 

60 OlSH-OIlG"l. 
IF CNNNIT.EQ.O' GO TO 90 
DO 80 l-l,NNNlT 
I N:NOEl50( I • 
Ol=HALF-FlC IN. 
IF C01.GE.lERO' GO TO 70 
01 .. -01 
IF (Ol.GT.OIlG. GO T~ 80 
OlLG"Ol 
IT50LcIN 
GO TO 80 

10 IF 101.GT.OISH' GO TO 80 
01SH-Ol 
lT50S-IN 

80 CONTI·HUE 
N1SI4=01SH 
NIlG-OILG 
IF IN1SH.EO.1.OR.NllG.EO.11 NNNIT-O 

C EXTRAPOLATION PROCEDURE (JUST USING TWO POINTSI 
90 IF (NJT.EO.otGO TO 100 

SlOPE=CFICIT11l'-Fl(IT11SJJ/COElTCIT17LI-OElTCITllS •• 
T 17'" S I X I NIf-F lilT 1 7S t .SLOPE*DEl J( I Tl7SII/SlOPE 

100 IF CNNIT.EO.O' GO TO 110 
SLOPE .. IFI1IT83l.-FI1IT83SIJ/COElTCIT83l.-0ElTCIJ83S •• 
T83-IFIVESX-fllJT83SJ.SlOPE*OELTCIT83SI./SlOPE 

110 IF CNNNIT.EQ.OJ GO TO 120 
SlOP~=IfllIT50LJ-Fl11T50SJI/COElTCIT50l'-OElTCIT50S" 
TH·IHAlF-flfIT50S •• Sl0PE.OElTIIT50SI./SlOPE 
OElZ3-0. 

120 IF CNIT.EQ.O.OR.NNIT.EQ.Ot GO TO 130 
OEl2) .. T83-TI7 

110 IF (NNNIT.EQ.Ot TH-O~ 
IFINNNIT.EQ.Ot CAll TWRITECI0HNO TH CAlC,NNNIT.I. 
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TV·l./eTM+Z73.161 
IFC ITM.EO.l' GO TO 146 
IFIOUTPT.EO.1I CALL TWRITElZHTM,TM,OI 
NHERExNHERE+l 
OTV=TV-TVlST 
OTV;DTV·elO.··~' 
TVlSTcTV 
IFINHERE.EQ.l' GO TO 146 
D51NCOUNT'-DSlNCOUNTt+IOTMDClMOlECLI-DTVt*·Z 
061NCOUNT.=D6lNCOUNT,+CDTMDCIMOlEClt-DTvt 
IfiDUTPI.GE.Z. CAll TWRITEl3HDTV,DTV,O. 
IFlNHERE.EQ.31 NHERE-O 

146 WRlTElb,690. TH,DElZl,TV 
690 FORMATISX,FIO.6,7X,flO.6,6X,EI2.41 

RETURN . 
END 
SUBROUHNE DfDT 
COHMDN/A/BETAe5"WDll18t,DElTe85t 
COMMON/B/Qllb51~Q2e65.,QlNTOTI6S.,QZNTOTI6St,flI65I,FZ1651 
COMMON/C/TM,NDEl17l1SI,NDEl50l1St,NDEL81115.,TMLSTl40.,LN 
COMMON/D/01l150I,02(150.,OJIlSOI,TTI4,lOt,IC,HOlECL,NCOUNT,SLP(lOI 

1,04150I,051501,06150I,OTHoCI10. 
COHMON/f/ITM,TVlST,NHERE,IClASS,OUTPT 
DIMENSION SlOPEIZ51 
SLPTM-O. 
DO 10 1-1,5 
J"'ll-l 
SlOPEI 11:1 f l( 1'-0.511IoEl J( I.-TNt 
SlOPE(JlxlFllJt-0.5./IDElTeJI-TMI 
SlPTM=SlPTM+SlOPEII'+SLOPEIJ. 

10 CONT INUE 
SlPTH=SlPTH/lO. 
Q=TTI(C,HOLEClt-TM 
OSQ-O··Z 
WRITE'b,lO) SlPTM.DSQ 

ZO fORMAT'. SlOPEITHt·.,Fll.S,. OSQ·.,FlO.3. 
WRITEl6,301 ISlOPE'lt,I=1,lll 

30 FORMAII/,. SlOPEa*,11FI0.6. 
01CNeOUNT)=D1lNeOUNT)+OSQ 
D2(NCOUNT)-oZCNeOUNT.+Q 
GO TO IIOO,200']00t,i·CLASS 

100 (flle.NE.2a RETURN 
GO TO 400 

ZOO (FlIC.GT.11 RETURN 
IflMUlECl.EQ.3) GO TO 440 
GO TO 400 

300 IfIIe.NE.Z) RETURN 
(flMOlEel.EO.2' GO TO 440 

400 D3(NCOUNT'=D3lNCOUNTt+'ISlPIHOlECL)-SLPTHI.I000.) •• Z 
olt' NCOUNT .=04' NCOUNT I +, SlPI HOlECU-SLPTM)*1000. 

440 IfIOUTPT.GT.lI CAll TWRHE'SHSLOPE,SLPTM.Ot 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE TlYSEl 
DIMENSION IfET(SI 

71 READIZO,lOO) I 
100 fORMATl80X,ll) 

If(I.NE.1t GO TO 66 
DO 10 J"l,lO 
CALL CMOFF 

10 CONTINUE 
GO TO 77 

66 WRITEIZO,200t 
200 fORMAT( * I AM READY'. PROCEED,O ONE OF ONES •• 

CALL fETI6lTAPE20.IFET,S) 
(fEl(ZI • IfET(2 •• 0R.OOOOuOlGOOOOOOOOOOOOB 
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0 0 y ,t~J J 0 0 J J ,~ 

;;) 

IFET(S' • IFETIS •• OR.40000000000000000000B 
CALL fETCbLTAPE20,lfET,-8' 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE TREAOCM.VAR,N. 
EQUIVALENCE CTEMP,IVAR. 
WRlTEllO,lOO. M 

100 FURMAT(lH .A10... ., 
READCZO.200t VAR 

ZOO FOH.MAT(f15.5. 
If(N.EQ.O. RETURN 
IfiVAR. 11.12,13 

11 (VAR • IFIXIVAR-O.S. 
VAR .. TEMP 
RETURN 

12 I VAR .. 0 
VAR • TEMP 
RETURN 

13 IVAR" IFIXCVAR • 0.51 
VAR .. TEMP 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE T~RITE'M.VAR,NI 
(FIN.NE.Ot GO TO 1 
WRITE(ZO.lOO. H.VAR 

100 FORMAT(lH ,A7 ...... F10.5. 
GO TO Z 

1 wRITE(ZO.20~1 M.VAR 
200 FURMAT UH ,Ala,. • • 1l0. 
2 END filE 20 

RETURN 
END 
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APPENDIX II 

PROGRAM LOOP2 

Program LOOP2 is used in Chapter 4 to calculate the melting 

curves for A C U hairpin loop molecules for different values of n m n 

y and ~Ho . The program is written so that results m8¥ be out-m m 

putted onto a teletype machine so that new tri.al values of the 

parameters can be inputted from the teletype~ . More complete out-

put information (the melting curves and a population analysis of 

intermediate states) may be obtained from a complete computer 

printout., The input parameters to the program include the AA 

double stranded stacking interactions and loop weighting functions 

and loop enthalpies for loops with 4 to 8 bases. The program 

. considers both staggered and unstaggered configurations of the 

stem region. 

A. Input Data Which is Read into the Program from Cards 

Card 
Number 

1 

2 

3 

Symbol(s) 

NUMMCL, ITMXO 
DELTAO 

TT(I). 1=1, 
NUMMCL 

HIN, DEL, TBETA 

Format 

215, 
F10.5 

8F10.6 

8F10.6 

Explanation 

NUMMCL = the nUIllber of 
molecules in the series 
to be calculated; ITMXO 
= the number of tempera
turesfor which melting 
curve is calculated; 
DELTAO = temperature 
increment 

TT(I) = melting tempera
ture of I th molecule 

HIN = ~Ho . DEL = k . 
AA' end' 

TBETA = temperature in 
°c for which the loop 
wei~hting function is 
reported (30°C) 



4 

5 

6 ... 

LOOP, MX1NO, 
WNAME(MOLECL) 

N,WD1(1), I 
= 1, N 

215, A6 

15. 40Al 

LOOP = dummy variable 
no longer used; MX1NO 
= number of links in 
smallest loop (i.e., 
m+ 1); WNAME = label 
specifying the name of 
the molecule. 
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N = the number of bases 
in the molecule; WDl(I) 
= the identity of the 
I th base in the stem; 
only one of the two 
complementary strands is 
specified 

Cards 4 and 5 are repeated 
for each molecule to be 
calculated 

B. Input Data Which is Read into Program from Teletype 

Datum 
Number 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Symbol(s) 

ALLNO 

OUTPUT 

PLOT 

STAG 

HIN 

DEL 

SKIP 

Explanation 

ALLNO = I specifies that the calculation 
the all-or-none approximation: only the 
fullY bonded and unbonded states are 
considered 

OUTPUT = I gives complete output informa
tion on computer printout for each trial r.un 

PLOT = I causes melting curve to be 
plotted by CALCOMP; in this case, the 
experimental melting curve must be 
inputted into the program through cards; 
this is done in subroutine PLOT 

STAG = 5HSTAGG causes the calculation to 
include staggered configurations in the 
partition function 

HIN 

DEL 

If SKIP = J, the calculation will retain 
all values of loop weighting functions 
and loop enthalpies from previous 
calculation except for the loop with I 
links 



DO,,} 

8 SIGMAO(I) 

9 HSIG(I) 

10 

11 HSIGLG 

C. Output 

1'0 '.. ',~I! U ..) ~ 1 

SIGMAO(I) = value of loop weighting 
function at TBETA bC for loop with I 
links (i.e., 1-1 bases) 
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HSIG(I) = enthalpy for loop of I links 

SIGMAO(I) and HSIG(I) are repeated for 
each molecule calculated 

HSIGLG = loop enthalpy for all loops 
of more bases than the loop with 
stem region fully formed 

The output to teletype lists the calculated melting temperatures 

and slopes of the melting curves at T. The computer printout gives 
m 

melting curve and population analysis for each of the molecules 

calculated. The CALCOMP plot gives plots of both melting curves and 

population analysis for each of the molecules. 

D. Listing of Program LOOP2 



" t. 

PROGR~M lOUPIINPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5-INPUT,TAPETTY·12,TAPEZO-TAPETTy, 
1 TAPE6,TAPE98,PLOT,TAPE99=PLOTI 

COMMON/A/BETA(5),WDICI8).SS(901,EQKC90I,OELTI901 
COMMON/B/QlI901,Q2C90I,QINTOTI90"QZNTOTC90"FIC90J,FZ(901 
COMMON/C/TM,NDElI7C151,NDEl50115'.NOEl83115,.TMlSTC.0 •• LM 
COMMONID/SIGMAOI20I,HSIGI201,SIGMAIZO.901,HSIGOI20J 
CU~MON/PlTT/NUMMCl,ITMXO,DElTAO,MOLECl,OEl,HIN,TINIT,NSTAG,~XINO 

1. NAllNO 
DIMENSION BETAOI31,WNAHEIIOJ 
DIMENSION TTCIOI 
COMMON/NN/QNI12.90),QPI12,90' 
DIMENSION NREM(5),WC5,lOl,HMXXIIOI 
CALL TTYSET 
TMAU=351.16 
TMAUV=1./351.16 
RI NV=1./l.986 
REAO.5,401 NUMMCL,[TMXD,DELTAO 

40 FORMATIZI5,FIO.5J 
REAOI5,42J CTTIII,I~l,NUNMCLJ 

42 FORMATC8FI0.61 
READC5.511 HIN,DEl.TBETA 

51 FORMATI8FI0.6' 
TBETA=TBETA.Z73.16 
TSV=I.1T8ETA 
DO 59 JJTTY=1,150 
CAll TREAOISHAlLNO,AlLNO,OI 
CAll TREAD(6HOUTPUT,fOUTP,OJ 
CALL TREAOC4HPLOT,fPLOr,OI 
CALL TREAO(4HSTAG,STAG,OI 
CAll TREAOC3HHIN,HIN,OJ 
CALL TREAOC3HOEl,OEL,OI 
NAllNO:aAllNO 
NPlOT=FPlOT 
NOUTP=FOUTP 
NSTAG=STAG 
OELSQ=SQRTI DEL) 
STAGG=SH 
IFCNSTAG.EQ.IJ STAGG=5HjTAGG 
WRITEI6,55) HIN,OEL.STAGG 

55 FORMATC. ENTHALPY FOR AU FORMATION=.,FIZ.4.. OELTA·.,F10.6 
1,IOX,ASI 

WRITEI6,52J NPlOT,NOUTP,NSTAG,NALLNO 
52 FORMAT 1* NPlOT=.*, [2,* NOInpUTz.,12,. NSTAG"'*,12,* NAlLNO·*,121 

CALL S IGSET 
WRITE(6,481 ([,SIGHAOCII,HSIGIII,'-S,9J 

48 FORMAT(ZX,5(IZ,F13.10,F6.0IJ 
DO 60 HOlECl=I,NUMMCL 
DO 6S ITM=l,Z 
ITERMX=ITMXO 

TlNIT=-20. 
TINIT=TTIMOlECll-ITERMX/Z 
OELTA=OELTAO 
IFCITM.EQ.11 GO TO 69 
TIN IT= TM-l.l 
OElTA=O.l 
ITERMX=21 

69 IFCITM.NE.II GO TO 100 
IFljJrrY.GT.l. GO TO 99 
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READ15,901 LOOP,MXINO,WNAHECMOlECLJ 
90 FORHATC215,A6J 

READI5,llOI N,CWDICIJ,I=l,NJ 
110 FORM4TII5,4DAIJ 

HMXX(HOlECl'aMXINO 
NREHIHOlECL'-N 
00 98 I'"' l,N 

98 WIMOlECL,II=WD1CII 
GO TO 100 

99 N=NREH(HOLECL) 
HXINO=HMXX'HOlECl,. 
DO 97 I::1,N 

97 WD11I'=WIHOLECL,I) 
100 WRITEI6,115, WNAMECMOlECL. 
115 FORMATI2X,A61 

T=TlNI T 
00 120 ITER=l,ITERMX 
H-HIN 
T=T+DElTA 
TINY::l./CT.273.161 
DELTl ITER,-T 
SS!ITERJ=EXP'H.RINV·ITMAUV-TINY'~ 
NI T:::NNIT=NNNIT-O 
QIIITERI=Q1NTOT(ITERJ=Q21ITER •• Q2NTOTCITERJ-O. 
DO 121 INT=l,12 
QN lINT, ITER )-0. 
QPIINT,ITERJ-O. 

121 CONTINUE 
.00 122 ILP.5,20 
SIGMAI ILP, ITER'-SIGHAOC ILPJ.EXPIHSIGIILP •• RlNV.ITBV-Tlt4V. J 

122 CONTINUE 
. 120 C.ONTINUE 

M-N 
00 1 IP-l,N 
IFISTAGG.NE.5HSTAGG' H-IP 
DO 2 JP-IP,H 
I-IP-1 
J=JP-1 . 
MX=MXENO+I+J 
NMAX .. t4-J 
NOzO 
Wa 1. 
IFII.NE.JI W-2. 
DO 3 K=l,NHAX. 
KH=K-l 
IFIK.EQ.NHAXJ NO-I ~ 
IF(I.EQ~J.ANO.K.EQ.NMAXJ NO-2 
NLP=I+J+1 
00 160 ITER=l,ITERHX 
BT=SIGHAIHX,ITERI 
QF='SSIITER,**KH,.8T*W*COELSQ··NOt 
Q11ITER'=Q11ITERI+QF 
Q1NTOTIITERI=QINTOTIITER)+KH*QF 
lK=N-K+l 
QNCLK,ITERJ=QNILK,ITERJ+QF 
QPINlP,ITERJ=QPINLP,ITERJ+Qi 

160 CONTINUE 
3 CONTINUE 
2 CONTINUE 
1 CO~TlNUE 
140 CONTINUE 
130 CONTINUE 
126 CONTINUE 
125 CONTINUE 

NTOT-N-l 
.132 VT-NTOT 
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VNINV=l./VT 

IFINTOT.EQ.O' VNINV=O. 
DO 180 ITER=l,ITERMX 

250 QQ=ISStITER'**NTOT'*SIGMAIMXINO,lTERJ*OEL 
f2IITER'=1./l1.+QQJ 
Q1INV=1./IQlIITER'+1.' 
f11ITER)=1.-QINTOTCITER'.VNINV*QIINV 
IflNALLNO.EQ.ll FllITERI=F2lITER' 
DO 185 J=l.N 
QNIJ,ITER,=QNIJ.ITER'/Q11ITER' 
QPIJ.ITER.=QPlJ.ITERJ/Q11ITER' 

185 CONTINUE 
IFINOUTP.NE.1J GO TO 25Z 
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195 WRITElb,190' SSIITER),OELTIITERJ.fllITERI.FZIITERJ, 
lQNI1,ITERI.QNI2.ITERI.QNI3.ITER',QNI4.ITERI,QNI5,ITERJ,QPI1.ITERJ, 
ZQPIZ,ITERI,QPI3.ITERI,QPI4.1TER),QPI5.ITER) 

190 FORMATI2X,14F9.5' 
252 If IF11ITERI.GT.10.11'.AND.FlIITERI.LT.IO.Z3» GO TO 280 
2&0 IF IFlilTERI.GT.(O.4ZI.ANO.FlIITERI.LT.IO.58', GO TO 290 
270 IF IFIIITER'.GT.(0.77,.AND.FIlITERJ.LT.IO.89JI GO TO 300 

GO TO 180 
280 NIT=NIT+l 

NOEL17INITI=ITER 
GO TO 260 

290 NNNIT=NNNIT+l 
NDEL50INNNIT)-ITER 
GO TO 270 

300 NNIT=NNI T+1 
NDEl83INNITI=ITER 

180 CONTINUE 
CALL eXTRAP(NIT,NNIT,NNNIT) 
PT=- ITM*NPLOT 
IFIPT.EQ.lI CAll PLOT 
IfIITM.EQ.2) CALL DFOT 

65 CONTINUE 
60 CONTINUE 

CALL TWRITEI3HHIN.HIN,OJ 
CALL TWRITEI3HDEl,DEl.0) 
CALL TWRITEI5HNSTAG,NSTAG,1' 

59 CONTINUE 
CAll EXIT 
END 
SUBROUTINE SIGSET • 
COMMON/D/SIGMAOl20J.HSIG(20),SIGMA(Z6,90),HSIGOI20J 
CALL TREADl4HSKIP,SKIP.0' 
NSKIP=SKIP 
DO 5 1=5.9" 
IFII.EO.8) GO TO 5 
IFINSKIP.lT.l) GO fa 1 
IflNSKIP.NE.II GO TO 5 

1 CALL TWRITEI2H 1,1,1' 
CALL TREADI6HSIGMAO.SIGMAOII',OJ 
CALL TREADI1HHSIGII),HSIGII);OJ 
HSIGII'=lOOO.*HSIGI I J 

5 CONTINUE 
SIGMAOI81=ISIGMAOI11+SIGMAOI9JI/2. 
HSI~IB)=(HSIGI1).HSIG(9)J/2. 
CAll TREADlbHHSIGLG,HSIGLG,OI 
HSIGlG=lOOO.*HSIGLG 
DO 6 1= 10. 2 C} 

HSIGIIJ"'HSIGLG 
X=I 
f=lX-l.JlX 



0 , 0 ~~) v t~ 
"'.,I 

'" (,') 

F=SQRTlf**3. 
1"=1-1 
SIGMAOII)=F*SIGHAOIIMI 

6 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

fJ ;j '~Jl Q 1 ,.; I' 

SUBROUTINE EXTRAP lNIT.NNIT.NNNIT) 
COMMON/A/BETAI5'.WDlllS),SSI90),EQKI90I,DELT(90) 
COMMON/B/Q11901,QZI901,QINTOTI90J,Q2NTOTI901.FlI90),F2(90' 
COMMON/C/TM,NDEL111151,NOEl501151,NOElS31151.THLST(40' .LM 
SI~INV=1./6. ' 
FIVESX=5./6. 

'l.ERO=O. 
HAlF=1.12. 
DlSM=01LG=l. 
IF INIT.EQ.O) GO TO 30 
DO 20 1:1,NIT 
IN=NOE1l71I I 
Dl=SIXINV-FlIINI 
IF (Dl.GE.IEROI GO TO 10 

C HERE FIIITERI IS GREATER THAN 1/6 
01=-01 
IF lOl.GT~OllGt GO TO 20 
01lG=Ol 
IT11l=IN 
GO TO 20 

10 IF ID1.GT.OlSH' GO TO 20 
OlSM=OI 
1T11S=IN 

20 CONTINUE 
N1SH=01SM 
NILG=DIlG 
IF lN1SH.EQ.l.OR.NlLG.EQ.ll NIT-O 

30 OlSM=OllG=l. 
IF (NNIT.EQ.OI GO TO 60 
00 50 I=l,NNIT 
IN=NDEl83II' 
Dl=FIVESX-FlliNI 
IF CD1.GE.ZEROI GO TO 40 
01=-01 

C HERE Fl( ITERI IS GREATER THAT 5/6 
IF (Ol.GT.OILGI GO TO 50 
OllG=Ol 
IT83l=IN 
GO ro 50 

40 IF IDl.GT.DlSH' GO TO 50 
OlSH-Ol 
1T83S=IN 

50 CONTINUe 
NlSH=OlSH 
NllG=OllG 
IF (N1SM.EQ.l.OR.NllG.EQ.lJ NNIT=O 

60 OlSH=01LG=1. 
IF INNNIT.EQ.OI GO TO 90 
00 80 l=l.NNNIT 
IN=NOEl501I • 
Ol=HALF-Fl(INI 
IF lOl.GE.IEROI GO TO 10 
01=-01 
IF IDl.GT.DllGI GO TO 80 
OllG=Ol 
1T50l=IN 
GO TO SO 

10 IF (ol.GT.DlSH' Gd TO SO 
D1SH=01 
IT50S=lN 
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80 CONTINUE 

NlSH:D1SM 
NlLG=OlLG 
IF (NlSH.EQ.1.DR.N1LG.EQ.ll NNNtT:O 

C EXTRAPOLATION PROCEDURE lJUST USING TWO POINTS. 
90 IF 1NIT.EQ.01 GO TO 100 

SlOPE=(Fl'IT11LI-Fl(IT11SI1/lDElT(lT17l'-DELT(IT17SJ) 
T17=ISIXINV-FI1ITI7S)+SlOPE*DELT(ITI7S"/SLOPE 

100 IF (NNIT.EQ.OI GO TO 110 
SLOPE-IFl(IT83l)-FIIIT83S)I/(DELTIIT83L'-DELTIIT83S" 
T83=(FIVESX-FllIT83S)+SLOPE*DELTIIT81SI,/SLOPE 

110 IF INNNIT.EQ.O) GO TO 120 
SlOPE=(FI1IT50l~-FI1IT50SII/(DElTIIT50L)-DElT(IT50SI) 
TH~(HAlF-Fl(lT50SI+Sl0PE*DELT(1150S"/SlOPE 
DEl23"O. 

120 If (NIT.EQ.O.OR.NNIT.EQ.O) GO TO 130 
DEl23=T83-Tl7 

130 IFlNNNIT.EQ.OI TH=O. 
WRITE 16,6901 TM,DEl23 
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690 FORMAT '* PREDICTED HELTING TEHPERATUREs*,FIO.6,. .DElTAIZ/3 
13=*,FI0.61 

RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE DFDT 
COMMDN/A/BETA(5).WDI118),SS(90),EQKI90),DElT(90) 
COMMON/S/Q1(901,Q2190),QINTOTI90l,QZNTOT(901.Fll901,FZ(901 
COHMON/C/TM,NDEl171151,NDEl50115t,NDEl83(15I,TMlST(~OJ,LM 
DIMENSION SLOPE(Z5. 
SlPTM=O. 
DO 10 1 2 1,10 
J-Z2-1 
SlOPE(I'=(fllll-0.51/10ElTIlt-TM~ 
SlOPElJI=IfllJI-0.5'/IDELT(JI-TMI 
SlPTH=SlPTH+SlOPEIII+SLOPEIJ. 

10 CONTINUE 
SlPTM=SLPTM/ZO. 
WRITEI6,20) SlPTM 

ZO FORMATI* THE SLOPE AT THE MIDPOINT OF THE MELTING CURVE IS*,F1Z.81 
CALL TWRITE(2HTM,TH,O) 
CALL TWRITEI5HSLOPE,SlPTH,0) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE TTYSET 
DIMENSION IFETIS) 

77 READ(20,1001 I 
100 FORHATl80X,lll 

IFII.NE.ll ~O TO 66 
DO 10 J=1,10 
CAll CHOfF 

10 CONTINUE 
GO TO 17 

66 WRITfl20,200' 
200 fORHATI * I AM READY. PROCEED,O ONE OF ONES.) 

CAll FETl6lTAPE20,IFET,8' 
IFETIZ' ~ IFET(Z).OR.000000100000000000008 
IFETI81 = IFETl81.0R.400000000000000000008 
CALL FETI6lTAPE20,IFET,-8' 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE TRt:ADIMfVAR,N' 
EQUIVALENCE ITEMP.IVAR, 
WRITEIlO,lOO) M 

100 FORMATllH ,A10,.· ., 



0 0 .., ·;4 

READ(20,ZOOI VAR 
200 FORMATCF15.5. 

"'I ....; 

IF(N.EQ.OI RETURN 
1 F C VAR I 11, 12, 13 

11 IVAR = IFIX(VAR-O.5J 
VAR :: TEMP 
RETURN 

12 IVAR :: 0 
VAR :: TEMP 
RETURN 

0 

13 IVAR = IFIX(VAR • 0.5' 
VAR = TEMP 
RETURN 
END 

U 

SUBROUTINE TWRITE(M,VAR,NI 
IF(N.NE.OI GO TO 1 
WRITEI20,1001 M,VAR 

100 FORHATIIH .A7 •• ~.,Fll.51 
GO TO Z 

1 WRITE120.2001 M,VAR 
ZOO FORMAT(IH .A6,* :: .,16) 

2 END FILE 20 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTI NE PLOT 

";I 

~ 
/J 

l);l'~ 0 
I 
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COMMON/A/BETA(SI,WDIC181.SS(901,EQKI901,DELTC901 
COMMON/B/QI190I,QZ(901,QINTOTI90a,Q2NTOTI90'.Fll90),f2190. 
COMMON/D/SIGMAO(201,HSIGI20),SIGMA(20.90l,HSIGO(20J 
COMMON/PlTT/NUHHCL.ITMXO,DELTAO,MOLECL,DEL.HIN~lINIT,NSTAG,MXINO 

It NALlNO 
COMHON/NN/QNlIZ.901,QP(12,901 
COMMON/CCPOOL/XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,CCXMIN,CCXMAX,CCYMIN.CCYMAX 
DIMENSION FPOPOI901,FPOPl(901,FPOP21901,FPDP3190J.FPOP~C90.,FPOP51 

190) 
DIMENSION ABEXP(bOI 
D IMENS I ON ABS 160,5" rEXPI 60 I ,WNAME C 10', OIF I 60. 
IFIIHERE.EQ.1201 GO TD 5 
IHERE"120 
WX3"SHDEl • 
WX4"'bHA-U EN 
WXS=6HTHAlPY 
WXl=2H = 
WXb=bHNO STA 
WX7=6HGGEREO 
WX8::bH 
WX9=6HINTERM 
WXIO=bHEOIATE 
WXll=bHS 
WXI2::6HS TAGGE 
WX13=6HRED SP 
WX 14=6HEC IE S 
WXlS=6HARE IN 
WX16=bHClUDED 
WX17=bH 
WXI8=bHLOOP E 
WX19=6HI'HHALP 
WX20=3HY " 
WX21=6HSIGMA 
WX22=6H120 DE 
WXZ3=4HG) .. 
WX24=bliAll OR 
WX25"6H NONE 
WXZb=6HMOOEL -
HBP:.HIN/llO.*·31 
RE~OI5,100) IDATA,TFiRST,TDEl 

100 FORMAT(15.2flO.51 



110 

120 
115 
105 

S 

21 

100 

loS 

50 

41 

55 

bO 

DO lOS lXal.NUHHCL 

RfAO(S,1101 WNAME(IXI 
FORMATU2X,A6) 
DO :1l5 IY=ltlOATA 
READ(S.1201 TEXPIIYI.ABSIIY.IXI 
FORMATl2FIO.51 
CONTINUE 
CONTI NUE 
CCXHIN .. 130. 
CCXMAX=930. 
CCVMIN=200. 
CCYMAX=800. 
CXl=CCXMIN.75. 
CX2=CXl+375. 
CY1=CCYMAX+120. 
CY2"'CYl+65. 
HNTT=ICCXHAX-CCXHINI/2.-SS. 
B~(b75.-CCYMINI/ICCYHAX-CCYHINI+.005 
C=(650.-CCYMINI/(CCYMAX-CCYMINI+.004 
O=(62S.-CCYMINl/lCCYHAX-CCYMIN'+.OO. 
Bl=lb7S.-CCYMIN,/lCCYHAX-CCYHINI + .004 
B2=(b60.-CCYHIN'/ICCVMAX-CCYHINI + .004 
83~lb~S.-CCYMIN"(CCYHAX-CCYMIH) + .004 
B4=' 630.·-CC YMI N' f( CCYMAX-CCYMI H) • ·.00. 
B5=161S.-CCYMINI/ICCYMAX-CCYMIN' + .004 
B6=(600.-CCYHINI/ICCYHAX-CCYMINI + .00. 
XMAX=80. 
XMIN=-20. 
YMIN-O. 
YMAX:l. 
INT=XHAX-XMIN 
I NT2= I NTIS 
A=XMIN+3.S000 
Al=1640.-CCXMIN,*,XMAX-XMIN'/lCCXMAX-CCXMINI-1.5+XMIN 
DO 21 1=1.IOATA 
ABEXPIl)=ABSlI,MOLECll 
CALL CCGRID Il.INT,2,6HNOLBlS.l,lO •• ' 
CALL CClBL IINT2,lOI 
CALL CCLTR lHNTT,80.,0,3.11HTEHPERATURE' 
CALL CClTR (30 •• 425.,l,3,7HI-THETAI 
REWiND 98 
WRITEI98,40) WNAHE1HOlECL' 
FORMAT lAb) 
CALL CClTRICX1,CY1,O,5J 
REWIND 98 
WRITEI98,4S) (WX3,DEl) 
fORMATIAS,F6.41 
WRITEI98,SOI (WX4,WX5,WXl,HBPI 
FORMATI2Ab,A2,Fb.1' 
HlOOP=HSIGIHXINOl/lI0.··3' 
WRITE198,411 WXI8,WXI9,WX20,HlOOP 
FORMATI2A6,A3.FS.lf 

. WRITEI98,48' WX21,WX2Z,WX23;SIGMAOIMXINO. 
FORMATI2A6,A4,ElO.3) 
IFINALlNO.EQ.l) GO TO 62 
IFINSTAG.EQ.ll GO TO &0 
WRIXEI98.SSI WXb,WX7.WX8 
WRITEI98.S51 WX9,WXIO,WXll 
FORMATl3A6) 
GO TO 65 
WRITE.98,55) WX12,WX13,WX14 
WRfTE(98,55. WX1S,WX16,WX17 
GO TO 65 
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62 WRITEI98.55) WX2~,WX25.WX2b 
65 CALL CCLTRICX2.CY2,0.2) 

CALL CClTR 1200.,700.,O.1,6HLEGEND) 
CALL CCLTR IllS.,b15 •• 0,1.21H= eXPERlMENTAl POINTS. 
CALL CCPLOT IA.B,1,6HNOJOIN.7,1) 
CALL CCLTR (11,.,650.,0,1.19H= CALCULATED POINTS. 
CAll CCPLOT (A,C.l.6HNOJO[N,I,I) 
CALL CCPlOTIOElT.Fl.tTMXO.~HJOIN,I,l' 
CALL CCPLOT(TEXP.ABEXP.[DATA,~HJOtN,7,1' 
CAll CCNEXT 
JO=TF UST-TlNIT 
DO 200 l=l.IDATA 
J=JO.(I-l).(TDEL/DELTAOJ 
WRITEI6.201. DElTIJ',TEXPIII 

201 FORMATIFIO.S,." .,FIO.5' 
DIF([)=Fl(J)-ABEXP(I' 

200 CONTINUE 
YMINa-O.25 
YMAX=.O.25 
CALL CCGRIDIl,INT,2,6HNOLBLS,2,5,~) 
CALL CCLBl(INT2,lOl 
CALL CCLTRI30.,300.,1,3,19HI-THETA CCAlC-EXPT" 
CALL CCLTRIHNTT,80.,0,3,1IHTEMPERATURe. 
REWIND 98 
WRITEI98.40) WNAMEIMOLECLJ 
CALL CClTRICX1,CYl,0,5) 
REWIND 98 
WRITEI98,45J (WX3,DELI 
WRITEI98,50'IWX4,WXS,WXl,HBPI 
WRITEI98,41J WXlS,WXI9,WX20,HLOOP 
WRITEI9S,4SJ WX21,WX22,WX23,SIGHAOIMXINOI 
IFINALLNO.EQ.l' GO TO 162 
IFINSTAG.EQ.IJ GO TO 160 
WRITEI98,S5' WX6,WX1,WX8 
WRITEI98,55' WX9,WXI0,WXll 
GO TO 165 

160 WRITEI9S,55J WXI2,WX13,WX1. 
WRITEI9S,551 WX15,WX16,WXll 
GO TO 165 

162 WRITEI98,55' WX24,WX25,WX2b 
165 CALL CCLTRICX2,CY2,O,2' 

CALL CCPlOTITEXP,OIF,IOATA,4HJOIN,6,1' 
CALL CCNEXT 

2122 CONTINUE 
IF(NAlLND.EQ.l" RETURN 
YHIN"O. 
YMAX=I. 
CALL CCGRIOll.INT,2,6HNOLBlS,1,lO,.' 
CALL CCLBlIINT2,lO' 
CAll CClTRIHNTT,SO.,0,3,11HTEMPERATURE' 
CAll CCLTRI30.,300.,1,3,18HSPECtES POPULATION' 
REWIND 9S 
WRITEI9S.40' WNAME(MOlEClJ 
CAll CClTRICX1,CYl,O,5. 
REWIND 9B 
WRITEI9S.45' IWX3,OEl) 
WRITEI98.50' IWX4,WX5,WXl,HBP' 
WRITEI9S,47' WX18.WX19.WX20,HlOOP 
WRITEI9S,48' WX21,WX22,WX23,SIGHAOIMXINOJ 
IFINALlNO.EQ.l' GO TO 262 
IF c'NSTAG.EQ.1) GO TO 260 
WRITEI9S,55' WX6,WX7,WXS 
WRITEI98,55'. WX9~WXIO,WXll 
GO TO 265 

260 WRITEI9S.55) WX12,WX13,WX14 
WRITE[9S.S5) WXI5,WXlb,WX17 

II- 11 
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GO TO 265 

262 WRITEC98.55) WX2~,WX2S,WX2b 
26S CAll CCLTR(CX2,CY2,O,21 

DO 300 I=l,ITHXO 
Gal.-FUn 
FPOPO( II .. Fl( I) 
FPOPl(I'=C·CPll,lf 
FPOP2(lt=G*CPIZ,ll 

. FPOP3(1)=C.QPI3,ll 
FPOP4111=G·CPC4,I) 
FPOPS(I'=C·CP(S,I) 

300 CONTINUE 
CAll CCLTRl100.,100.,O,l,6HlEGENDI 
CAll CCLTRI640.,615.,O,l,23HSINGlE SIRANDEO SPECIES. 
CAll CCLTR(b~0.,b60.,O,l,ZOHMINIHUM LOOP SPECIES. 
CALL CClTRl640.,64S.,O,1,18HMIN. lOOP. 1 BASE) 
CAll CClTR(640.,630.,O,l,19HMIN. lOOP. 2 BASESI 
CAll CCLTRl640 •• 61S •• 0.1,19HMIN. lOOP. 3 BASES. 
CAll CCLTRI640.,600.,0.1,19HMIN. lOOP. 4 BASESI 
CAll CCPlOT(Al,Bl,1,bHNOJOIN,9.11 
CAll CCPlOT(Al,BZ,1,6HNOJOIN,8,lJ 
CAll CCPlOTIAl.B3,l,6HNOJOIN,7,lJ 
CAll CCPlOTlAl,B4,1,bHNOJOIN,6,lJ 
CAll CCPlOTIAl,B5,1,6HNOJOIN,5,l' 
CAll CCPlOT(Al,B6,1,6HNOJOIN.4,lt 
CAll CCPlOTIOElT,fPOPO,ITMXO,4HJOIN,9,4' 
CAll CCPlOTIDElT,FPOPl,ITMXO,4HJOIN,8,4' 
CAll CCPLOTlOElT,FPOP3,ITMXO,4HJOIN,6,4J 
CALL CCPlOTIDElT,FPOP5,ITMXO.4HJOIN,4,41 
IFINSTAG.EC.OI GO TO 310 
CAll CCPlOTlDElT,FPOP2,ITMXO,4HJOIN,7,4J 
CAll CCPlOTCDElT,FPOP4,ITMXO,~HJOIN,St4. 

310 CAll CCNEXT 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE CClBllNXl,NYlJ 
COMMON/CCPOOl/XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,CCXMIN,CCXMAX,CCYMIN,CCYMAX 
COMMON/CCfACT/fACTDR 
ISZERO=O 
XO=XMAX-XMIN SYD~YMAX-YMIN 
CCXD=CCXMAX-CCXHIN SCCVD=CCYHAX-CCYMIN 

KSIZE"Z 
KORIENT .. 0 
If ( NXI .EO. 0 J GO ~O 5 

C 
C LABEL FROM RIGHT TO lEfT ALONG THE X-AXIS. 
C 

C 

XI=XO/FlOAT(NXIJ 
DO 2 NX=ISZERO,NXl 
CCX=CCXMAX-CCXO*FlOATCNXI/FLOATlNXlJ 
X .. (CCX-CCXMIN •• XD/CCXD+XHIN 

C SET X TO A TRUE ZERO If X-O. TO WITHIN MACHINE ACCURACY. 
C 

IFCA8S lX/XI •• lT.l.OE-6IX=O. 
WRITE 198,271 X 

2 CA~l CClTR ICCX-65.*FlOAT(KSIZE./FACTOR, 
X CCYMIN-9.*FlOATCKSIZEJ/FACTOR, 
X KORIENT, KSIZE J 

C 
S If( NYl .EO. o. RETURN 

C 
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C LABEL UPWARD ALONG THE '-AXIS. 
C 

c 
c 
C 

3 
C 

C 
27 
28 

'I-YO/flOAT INYl' 
DO 3 NV=ISlERO,NVl 
CCY=CCVMIN+CCVO*FLOATINY,/FLOATINY1. 
,=(CCY-CCVMIN).VD/CCYD.YHIN 

SET V TO A TRUE ZERO IF Y-D. TO WITHIN MACHINE ACCURACY. 

IFrABS (Y/VI •• LT.l.OE-6'Y-O. 
WRITEr 98.28) Y 

CALL CCLTRICCXMIN-70.*FLOAT(KSIZE)/FACTOR.CCY,KDRIENT.KSIIE' 

RETURN 

FORHATlF10.OJ 
'FORHATlF10.2J 

END 
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APPENDIX III 

PROGRAM DBL 

Program DBL is used in Chapter 5 to predict the secondary 

structures of an RNA molecule., We present a detailed explanation , 

of the program, which should (1) make clear the various assumptions 

about thermodynainic parameters made at the time the work was 

completed. As more data are obtained, especially about loops, 

several of these assumptions can be removed by changing the internal 

logic in specific places; (2) clarify difficult points in the logic; 

(3) explain the output of the program. 

A. Input Parameters for Program DBL 

Card Symbol(S) 
Number 

1 LAB(I) 

2 

3 

4 

HIN, HOO, HGA, 
HGU, HGC, HAA 

HAU, HAG, HUA., 
HUG, HCG 

EKGGO, EKGAO, 
EKGUO, EKGCO, 
EKAAO 

Format 

l2A6 

7F10.5 

7F10.5 

7F10.5 

Explanation 

LAB(2) to LAB(12) are 
printed at beginning of 
the output as a label. 
To extend the message to 
an additional line of 
output, set LAB(l) = 
bCONTb. 

HIN = the enthalpy of the 
double stranded AA inter
action in cal/mole. 
HGG = llH~G - HIN (The 

enthalpy of the GG double 
stranded stacking inter
action minus the AA st~ck
inginteraction.) 

Symbols have same meaning 
as for card 2; e.g. HAU = 
llH

AU 
.. HIN. 

EKGGO = k~G in the text. 

(See Chapter 3, equation 
(llS~-llSM)/R 

3.2a.) EKGGO = e 



5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

EKAUO, EKAGO, 
EKUAO, EKUGO, 
EKCGO 

S1GMAO(1) , 
I = 5, 9 

HS1G(1), 
I = 5, 9 

RGA 

1NTLP, EN1NT 

NDEBUG 

NUMMCL 

7FIO.5 

7FIO.5 

7FIO·5 

FIO.5 

15, FIO.5 

15 

15 

EKAAO 

III-2 

Note that 
(~S~-~S~)/R 

- kAA. = e 

Defined as in card 4. 

S1GMAO(1) = the loop 
weighting function for a 
loop with I links at 
temperature T = 20°C 

o 

HSIG(1) = ~HI' the enthalpy 
of formation of a loop with 
I links. 

RGA = KG/KA• Thus, the 

ini tiation factor for a 
base pairing region with 
at least one G-C base pair 
is RGAoKA• 

1NTLP = the minimUlll 
number of links in a loop 
for which the loop is 
assUllled to be an interior 
loop. 
ENINT = the standard free 
energy assigned to an 
interior loop in cal/mole. 

NDEBUG = parameter which 
determines how much output 
program prints . 
Standard option is NDEBUG 
= O. If it is necessary 
to output all intermediate 
secondary structures, set 
NDEBUG " O. 

NUMMCL = nUlllber of different 
molecules considered in the 
calculation. 
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12 LAB(I) , l2A6 
I = 1, 12 

13 N 15 

14 EXCLP l2A6 

15 WD (I), I= 1,N 80Al 
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The identity of molecule 
calculated is specified in 
LAB ( I ), I = 2, 12. LAB (1 ) 
= NONEbb for the standard 
calculation. LAB(l) = 
VARY15 for the option which 
is explained in note under 
the explanation of sub
routine LK15V. (This option 
takes a series of solutions 
consisting of three stable 
vectors and calculates a 
solution which assumes the 
presence of these sets of 
vectors. The information 
of which sets of vectors to 
include must be inputted: 
the proper format for this 
information is contained 
in note 3-e. 

Number of biological bases 
in the RNA 

IF EXCLP =bEXCLP, then two 
calculations are run; the 
first allows bases in loops 
to base pair and the second 
does not permit bases in 
loop to pair. 
IF EXCLP = EXCLP2, then 
only one calculation is 
performed, for which bases 
in the loop may not base 
pair. 

WD(I) specifies the identity 
of the Ith base, counting 
from the 5' end of the 
molecule. The sequence is 
specified by the symbols 
A, U, G, .and C, for adenine, 
Uracil, guanine, and cyto
sine respectively. Since 
thymidine base pairs like 
uracil, it may be specified 
by U. For the odd bases, 
D = dihydrouracil and it is 
forbidden to base pair, P 
= pseudouracil, which is 
treated like uracil; X = an 
unknown base, which is 
permitted to form a base 
pair with any base; Y = a 
base which cannot form a 
base pair. 
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Cards 12-15 are repeated for each of the NUMMCL RNA molecules. 

B. Structure of Program DBL 

1. Beginning of Program to Statement 48 

This part of the program reads in data arid sets up tempera-

ture dependence of the free energies. Several things should be 

noted: 

equation a = 

a. After statement 4: TBV is liT in °K-l in the 
o 

. '-l\H~OOp/R{l/T - liTo) 
a e o TBV is set equal to 

1/{20 + 273.16), since at is the loop weighting function at 20°C. 
o 

If a loop weighting function at any temperature other than 20°C is 

read in as~nput data, then TBV must be changed within the program. 

b. After DO 8: the values of a (I), I = 4, 3, 2, are o 

set as follows: 0' (4) = 0.2 0 (5); 0 (3) = 0.2 0 (4); 0 (2) = 
00000 

0.2*0 (3). This is a rather arbitrary quantification of the o 

observation that very small loops are destabilized, presumably 

because of steric constraints. Later in the program (see note 2.d), 

loops with three or fewer links (i.e., one or two bases in the loop) 

are forbidden. In all cases, SIGMAO{I) refers to a loop with I 

links (i.e., 1-1 bases). 

c. HSIG(l) = HSIG(2) = ' ..... = HSIG( 5) : the assump-

tion is made that all loops with less than 5 links have the same 

. enthalpy as the loop with 5 links. This is unlikely to be the 

case and, if the calculation is to be performed reliably at different 

temperatures, the assumption ought to be removed (when data are 

available) . 

d. ENINT = -ENINT: All energies inputted into the 

program are inputted as positive numbers. The program converts 

._---------- -------------- ----- ------.- -----r 
We' use CJ n.~~ tlle 1.oop wt;;!i I~lj Ling tu con 1."0 rill to t ht~l ol!,le () " I.hc 

pr()!~rr\.m. (Tt ·L" l~qui.valL·nt_. (,<l 0 0[' Chapter 11. ) 

• 
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the energy of an internal loop into a stability number, defined as 

the negative of the free energy. Because the free energy of loop 

formation is positive, the stability number will be negative for 

loops. 

e. SIGMAO(8) = No value of cr (8) based on 
o 

experimental was not available. It was assumed equal to the 

average of cr (7) and cr (9). 
o 0 

f. SIGMAO(I) = F*SIGMAO(I-1). Hairpin loops of 

increasing number of links are assigned a loop weighting function 

in accordance with the equation cr (I) = [(1_1)/1)3/2 • cr (1-1). 
o 0 

This is the functional relationship appropriate for a chain with 

links which are unconstrained in their angular orientations. As 

data become available for larger loops, this assumption might 

eventually be removed. Alternatively, the loop weighting functions 

could be assigned a limiting value for all loops above a limiting 

loop size. (This is effectively the procedure used in the present 

calculations, since we assume that all loops with greater than 

INTLP links have a free energy of ENINT kcal/mole. (See note below.) 

g. IF(I.G.E.INTLP): Since the analysis of alternative 

secondary structures has shown that most large loops are internal 

loops, we approximate all loops with more than INTLP links with a 

free energy deemed appropriate for internal loops. We assign no 

temperature dependence nor size dependence to the free energy of 

these internal loops. 

h. GUFAC = A G-U base pair is assumed to have a 

free energy of -1 kcal/molewhen it is involved in any double 

stranded stacking interaction. 
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i. FERGA: This is the stability number associated 

with the initiation of a loop at a G-C base pair. As noted later, 

if any GC base pair is formed wi thin the base pairing region, it is 

assumed that initiation takes place at the G-C base pair and the 

stability number FERGA is added to the total stability of the base 

pairing region. 

2. Statement 48 to 230. 

This section takes the primary sequence of the RNA 

molecule and determines all possible base pairing regions which 

can be formed, subject to the constraint that only G-C, A-U, and 

G-U base pairs are allowed and the base pairing regions must be 

anti-parallel. It calculates two stability numbers for each base 

pairing region: one includes only the effect of the stacking 

interactions (and favorable G-C initiation, if present); the second 

includes the destabilization associated with the loop formation. 

On the basis of the second stability number, the base pairing 

regions (called vectors) are listed in order of descending stability. 

a. READ(5,5) to READ(5,20): Input parameters for a 

given RNA molecule are read in. 

b. DO 26: IEXC = I and IEXC = 2 are the two cases 

considered in which base pairing regions between bases in different 

loops may and may not form, respectively. Discussion of these 

options is deferred to note 3.d, where the logic is explained. 

c. DO 50 ... 50 CONTINUE: Here, all conceivable base 

pairs which can form are registered. E(I,J) = I means that the 

Ith and J th base taken together may form a G-U base pair; E(I,J) = 

2 is an AU base pair; E(I,J) = 4 is a GC base pair. The information 

·1 

. : 
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is then swnmarized in a matrix of all values of E(I ,J) ,J I. For 

example, for the sequence GAUGCCUAG, the matrix is written. 

G AUG C C U A G 

G 0 

A 0 0 

U 1 2 0 

G 0 0 1 

C 4 0 0 

C 4 0 0 

0 

4 0 

4 0 0 

U 1 2 0 1 000 

A 0 010 001 0 

GOO 1 0 4 4 1 0 0 

1II-7 

d. IF((I-J).LE.3) E(I,J) = 0: This statement disallows 

loops with three or fewer links (i.e., 2, 1, or 0 bases). The above 

matrix is. then written: 

I 1 2 3 4 5 6 789 

J GAUGCCUAG 

1 G 0 

2 A 0 0 

3 U 0 0 0 

4 G 0 0 0 0 

5 C 4 0 0 0 0 

6 C 4 o 0 0 0 0 

7 U 1 2 o 1 0 o 0 

8 A 0 0 1 0 0 0 o 0 

9 G 0 0 1 0 4 0 o 0 0 

For a short sequence, this constraint excludes a significant 

fraction of base pairs. For a larger sequence, only a small per 

cent of possible base pairs are excluded. The effect is to set all 

terms three or less removed from diagonal I = J to zero. 

We will illustrate the output of the program for valine 

tRNA from yeast. The matrix, which establishes all possible base 
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pairs, is shown below. We call this the base pairing matrix. 

--_ .. _ .. _-------_ •.. _-_._._._----------_._----
GGUUUCGUGGUCPAGOCGGODAUGGCAPCUGCPUYACACGOAGAACOCCCCAGUPCGAUCCUGGGGCGAAAUCACCA 
123 .. 56711911123 .. 5671190123 .. 567890123 .. 5'& 7I1cJI123 .. 5671190 123 .. 5671190123 .. 5671190123 .. 56""7--

G 1 0 
-G-ZOa----------------·---~· 

U 3 ODD 
--~it 0000---

U 5 10000 
---e---6 .... OOOO'----------------------~--·-----------

G 7 01110000 
-u---a--l1000·000·----------·----~~------------------

G 9 001110000 
-G -10 00111 .. 0000 

U 11 11000010000 

_____________ T~H~IS CALCULATICI IS ON THE·VAL-l T-RNA Y(AST HOLECVL[ 
LOoPS-MAYNOT 'sASEPUlt--

. C 12 .... 00001t00000·----------
P 131100001010000 

-4'--1" 002 ZZOO 20000-00 
G 15 0~1111t010010000 
o 16 0000000000000000-
C 17 ItItOOOOItO"ItOOOOOOO 
G 18 0~1111t01001"100000 
G 19 001111t010011t1000000 

- -If-20 00000 ooooooe 000 000-00------'--------------'--------------
o 21 0000000000000000000011 
A 22 0022200200202000000000;----
U 23 11000010110COZ100110000 
'-21t 0~1111tG10011t10001ta00300a 
, 25 001111t010011t10001t00000000 

'-C--26 .. It~ OOO"-OIt .. ooooltoa .. ltoo-oO·o·oo 
A 27 0~ZZ200Z0020200000000020000 
P '28 110000101100a210a1100Z010000 
C 29 .... 00001t0 .... 0000 .. 001t .. 0000 .... 0000 

------.---------

.~ 30 110000101100021031100201100000 
G 31 00111 .. 01a01Itl000 .. 00000100"OOOOO --c' --3ilt .. 00 J 0 1t0 .... 0 0 00 .. 0 0" .. 00 00 .. -~oo DO o'oo'--------------~--'---------
P 33 1100001011000210011002C1102000000 

-'U '3 .. 1100 a 0 1 0 110 0 0 21 0 0110020 1102000000'0 
Y 35 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOJJ~OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 
A 36 002220020020200000000G20a00202000000 
C 37 .... OOOO .. 0 .. 40000 .. 00 .... COOO .... 000004000000 

-'-A- 38 0 OZ Z200 20 0 20 20 0 0 0 U 0 000201 002GZ0022000-0~--
C 39 .. 400ao .. 0 .... 0000 .. OO .... G0004 .. 00000400000000 
-G' 40 00111401001'+100 OitO.) 000 10040 1'+10'+11000000---------------
C 41 4 .. 000040 .... 0000 .. CO .... 0000 .... 00000 .. 0000000000 
A ... 2 00222002(020200001100)02000020200220000000'0' -- ... -.----.---, -.-----.-- ---'-'---

._~_ ... 3 00111 .. 01001 .. 10l040000D100 .. 01"10 .. 11001t0 .. 0030 
A .... 0022200200202000 J 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 00 20200 2Z0 000 00000-0 -.--. 

. A .. 5 C022Z00Z0020200000000020000202002200000000000 
C 46" 400 a 0 .. 0 .. 40 a 0 0" 0 0 .... 0 0 0 0 .. 40 0 00 0 40 Ii 00 0 0 DO itO 0 0 000--·----··--·----·---·------
o .. 7 UO~(JOOOOOOOOOOOJacOOcOOJOaOuOilOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 
C '+6 "'to 0 0 040 Ct40 GO 0 .. 0 a 440000 .... "0 JO 0 40 0 00 0 000 400400 00'0' --------- ----.----- - --.----
C 49 440000 .. 0 .... 0000 .. 00 .... 00004 .. 00000 .. 00000000400 .. 000000 
C 50 .... 000040 .... 000040J .... OOOO .... 0000040000D000400 .. 000.000 
C 51 440000 .. JIt .. 0000~OO .... 00004 .. 00000400000000400 .. 000aoooo 
A 52 0022200200202000 J 0 0 000200002020022000000000000000000---'-- ---.. 
, 53 00111 .. 01001 .. 100 o .. ~ OCO 0 10il .. 0 1"104110040"04000040 .. r.OOOO ____ ..... ___ . ______________ _ 
U 54 1100aOl011000210011002011020a01000J20Z01021ZZ000000000 
p ~5 11~00010110a0210Jll0020110Z0Q0100<1020201021220000000000 
c·- "s& 440 (;OO1t04'tQOO 04004400004400000 400 0000 D040040000 OOOQOoo.o·'r----- -----.-----.------
G 57 OJ111 .. 01001410004JOOaCl01401410 .. 11J0404C .. 00004344 .. 4000000 
A 5S 002Z2002002C2000uOOOOOZ0000202002?1l0000COOOCOO~'00000020000 .' ...... -. - ---.-------.-
U 59 11000010110002100110~2Gl10Zu0010QJ0202010212ZaJOOO~21000000 . 
C 60 4 .. 0 000 .. 0440000 .. 00 .. 400 CO 4 .. 0 a 000 40 0 00 0 00 0"0 040 0 0 0 00 0 00"0000 0 0 0----··---.. --·-·--·
C 61 .. 40COO .. 0440000r.OO .... OOCO .. 4000004000000004aO .. 0000000004000 .. 0000 
U &2 11000 no 110 a G21CiJ 110020110200010000202010212203 OC0021000120 000-··-·-·-·--··----·---
G &3 00111 .. 0100141000400000100 .. 01410 .. 1100 .. 0 .. 0 .. 000040 ........ 001140010000 
G 64 00111401001 .. 10004J000010J .. Ol .. 10"1100 .. 040"0000404 .. 440011 .. 001 .. 0000 
G 65 00111 .. 01001 .. 1000 .. '000010J401 .. 1J411Q040·.040JC04J .. 4 .... CO114001 .... 0000 
, 66 00111 .. 01001 .. 1000 .. 00000100 .. 01"1041100"040"000040 .. 44 .. 001140014410000 
C 67 "4Q00040440coa4004"0aOO"4000~04000GOO~04~040Dooor00040004000004000~ 
G 66 00111 .. 01001 .. 1000 .. 00000100 .. 01"1041100 .. J"O"00004Q4 .. 4 .. 0Cl14001 .... 1000~00 
A &9 Ol222002002n2000GOJOaC2~J00202dU2ZUCOOOrOOOOQO~OOOOO~2200~Z0020000DOO 
A 70 0022200200202000JOOOil02000~2020022JOOOOGo~ooaoo00000022000~00200000DQO 
A 71 002220u2002C2000JOu00020~00202002~JOOJOOOOOOOCOOCOOO~22000200Z00~000000 
U 72 l1D0001011000210J11C02a11020J010000202~1021Z2&(OOOOZ10001200001111010000 
C 73 44000040"4aOOO"OJ440~C04"00000400"~0~OO"0040000~Q00040~0"OOOOO"4",.0400000 . ____ . 
A 7 .. 002Z200200Z0Z0COJu000020)0020~G022uOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOJ00220002002000000000000 
C 75 "4000040"4QJ004C0~4cooa""o~OJo~oonJOOOO"00400000001C"O00400000 .. 444040000000 
C 7& 4"OOOO"044000040a4400004"0000040COOOOOO"OO"00GOOOOJO~0Oo .. OOOOO ........ O .. OOOOOOJO 
A 77 002220020020Z03DJ~JO}CZO~QJ~O?C022~OOOCOOOOOO~JtC0000220D3Z00Z~OOD3GCOOZOOOOO 

"UUUCGuGCUCPAGOC~GDOAUGGCAPCUGCPUYACACGCAGAACnCCCCA'UPCGAUCCUGGGGCGAAAUCACCA 
123 .. 567890123 .. 5&7S90123 .. 5&7890123 .. S&769012l1tS6789Q123lt567890123"56711901Z3lt5&~ 

. ". 
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e. DO 110 J=l, N-l: N is the number of biological 

bases in the RNA molecule. This do loop begins the process of 

searching for stable base pairing regions in the molecule. The 

principle of the search routine is that anti-parallel base pairing 

regions will appear in the base pairing matrix only as lines on 

the 45° diagonal (going from the lower left to the upper right) 

which have no zero. To understand the reason for this, consider 

bases 5 to 7 and 58 to 56 in valine tRNA. The base· pairs formed are: 

567 
U C G 
AGe 
58 56 

As the number in the sequence increases from 5 (for U) to 6 (for C), 

the number of the complement decreases by 1, from 58 (for A) to 

57 (for G). This is the condition for the base pairing region to 

be on the 45° diagonal, as stated above. An approximation involved 

in this approach is that, if a bulge occurrs; it will break up a 

complementary region into two. 

The search routine begins with the longest diagonal, 

i.e., it starts with base 1 and 77, goes to base 2 and 76, 3 and 75. 

etc. It checks to see if a base pair is allowed and continues until 

a break occurs, in which a base pair is not allowed. Itthen 

calculates the stability number of the base pairing region, henceforth 

called a vector, by summing up the stability numbers of all double 

stranded stacking interactions, adding the stability number for 

initiation at a GC base pair if one is present, and adding the loop 

stability number. Since the size of the internal loop, if one is 

present, cannot be determined until the final structure of the 
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entire molecule is known, the loop contribution is approximated by 

the number of links between the ends of the vector, going in the 5' 
5 7 

to 3' direction. For example, for U C G, the loop size is taken to 
AGe 
58 56 

be 56-7 = 49 links. (Because of the fact that we do not distinguish 

a size dependence of internal loops, this approximation does not in 

this case make any difference. When the size dependence is known 

and included, a correction wil~ need to be made in the final assess-

ment of stabilities of the different secondary structures for this 

approximation.) Once the stability number is calculated, it is 

compared with a lower limit to see if the vector is to be retained 

as a possible region in a stable secondary structure. A stability 

number of zero is taken as the lower limit in the program. 

Having completed the first diagonal, the second one 

is searched in the same manner. This diagonal begins with base 2 

and 77, goes to3 and 76,4 and 75, etc. The process is continued 

until all of the diagonals below the first one have been searched 

for stable vectors. (The DO 115 loop performs the same routine 

for the remaining diagonals above the first diagonal.) 

The logic is easily followed by noting the definition 

of several variables and indices within the DO 110 loop: 

J specifies the diagonal to be searched, and is the 

index of the first base in the diagonal. 

JX is the index for base on the horizontal axis; it 

increases i~ increments of one as the diagonal is searched. 

IX is the index for the base on the vertical axis; it 

decreases in increments of one. 

·1 
.1 
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JMX and IMX are indices for the preceding base pair, 

so that the nearest neighbor double stranded stacking stability 

numbers can be used to calculate the stability of the base. pairing 

vector. 

KF is the numberbf elements in the diagonal which is 

searched. 

S sums the stability numbers associated with the 

double stranded stacking interactions. It overcounts by allowing 

an extra stacking interaction at each end of the vector~ When the 

final stability numbers are calculated in subroutine LOOK, this 

overcounting is corrected. 

In SUBROUTINE LOOK, 

IFG determines if a GC base pair is present in the 

vector, so as to add the extra term for initiation at a GC. 

SUMl is the stability number of the vector, not 

including the loop stability number. 

SUM2 is the stability number with loop included. 

NCOUNT is the index of the stable vectors. 

After DO loop 115, the process of finding all stable 

vectors is complete ~ The output is shown below. Base number 11 is 

paired with base number Jl and base number 12 with base J2. The 

first stability number is without loop; the second, with. 

The program then skips around a bit, as shown by the 

following comments. 

f. IF( ICT-2 30) Program goes to 231. 

g. Card'~231 to 225: Reordering of vectors according 

to stability numbers. 
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----THI S-CA LCLiL-AT ION-lS -C)'ifT-HE -VAL-;;-i-T~RNA--YE AS1 -MOLECULE - --
LOOPS HAY NOT BASEPAI~ ------ ------------------- ...... __ ._---_. - -.-' .-.----- -'--------

VECTOR NUM 11 J1 12 J2 ENERGYWITH LOOP ENERGY 

1 66 48 &1 53 19.76 13.84 
-- -------2------73-- 1:-----&&-------8--12. 27--:-&-;2-7---------

3· 44 28 ltD 32 11.59 5.67 ct---------- -&5 48 &3 50 10.96 It.-46--------------
5 6& 49 64 51 10.96 4.46 

-----6- -------68 39 &6 41---ic.l1 4.11-------

7 77 8 74 11 9.97 3.97 
-·-·-----··-·-8-·-~-·· -.- .. 68'~' -30 6'.'--- 34-----' 9.16 --~ -3.'1&---"-_·- -.-' .. "--

9 40 & 37 9 8.99 2.99 
10 ---- ----- 7& 1 -- 74 3 8.03 2. C 3 
11 77 23 75 25 7.98 1.98 
12--------- 52 2350 25 7.98 1.98------------

13 52 8 50 10 7.98 1.98 
-14------ 70 51t & 7-- ---57 ----7. 95 1-'-68 -------- ------

15 77 62 75 b4 7.98 1.63 
'-16" --.- ._-- -. 75-- -_. t 71 11 7.04 1.-0 .. -·------·------·-

17 58 5 56 7 6.&3 .&3 
16 ---- -- 56 .. 3 53 4&-------5.99 ;21------------

19 &7 25 66 2& 6.1& .16 
---- - 20-------41 25 40--2&------&.1& .1&---------

21 &7 2 &2 7 &.12 .12 
22 -.... -- -- 57 --.- '1. 7 ~:; 19 .6.06 .0 £,' --- .... -.------.. 

23 &5 11 61 15 6.05 .05 
- --- - 24 33 ---21t----- 31 26----7.16 .Olt-- ---------- ----

25 61 1 60 2 6.04 .04 
------26 51--- - 1-- 50-- ---2--- 6.04 -.----. Q 4------ -------

27 50 1 49 2 &.04 ~04 
--- -- 28 49 1 48 2--- &.04'-:Olt----------------------

29 61 16 &0 19 6.04 .04 ____________ _ 
30 61 24 &0 25 6.04 .04 
31 76 18 75 19 ____ 6.04 -.04 ____________________ _ 
32 64 46 63 49 6.04 .04 
33 66 5a 65 51 6.04 .04 

--- ....•..... -- -- ... 
34 50 24 49 25 6.C4 .04 
35 lt9 24 48 256.G4 .04 
36 61 9 60 10 6.04 --- ~o~ ---------------

37 51 16 50 19 6.04 .Olt 
.. --.'.--- --.-.- - _._. __ . ----_.- - ---------

38 50 18 ~9 19 6.04 
39 49 18 48 19 6.04 - ----_ .... _. 
40 50 9 49 10 6.0~ 
4149 9 48 10 &.04 

I. 

.04 

.04-

.04 
• C 4-

._ ..... - - -- .. - _ .. _ ... _-
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h. Go to 157. Returns to output reordered vectors, 

as shown below. 

i. IF(ICT-230) After 170 DO loop, in which reordered 

vectors are outputted, the program goes to 232, where the base 
, 

~ . pairing matrix is written over a'nd a letter code is assigned to the 

vectors. A signifies the most stable vector, B the second most 

stable, etc. The vectors, so coded, are then outputted in a manner 

similar to the base pairing matrix, so that inspection of the new 

matrix readily shows where the most stable vectors may be found. 

Program DBL skips to 51 to output this matrix and then returns to 

230, where the first stage of the calculation is completed. The 

matrix wi.th coded vectors is shown below. 

3. Cards 230 to 251 

The remaining part of the program determines 'which 

vectors are compatible with others to form stable secondary 

structures for an RNA molecule. The main program is concerned 

primarily with outputting results and is not discussed further. 

Subroutines INSPECT, COMPAR, LPK, LPKl5, and LPKl5V do the work and 

are clarified below. These subroutines are contained in two DO 

loops. DOl repeats the entire calculation, except for the inputting 

of thermodynamic data, for each of the different RNA molecules whose 

secondary structure is to be calculated. DO 26 performs the calcula-

tion twice for each molecule, once for the case where bases in 

hairpin loops may base pair and once for the case,where they may not 

base pair. 
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SUBROUTINE INSPECT 

This subroutine determines compatibility between vectors. 

a. IF(NCOUNT.GE.90): The maximum number of vectors 

considered in the calculation is 90. A maximum (under 200) must 

be set to avoid overwriting indexed variables. Experience has 

shown that with the length of molecules suitable for the program, 

90 includes all vectors which contribute significantly to the 

stability of the molecule. 

b. DO 10, DO 20: These DO loops set up the comparison 

of all vectors with each other, to determine which ones exclude the 

presence of others. 

SUBROUTINE COMPARE 

This subroutine sets up the vector exclusion matrix, for one 

of two cases. We explain first the case where bases in loops can 

base pair and then for the case where they cannot. 

c •. If EXCLF ~ 1, program skips to 5 if base pairs 

between loops are permitted. We explain the logic by considering 

the case of vector 1 (II = 66, Jl = 48, 12 = 62, J2 = 53) compared 

with vector 8 (11 = 65, Jl = 48, 12 = 63, J2 = 50) .. In this 

instance, the vectors overlap and necessarily exclude each other. 

NSSET = IA = 1; program goes to 100 and sets INDX(I) 

equal to 1 for I = 66, 65, 64, 63, 62, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53; all 

other values of INDX(I)= o. Goes to 30, where NLAST = NSSET retains 

these values of INDX(I), while vector 1 is compared to all other 

vectors. Program goes throUgh DO loop set up in INSPECT, taking 

vector 2,3, ... For vector 8, JNDX(I) = 1 for I = 65,64,63, 

48, 49, 50; otherwise JNDx(r) = O. In DO 40, if INDX(I) and JNDX(I) 
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are both 1, then an overlap between the two vectors has occurred. 

The program is set up to allow one overlap between vectors (ICASE 

= 2 for all runs) , so that the first overlap is simply noted and 

E(Il, IA) is set to l. (II is the index of the first vector, 1, and 

IA the index of the second, 8) .' DO 40 continues and a second over-

lap is noted. E(Il, IA) = 2 and the two vectors are excluded (i.e., 

may not appear in the same final secondary structure. If the 

process were completed without an overlap being found, E(IA, Il) 

is set to zero. As pointed out, this process is repeated for all 

sets of two vectors, thus generating a matrix E, which we call the 

vector exclusion matrix. 

If only one overlap occurs (i.e., only one of the 

indices for the two vectors is the same), then this must of necessity 

occur at the end of the base pairing region. In this case, one base 

pair can be eliminated from one of the vectors (in the final analysis), 

with the appropriate decrease in the stability of the secondary 

structure accounted for. 

d. If EXCLP = 1, base pairing between the loops is 

forbidden. The logic is contained in the IF statements preceding 

card 5 in the subroutine. The following base pairing arrangements 

are forbidden: 

i. 
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However, bases within a loop may base pair with other bases within 

the same loop. For example, for the loop 

n 
25 70 
I I 

20 75 
./ .... 

base pairing 'arrangements for bases 26-29 are allowed. 

e. SUBROUTINES LPK, LPIG.5, LPIG.5V 

The procedure followed in these subroutines is discussed 

extensively in the text. Briefly, subroutine LPK assUIlleS the 

presence of Vl, sets up a reduced exclusive matrix with 5 x 5 elements, 

determines all allowable (i.e., nonoverlapping) vector sets with 

one to five vectors, and calculates the energy of the allowable vector 

setS. The process is repeated, assuming V2, V3, v4, and V5 individ-

ually in the final solution. The stability number of the most 

stable secondary structure multiplied by 0.9 is used as the cutoff 

for the more complete calculation, performed in subroutine LPK15. 

In this subroutine, the reduced exclusion matrix is 15 x 15 and one 

of the first seven vectors is assumed to be in the final solution. 

Subroutine LPKl5V may be used if one wishes to extend 

the range of vectors considered in the solution. This is done by 

taking the best three vectors of the most favorable structures 

using results of LPKl5. In order to use this subroutine, LAB(l) in 

data card 12 must be set equal to VARY15. Then the following 

additional input data must be supplied: 

. I 

i 
; 
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Format Explanation 

NDATA 15 NDATA =.the number of sets 
of three 'lectors inputted. 

17 ICHOSE(I), 1=1,3 3I5 ICHOSE(I), I = 1,3 = the 
indices of the three assumed 
vectors. The NDATA sets of 
three vectors are read from 
NDATA cards which follow the 
format of card 17. 

To illustrate how this subroutine works, assume that the 

standard calculation has been carried out and all solutions more 

stable than a cutoff energy are chosen. The most stable three 

vectors for each of these solutions are inputted into program DBL in 

cards 16 and 17. For each set of three vectors, a reduced exclusion 

matrix is formed. Because all-vectors excluded by any of the three 

will not appear in the reduced exclusion matrix, the matrix can 

extend the calculation to a very large number of vectors. Once the 

reduced exclusion matrix is set up, the problem is solved in the 

standard way. Then the process is repeated for the next set of 

three vectors. (The results reported did not use this method. 
, 

Instead, the solutions generated were scanned to see if any vectors 

beyond the. range of the program could be added to the structure 

and stabilize it. Nonetheless, the tool provided by LPKl5V could be 

useful for future analysis, especiallY if a sizeable number of stable 

vectors are beyond the range of the exclusion matrices.) 

4. A general note on the use of the program: there are 

two cases in which the calculation does not work. (1) If a vector 

exclusion matrix runs out of vectors before it is filled, the 

program will overwrite itself and printnansense. This has been 

provided for to some extent inLPKl5: the size of the vector exclusion 
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matrix can be reduced to as small as 10 x 10, but no smaller. (2) 

If there are so many vectors that the arrays storing their indices 

are overwritten. The upper limit is 400 vectors. Both problems 

can be taken care of by changing card 62 in subroutine LOOK. This 

card is set up to retain' all vectors vitha negative free energy. 

For case (1), vectors with a positive free energy can be artifically 

retained. For case (2), vectors less stable than a cutoff value 

can be excluded. Note that SUM of card 62 is the stability number, 

the negative of the free energy. 
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PROGRAM OijLIINPUT,OUTPUT,PUNCH,TAPe5~INPUT,TAPe6·0UTPUT,TAPE1=PUNC 
1H,TAPEZ,TAPEll 

INTEGER T 
INTEGER U 
INTEGER E 

-I NHGER ELF 
INTEGER WORD 
COMMON/A/NCOUNT,IXll 400',1Xl'l ~OOI,JXlC 4001,JXl(4001,SUI111 4001 

1,NOIFI 4001,(NOXI 400hSUMZI 4001,JNDXI 4001 . 
CUMMON/B/N,NSSET,NLAST,NVEClZ4,41,NMAXlZ41,ENSSET(24' 
COMMON/C/EI200,2001 
CUMMON/OI WOl165t,N811651,BI165t,ISPI1651 
COMMON/E/NEXCIZOOI, 
COMMON/F/NIl,NIZ,NJl,NJZ,NI,NJ,NII1AX,NJMAX,(l,rA,NOAD,IBAO,I,ICASE 
COMMUN/P/MAXEN,NCO,BESTS,NASUM 
COMMON/X/SUM3(ZOOl,SUM4(ZOOl,GUTOT,FERGA 
CUMMUNI {,ll FE 15,51 ,S MIN 1, ENL OOP ( 901 , SMJ NZ, ILOOK 
C OMMUNllI ENM IN 
COMMON/EX/EXCLP 
CUMMON/TIME/ITMI,ITMl 
COMMON/BUG/NDEBUG 
UIMENSION LAB'lZt 
DIMENSION V(2SI,TCZ5,61,UIZ5,15' 
UIMcNSION LOl1651 
DIMENSION SIGMAOI90l,HSIG(90t,HECS,SI,S€(S,5t 
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UATA WOl/1HU/.WDZ/IHA/,WD3/1HG/,WD4/1HC/,WDS/lH~/,W06J1HD/,W0111HY 

4 

8 

3 
2 

1/.WOB/IHPI 
READ(5,ZI ILAB IKLt,Kl=I,IZI 
FURMATIlZA61 
WRITE(6,4) lLABlKLI,KL=Z.121 
fORMATIZX,11A61 
IFILABIlI.EQ.6H CONT GO TO ] 
TBV=1./IZO.+Z73.161 
R=1.985 
RINV=1./l.985 
GlJTOT=O 
READ 15,311 
HEAO 15,311 
READ IS,311 
READ IS,311 
READIS,3ll 
REAOIS,3!) 
DO 8 1=1,3 
I M"'5-1 
IMP=IH+l 

H[N, HGG,HGA,HGU,HGC,HAA 
HAU,HAG,HUA,HUG,HCG 
EKGGO,EKGAO,EKGUO,EKGCO,EKAAO 
EKAUO,E~AGO,EKUAO,eKUGO,EKCGO 
ISIGMAO(lt,1=5,91 . 
1 HSIG( (I. [=5 ,9) 

S I,GMAOI 1M ,:O.Z*S IGHAOI IMPt 
CONT INUe 
SIGMAOI It=10.**'-l41 
HSIGlll=HSIGIZI=HSIG(31=HSlGI4t=HSIGl51 
READ 15,311 TEMP 
TEMP=TEMP+Z13.16 
TE:HPV=I./TEMP 
RT=R*TEMP 
TBV=1./(Z73.16+20.1 
READ 15,31) RGA 
REAOl5,l2511 INTlP,ENINT 

12S1 FORMAT(15,F10.5' 
WRITEI6,125ijt INTLP,~NtNT 

L25t1 fORMATl" IN THIS CALCULATION, All LOOPS WITH*,13,* OR MORE LINKS 
1 ARE ASSUMED TO BE INTERIOR LOOPS.",- THE FREE ENERGV OF ANI .... TE 
lRIOR LOOP I[N CALS/MOLEI IS TAKEN TO BE.,F10.5,111 



ENINT",-ENINT 
RlAOl5,3Z1 NOEBUG 
REAOl5,3Z1 NUMMCl 

31 FURMAfI7FIO.5) 
3Z FO~MAT(151 

SIGMAOCSI=lSIGMAOl71.SIGMAOI911/2. 
HSIGI81='HSIG'71+HSIGI91112. 
tiSIGlG=HSIGI91 
00 33 1=10,90 
HS IGI ( I=HS (GlG 
x=1 
F =, X-I. II X 
F=SQRTlF**31 
J M= 1-1 
SIGMAOll)=F*SIGMAOIIMI 

33 CONTINUE: 
DO 34 1=1,90 
SIGMA=SIGMAOlll*EXP'HSIG'II*RINV*CT8V-TEMPVII 
ENlOOPll'=KT*AlOGISIGHA' 
IFll.GE.lNTlPI ENlOOPlll=ENINT 
IFII.GE.INTlPI HSIGII'=O. 

34 (ONT INUE 
RTT=RINV·'TEMPV-Il./351.1611 
S=EXP ,-H IN*RTf I 
FE I 1,1 '=fE 14, 4)=RT *AlOG' EKGGO$o (EXPI-HGG*RTT II *S, 
FE(1,ZI=FEI3,41=RT*A(UGIEKGAO$oIEXPI-HCA*RTTI.*St 
fEll,31=FE(Z,4,=RT*AlOCIEKGUO*CEXPI-HGU*RTTtl*SI 
FEll,41 RT*ALDCIEKGCO*lfXPl-HGC*RTTII*SJ 
f E I 2 , 1 I = FE I 4, 3 1= R T *1\ L DC I E K AGO. I E XP , - HA C* R TT I 1 * S t 
FEl2, 21 =FE 13 ,31=R T*AlOGC EKAAO'" I EXPC-HAA*RHt I*S t 
FEJ2,31 RT*AlOGCEKAUO*(EXPi-HAU*RTTI)*SJ 
FEI3,21 = RT*ALOGIEKUAO*lEXPI-HUA*RTTII.SJ 
FEC3,ll=fEI4,21=RT*ALOGCEKUGO*IEXPl-HUG*RTTI'.S. 
fE14,1 I RT*ALOGIEKCGO*lEXPl-HCG*RTTI.*SI 
HEll,1)=HEI4,4i=HGG+HIN 
SI::( 1,1 I=SEI4,41=IHEIl, 11+FE,C l,lll*TEMPV 
fIEll,ZI=HEI3,41=HGA+HIN 
S[I 1,21=~EI3,41=IHECl,21+fECl,211*TEMPV 
HE(l,31=HEIZ,41=HGU~HIN 
S Ell, 3 I = S E I Z , 4 1 = I HE I I ,3 ,. FE I 1 t3 •• * TE M PV 
fi l , 1 , 4 I " HGC +H 1 N 
SEll, 41" ( HE ( 1 , 4 I +F Ell, 41)* TE HPV 
HEIZ,ZI=HEI3,31;HAA+HIN 
SEIZ,21"SEC3,31=(HE(2,Z)+FEI2,Z •• *TEMPV 
H[(2,3)=HAU+HIN 
SEIZ,31=IHE(Z,31+FE'Z,3.I*TEMPV 
HE(2,II=HEC4,31=HAG+HIN 
SE'2,11=SE(4,3J=IHE'Z,1)+FEIZ,1',*TEHPV 
HEI3,2J=HUA.HIN 
S(I],21=IHE(3,21+fE'3,Z)*TEMPV 
HEe3,1'=HE(4,21=HUG+H{N 
S(3,11=SE'4,ZI=IHE'3,11+fEI3,1J'*TEHPV 
H Et 4, 1 I = He G +H I N 
SEI4,11=IHE'4,ll+~E(4,111*TEMPV 
00 42 t =1,4 

42 FE ( I , 5 1= FE ( 5, I I :;HE , I ,5 I =HE , 5, I )" SE ( I ,51 = SE C 5, ( , = o. 
FE(5,51=300. 
WRITE(6,39) TEMP 

39 FORMAT(. THE CALCULATION IS FOR TEMPERATURE =*,F1.Z,/I) 
DO 37 1=1,5 
WRITEC6,28U 

281 FOkMATlI11,* BELOW, 1=G, Z=A, 3"'U, 4=C.,1I 
DO 38 J=1,5 
FERGA=RT*AlOG(RGA' 
WRITElb,361 II,J,FEII,JI.HEII,JJ,SE(I.JJJ 

36 FURMAT'. 1=*,12,* J-*,IZ,* . F.EE ENERGy·.,fI2.~,. 
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lPY=*,F12.4,* 
38 CUNT INUE 

ENTROPY",.,f12.4, 

31 CUNT INUE 
~RITE'b,4bl FERGA 

J ".,.'i 

~ 

46 fURMATI* GC INITIATION ENERGY=*,FIO.3.* 
lR LOOP SllE 2=5,90*,1/1 
wRITE(b,471 Illl,ENLOUPIllll.ll:2.9J 

47 FORMAT (2X ,lot 12,F 10.311 
DO 4R Jl=l,8 
Il=10.*Jl 
12=11+9 
WRITE(6,471 Ill,ENLOOPIIlII.ll=ll,lZ) 

48 CONTINUE 
NOIM=200 
00 1 1 MOlCl= I, NUMMCl 
NASUM= 1 
ITMl=O 
ITM2=0 
READI5,51 IlABlIBSI,IBS=I.1ZJ 
READ( 'j ,101 N 
REAO(S,51 EXCLP 
NRO= (N/80 I + 1 
IFI IN-HO.INRO-lIl .,EO. 01 NRO=NRO-l 
OU 2'> NR=I.NRO 
NMIN=(NR-ll*SO + 1 
NMX=SO*NR 
IFINR.EQ.NROI NMX=N 
REAOl5,201 IWOIII.l=NMIN.NMXI 

25 CONTINUE 
MAXEX=1 
MINEX=l 
IFI~XCLP.EQ.bHEXCLP 1 MAXEX=2 
IFIEXClP.EO.bHEXClP21 MINEX=MAXEX=2 
DO 26 IEXC=MINEX,MAXEX 
ICT=O 
E XClP=O 
IFIIEXC.NE.2" GO TO 29 
EXCLP=l. 
LABISI=6H 
lAB(t)I=6HlOUPS 
lABIIOI=6HMAY NO 
lAS!111=6HT BASE 
LABlll)=bHPAIR 

29 DO 30 I=I.N 
IFIWOII ).EQ.W01.0R.WDIl '.EO.WOS' NBIUzl 
IFIWDII).EO.WOl.OR.WDII).EO.WOSJ lBIII=3 
IF 1 WOI I) .EQ.WL)21 N61 I 1:2 
IF1WOII).E!J.W02IlBII'=2 
IFIWDIII.EO.W03I/11BII':4 
IFIWDI I ).EO.W031 L611'=1 
IFIWDIII.EO.WD41 N61II=5 
IF ( W 0 I I ) • EO. W 04) l B ( I 1=4 

'"~ 
.;) 

I F IIW I I I • EO. W 0 b .0 R • W 0 I I I • EO. wO 7 J N 6 (l J = 9 
IFIWOIII.EQ.W051 NBII'=-b 
IFINIHII.EO.9.0R.NBIII.EO.-6. lBII.:3 

30 CONTINUE 
WRITElb,401 (IWOIII.N6111),1=I,NJ 
DO 50 l:l.N 
E ( (.,101 =0 
I M= 1-1 
0060 J"'I.IH 
ElF=NBIII+NBIJJ 
EII.JI=O 
IFIELF.EQ.31 E((..JJsZ 

1I1-21 

lOOP FREE ENERGIES FO 



IFIELF.EQ.5) EII,Jt-l 
I F I t:L F • E Q .9 • E I h J t =4 
IFIELF.lT.OI EII,Jt-4 
IFIElF.~T.-1) EII.JI 2 2 
IJ=I-J 
If( IJ.lE .• 31 EII,J."O 

60 CaNT I NUE 
50 CONTINUE 

00 ~3 1= 1, N 
IM=I-l 
00 54 J=1'(M 
EIJ,II=EII,J) 

54 CONTINUE 
53 CONTINUE 
51 NlINE=N/1Z5+1 

WKITEI6,61 ILABIIBSI,IBS=2,11. 
IFIINlINE-11*115.EQ.N) NlINE=NltNE-l 
DU 70 Nl=1,NLINE 
NrOT=125~INl-1)*125 
NMN=lZ5*INL-ll+1 
IFINl.EQ.NlINEI NTUT=N-12~*INlINE-11 
WKITE16,801 IWOIII,l=I,NTOTl 
DU 83 I:NMN,NTOT . 
ISP' 11=1-11/101.10 

81 CONT INUE 
WklTEI6,!:I51 IISPllhl=l,NTOTl 
Jl=INL-11.125+1 
J2=Jl+125 
IFINL.EQ.NlINEI J2-NTOT 
DU 90 J=Jl,J2 
IfiICT.EQ.BOI GO TO 91 
WRlTEI6,1001 IWOIJI,J,IE( I,JI, 1::1.J.t 
GO TO 90 

91 WRITElb,lOlt IWlHJ!,J,IEII,J',J=1,J2J1 
90 CONTINUE 

WRITEI6,801 lIoIOII),1=1,NTOTl 
WRITEI6,851 IISP(I),1=1.NTbrl 

10 CONTINUE 
IfiICT.E(J.230l GO TO 210 
00 921 =1. N 
DO 93 J.:1,N 
I FIE I 1, J I. E Q. 0 l GO TO 94 

E: ( 1 , J ) = E I I , J-ll 2 
GO TO 93 

94 E I I. J) -=-1 
93 corHINUE 

92 CONTINUE 
NCOUNT=O 
NM=N-1 
I=N 
DO 110 J=l,NM 

130 CAll LOOKIO,I,J.O. 
S=SMINl=SMIN2=0. 
ILOOK=l 
IX=I+l 
JX=J-l 
KF=II-J-l)/2+l 
DO 120 K=l,KF 
lX=IX-l 
JX=JX+l 
JHX=JX-l 
IPX=IX+l 
IFIK.EQ.ll SMINI-0. 
IFIK.EQ.ll GO TO 1]4 
KX=lBIJX) 
KMX=LBIJMXI 
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, . 
134 

120 

140 
110 

124 

125 

145 
115 
150 

157 

159 

167 
168 

170 

232 

241 
239 

0 0 OJ (,!~ ;) 0 

IF,EttX,JXI.EU.OI KX=5 
IHEttPX,JMXI.EQ.O' KMX-5 

S=S+FE(K/:IX,KXI 
SMIN2;"FEIKMX,KXI 

0 

IF'ILOOK.EIJ.OI SMtN1sfECKHX,KX. 
ILOOK-l 

J S 

IFIK.EQ.KFI GO TO 140 
IFIE'IX,JXI.LT.OI CALL LOOK(,l,JX,JX.SI 
CUNT lNUE 
Gll TO 110 

-CALL LOOKIl;IX,JX,S, 
CONT INUE 
J=l 
00 115 ILK=1,NM 
[=NH- I LK+1 
CALL lOOK'O,I,J,OI 
5:0. 
SMIN=O. 
[LOOK==l 
I X= 1 + 1 
JX=J-1 
Kf=' I-J-1112+l 
00 125 K=l,KF 
IX:IX-1 
JX=JX+l 
JMX=JX-1 
IPX==IX+1 
IF(K.~Q.l' 5MIN1=0. 
IFIK.tQ.11 GO TO 124 
K K=lfH JX I 
KMX=LlHJMXI 
IfltIIX,JXI.EQ.OI KX=5 
IHEIIPX,JMXI.EQ.OI KMX=5 
5=S+-fE(KMX,KXI 
SMIN2=FEIKMX,KXI 
IFIILOOK.EO.OI SMIN1==FEIKMX,KXI 
ILOOK=1 
If(K.EQ.KFI GO TO 145 
[FIEIIX,JXI.lT.OI CALL lOOKll,IX,JX,SI 
CONTINUE 
GO TO US 
CALL LOUKl1,IX,JX,S, 
CONTINUE 
WRITE16,1551 
GO TO 159 
wRlTE(6d581 
WRITElb,61 (LAB(IBSI,IBS=2,121 
ICT=230 
WRITElb,l601 
IF(NCOUNT.GE.151 GO TO 168 
NCP=NCOUNT+1 
DU 167 IB=NCP,15 
SUM2I1BI=0. 
CONTINUE 
00 170 l=l,NCQUNT 

4 

\oj R I T E ( b , 1 80 1 I , I X 1 ( 1.1 , J X 1 ( 1 1 , I X 2' I I , J X 2 ( I I , S UH 11 [ , , S UH 2' I , 
CaNT INUE 
IFIICT-2301 231,232,231 
00239 l=l,N 
DO 241J'"1,N 
EII,JI=lH 
CONTINUE 
CONT INUE 
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LUUNT=l 
DO 23l 1~I.NCOUNT 
IM=I-l 
IF(IM.EO.OI GO TO 236 
IFISUM2(II.EQ.SUH211HII GO TO 236 
LOUNT=LOUNHI 
IF(LOUNT.GE.l31 LOUNT=1} 

236 Jl=JXl(1) 
Il=IXHIJ 
KOUNT=O 
JMX=JX2 I I) 
DO 234 J=Jl,JHX 
IX=II-KUUNT 

-KDUN'i = KCJlJNT + 1 

111-24 

GO TO t lUOl, 1002, 1003,1004,1005.1006 ,1001,1008, i009,1010 ,1011,1012 
I, 1.01"!-'1 ,LUUNT 

238 Et IX,JJ=wORO 
EtJ,IXI=WORO 
GO TO Zl4 

1001 wORD=lHA 
GO TO 238 

100l WORD=lHI3 
GO TO 238 

l003WORD-=lHC 
GO T02lS 

1004 wORD=lHO 
GO TO 238 

1005 WORO=lHE 
GO TO 238 
GO TO 238 

1006 WORO:IHF 
1007 WORD=lHG 

GO TO 238 
1008 WURD=lHH 

GO TO 238 
1009WORD=lHI 

GO TO 238 
1010 WORD-=lHJ 

GO TO 238 
1011 WORD=lHK 

GO TO 238 
101Z wURO=iHL 

GO TO 238 
- 1013 WORO=lHM 

GO TO 238 
234 CONTINUE 
233 CUNTINUE 

WRITE(6,61 (LABtlBSI,JBS=2,121 
WRITE(6,2421 
GO TO 51 

2H I Z=O 
00_200 K=l,NCOUNT 
KM-=K-l 
BIG SUM =- 1 • 55 
I Z= II H 
00 190 J=I,NCOUNT 
If(ll.EQ.II GO TO 195 
DO 210 L=I,KM 
IFtJ.EQ.INOX(LJI GO TO 190 

210 CONTINUE 
195 IFtSUM2tJI.LE.BIGSUM) GO TO 190 

C NOTE THAT THE LE IN CARD 195 INTRODUCES THE BIAS OF fAVORING THE LOWER 
C NUMBf,RED VECTORS If TIlE ENERGIES ARE THE SAME THE MINIMllATlON 
C SCHEME SHUULD AVOID TH"IS BIAS AND CAN BE TESTEO tOR THIS BY CHANGIN:i 
CTHE LE TO LT 

8IGSUM=SUH2tJI 

.. 

! 
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0 0 

INOX(KI=J 
l'~0 CONTINUE 

200 CONTINUE 
NCT=O 
N 11.:: 1 
N12=2 
NJ1=3 
NJ2=4 

.J 'wi 

DO 220 l=l,NCOUNT 
GO TO 223 

222 Nl1=Nl1+4 
NI2=NI2"4 
NJ1=NJ1+4 
NJ2=NJ2+4 
NCT=O 

223 NCT=NCT+1 

J;~ ;:; 0 

IF(NCT.EU.NOIH~l' GO TO 222 
INDEX= INDX( II 
E(Nl1,NCTI=IX1(INOEX) 
E(NI2,NCTI=IX2'INOEXI 
E1NJ1,NCTlzJX1(INOEXI 
EINJ2,NCTI=JX21INOEX) 
SUM411,=5UM211NOEXI 
5UM31 [)=SUMlI [NDEX) 

220 CONHNUE 
NCT=O ie' 

NIL = 1 
N[2=2 
NJ1=3 
NJ2=it 
00 225 l=l,NCOUNT 
GO TO 228 

227 Nll=Nl1+4 
N[2=N[2+4 
NJ1=NJ1+4 
NJ2=NJ2+4 
NCT=O 

228 NCf=NCT+1 
[FINCf.EQ.NOIM+11 GO TO 227 
IXl,II=EIN[l,NCT' 
IX2,[I=EINI2,NCTI 
J Xl( [ 1= E , NJ 1 ,NC TI 
JXZtll=EINJ2,NCTI 
SUM 1 ( 1 I = SUM 31 [ I 
SUM2([I=SUM4([' 
NDIFtl'=IXl( II-IX2( IIH 

{) J 

NOIF1=JX2' II-JXlt 11+1 
IFINOIFIII.NE.NDIFl) CALL COMENHlI 

225 CUNT [NUE 
GO TO 157 

230 CON fl NUE 
REWIND 1 
MAXEN=O 
ICASE=2 
00 1233 [=l,NCOUNT 
SUMlII'=WM2(II 

1233 SUM2(11=0. 
CALL [NSPECT 
CALL LPK 
If(LABll'.EQ.6HNONE I CALL LPK15 
[FILA8(1'.EQ.6HVARV15' CALL LPK15V 
REWIND 1 
WRITEl.6,61 ILABIIBSI,IBS=2,12' 

5 ~ 
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WRITE(b,2451 MAXEN,ENMIN,NCO 
MAX=MAXENll5 
MXLST=25 
IFI(25*(MAXEN/2511.LT.MAXENI MAX=HAX+l 
DO l51 Ll=l,MAX 
IFIll.EQ.MAXI HXLST=NDIFCli 
READ (1 I II V I MX I , I T I MX , I II , I I = I, NA S UH I , ( U I /ltX , I II , lZ:II 1. NC 0 I I ,HX= 1. 

IMXLSTI 
no 254 MX=l,MXLST 
WR[TElb,255' IVIHXI,ITIMX,lll,II=I,NASUHI,IUIMX,lll,ll:aI,NCOII 

254 CUNT lNUE 
251 CONT INUE 

REWIND 1 
26 CONI [NUE 

I CONTINUE 
CAll EXIT 

5 FGRMATI12Abl 
6 FORMAT III,. THIS 'CALCULATION [S ON THE *,3Ab,*MOLECULE.,I,2X,8A6 

l,1n 
10 FORMATIl51 
20 FORMATI80A11 
40 FORMATl1SIX,A2,l2,2XII 

80 FORMAT(7X,125A1I 
85 FORMATI7X,125[11 
IOU FORMATtlx,Al,lX,I3,lX,125111 
101 FORMAT I lX,Al, lX, 13, lX,125Al1 
155 fORMAT III,. UNREORDEREO VECTORS *1 
158 FORMAT(II,. VECTORS REORDERED ACCORDING TO ENERGY.' 

III-26 

100 FORMA"I,. VECTOR NUM It JI 12 J2 ENERGYWITH lOOP ENERGY.,/ 
1 '.,11 

180 FORMAT(5X,I3,oX,13,2X,13,2X,I],2X,13,3X,2F6.21 
242 FIJRMATIIII,* GRAPH SHOWING VECTORS ORDERED ACCORD[NG TO ENERGY.1 
245 fURMAT(III,. THE f[NAL RESULTS ARE REPORtED. THERE ARE *,14,* 

iSETS Of VFCTORS WHOSE ENERGY .,1,* [5 GREATER THAN.,f6.2,*. THI 
2S IS AN N~*,13,* CALCULATION.,II, * 
3 ENERGY VI V2 Vl V4 V5 Vb V1 va V9 VI0 Vl1 V12 Vl3 V14 
4 Vi5 Vlb*1 

255 FORMAr(5X,F6.2,2X,2612X,12j' 
400 FORMATI2X,I4,2X,F6.2,4151 

I::ND 
SUBROUTlNE T1MER(IPLACEI 
COMMON/TIME/ITMl,ITHl 
DIMENSION IrlMEI11 
CALL STATUS{ITIMEII),lTIMEIZ)' 
IOELT1=ITIHEII'-ITHl 
IDElT2=ITIHEIZ)-ITHZ 
FTIMEl=ITIMEIII.O.OOI 
FTIME2=ITIMEIZI*0.OOl 
FDEL1=lOELTl*O.OOl 
FOEL2=IDELT2*O.OOl 
WRITElb,2bl IPLACE,FTIME1,FTIMEZ 

26 FORMAT1/.* IPLACE·.,I],I,. CP TIME ELAPSED IS.,FIO.S.* PP TI 
IME ELAPSED IS*,FIO.51 
WRITEI6,281 FOELI,FDElZ 

28 FORMATI. CP TIME SINCE LAST CAll IS.,fIO.5,.. PP TIME SINCE 
I LAST CALL IS*,FI0.51 

ITM1-=ITIMEI11 
ITM2=ITIMEIZI 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE INSPECT 
COMMON/A/NCOUNT,IXII 4001,[XZ{ 4001,JXI( 400J,JX2( 400J,SUMl{ 400) 

l,NDlfi 4001,INDXI 4001,SUM2( 4001.JNDX{ 4001 . 
COMMUN/B/N,NSSET,NLAST,NVECIZ4,41,NMAX(241,ENSSETIl41 
COMMON/C/EIZOO,20QI 

.. 

. . 
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'" 

o Q i)' t 

CUMMON/OI WO(lb5',NBC165',Bl165.,ISP'1651 
COMMON/E/NEXCIlOO. 
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COMMON/F/NII,NI1,NJI,NJ1,NI,NJ,NIHAX,NJMAX,II,IA,N8AD,IBAD,I,ICASE 
INTEGER E 

C. THI SSUBROUT INE LOOKS AT THE NCOUNT VECTO~S AND DETERMINES THE SEQUENCE 
C Of VECTORS WHICH ARE COMPATIBLE (HAVE NO OVERLAP AS DEFINED IN S.R. BAOI 
C wiTH VECTOR NUMBER 1, 2, 3, ••••• ,NCOUNT REspeCTIVELY 

IF(NCOUNT.GE.90' NCOUNT=90 

20 
1'0 

2 

3 

4 
9 

30 

6 

1 

8 

50 

60 
10 

NBAO=O 
10AO=0 
NLAST=O 
NCT=O 
DO 10 11=1,NCOUNT 
E(ll.11':o:0 
NSSE T= II 
I NDSS= 1 
Nll=IXl(lll 
NJl=JXltll) 
NIl=IX2(1U 
NJ2=.JX2 111' 
DO 20 IA=l,NCOUNT 
I fIll. EQ. I A, GO TO 20 
NI=IXlIIA) 
NJ=JXIlIA' 
NJMAX=JX2(IAI 
NIMAX=IX1IIAI 
CAll COMPAR 
CONTINUE 
CONT INUE 
WRITElb,501 
GO TU 11,3,41,ICASE 
WRIHlb,bl 
GO TO 9 
WRITElb,H 
GU TO 9 
WRlTEI6,81 
WRITElb,bOI (lSP(II.I=l,NCOUNT' 
DO 30 1=I,NCOUNT 
WRI TEl 6, 10) I I, SUM2( I) ,NEXCI I), (E( I ,J I ,J:l ,NCOUNT) I 
CUNTINUE 

. CALL IHRUE 
FORMAT'. MATRIX ALLOWS NO OVERLAP O=ALLOWEO VECTORS I=EXC 

lLUOEU VECTORS.,II) 
fORMATI. MATRIX ALLOWS OVERLAPOF~NE ELEMENT O-ALLOWED VECTOR 

15 I=UNE OVERLAP 2:TWO OVERLAPS .,11) 
FORMAT1* MATRIX ALLOWS THE ENOS OF THE VECTORS TO OVERLAP 

1 O=~O OVERLAP I=ENOS OVERLAP 2=OVERLAP'IEXCLUSIONI *,/1' 
FORMATI/II,. VECTOR EXCLUSION MATRIX FOR ORDERED VECTORS.,"'. 

1 O=INCLUOEO VECTORS l=EXCLUDED VECTORS *,") 
FORMAT(q EN~RGY EXC *,11411' 
FORMATIIX,IZ,lX,F6.Z,2X,12,2X,11~11' 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE LOOKIM,IX,JX,S, 
COMMON/A/NCOUNT,IXI( 400',IX2( 400',JXII 4001,JXZ( 4001,SUMl' 400. 

1,NDIFI 4001,INUX( 4001,SUM2( 4001,JNDX( 4001 
COM~ON/B/N,NSSET,NLAST,NVECI24,41,NMAX(24"ENSSETCZ4' 
COMMON/Of WOllb5I,NBllb5),[illb51,ISP(165' 
COMHUN/U/FE(5,5',SMINl,ENLOOPI10"SMlN2,ILOOK 
COMMON/X/SUM3l200I,SUM4(ZOOI,GUTOT,FERGA 
If(M.EQ.OI GO TU 1 
MlOUP=IX-JX+Z 

12 IF(MLOOP.LE.O) MLOOP 2 1 



IF(MLOOP.GE.901 MLOOP=90. 
Ifl=JXLST 
IF2=JX-l 
IFG=O 
00 6 IFF=IFl,IF2 
IF(WDllffl.t:U.lHG.OR.WDIJFFJ.EQ.1HCI IFG-l 
IF(1FG.EQ.ll GO TO 7 

6 CONT INUE 
7 SUM=S~SMINI-SMIN2.FERGA*IFG+ENLOOPfHLOOP' 

1l00K=O 
62 IFISUM.GT.IO.II GO TO 2 

III~28 

C1 THE ABOVE CARD REPRESENTS THE ENERGY CUTOFF WHICH ELIMINATES FROM 
C2 CONSIDERATION THOSE DOUBLE STRANDED REGIONS OF INSUFFICIENT ENERGY 
C3 TO BI·NO 

IXlST=IX-1 
JXLST=JX+l 
S"'O. 
RETURN 

2 NCOUNT=NCOUNT.l 
IX1INCOUNT)=IXLST 
JX1INCUU~TI=JXLST 
IX2INCOUNTI=IX+1 
JXZINCUUNTI=JX-l 
SUMlINCUUNTI=.OOl*ISUM-ENLOOPIMlOOP), 
SUMZINCOUNT'=.001*SUM 

64 GUTOT=O 
IXLST=IX-1 
JXLST=JX+l 
S=O. 
RETURN 

1 IXlST=IX 
JXLST-=JX 
RETURN 
END 
SUBRUUTINE COMPAR 
COMMONI A/NCOUNT.IX lC 4001.lX2( 400), JXlI 4001,JX2C 4001, SUHlI 400) 

l,NOIFI 4001,lNDXI 4001,SUM21 4001,JNDX( 4001 
COMMON/U/N,NSSET,NLAST,NVECI24,4).,NMAX(241,ENSSET(Z4' 
CUMMON/C/EI200,2001 
COMMON/E/NEXCIZOOJ 
COMMON/F/NIl,NI2,NJ1,NJ2.NI,NJ,NIMAX.NJMA~.11,IA,N8AO,IBAO,I,ICASE 
C UMMLJNtt: XI [XCl P 
INTEGER E 
IFIEXCLP.NE.lI GO TO 5 
EX=O 
IFIN1.GT.NJ1.AND.NI.LT.NllJ EX:EX+l 
IFINJ.GT.NJ1.AND.NJ.LT.NIIJ EX=EX.1 
IFINJ~AX.GT.NJ1.ANO.NJMAX.LT.NllJ EX=EX+l 
IFINIMAX.GT.NJ1.AND.NIMAX.LT.NIIIEX=EX+1 
IFIEX.EQ.4~OR.EX.EQ.01 GO TO 5 
E I 11, I A I =2 
RETURN 

5 NDIFl=NJ2 
NDIFA=NJMAX 
IFINSSET.NE.NLASTI GO TO 100 

30 NLAST=NSSET 
00 10 1=1,N 
JNDX.lll=O 

10 CONTINUE 
KCT=O 
OU 20 J=NJ,NDlfA 
l=NI-KCT 
KCT:KCT+l 
JNDX( I t=l 
JNDXIJJ=l 

20 CONTINUE 

.. 
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, 

0 (J y i1 .~ 0 >J -I. y ~. ..;; 

00 40 l=l,N 
IFI (INOXII·ltJNOX( UI.EQ.21 CAll BAD 

IFIIBAD-ll 40,60,60 
40 CONTINUE 

IFINBAO.EQ.ll GO TO 50 
EIll.IAI;O 
SUM2INSSErl=~UM2INSSET'tSUMl(IAI 
NEXCINSSETI=NEXC(NSSETI+1 

60 I.BAD:O 
RETURN 

50 Etll,IAI=l 
NBAO=O 
RETURN 

100 DO 110 I=I,N 
INOXI 11=0 

110 CONTINUE 
KCT=O 
DU 120 J=NJ1,NOIFl 
I=NII-KCT 
KCT=KCT+I 
I NOX I I 1= 1 
INDXIJI=1 

120 CONTINUE 
~UM2(NSSETI=SUM1(NSSETI 
NEXClNSSETI=O 
GO TO 30 
END 

:5 7 
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S UBROU r I NE BAD 
COMMON/F/NIl,NI2,NJI,NJ2,NI,NJ,hIMAX,NJMAX,ll,IA,NBAD,IBAO,I,ICASE 
CUMMUN/C/EI20Q,200) -
INTEGEt{ E 
I FlICASl-21 10,20,30 

10 E(ll.,IAI=l 
IBAO=l 
RETURN 

20 CAll BAU2 
RETURN 

30 CALL BAD3 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUT INE BAD2 
CUMMUN/F/NII,Nll,NJl,NJ2,NI,NJ,NIMAX,NJMAX,11,IA,NBAO,IBAO,l,lCASE 
CUMMON/C/E(200,200) 
INTEGER E 
NBAO;NBAOtl 
IfINBAD.EQ.2IGO TO 10 
RETURN 

10 EIIl,IAI=2 
NBAD=O 
IBAD=1 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE BAD3 
COMMON/F/N11,NI2,NJ1,NJ2,NI,NJ,NIMAX,NJMAX,II,IA,NBAD,IBAO,I,ICASE 
COMMON/C/E(200,2001 . 
INTEGER E 
IFII.EQ.NI.OR.I.EQ.NJ.OR.I.EQ.N1MAX.OR.I.EQ.NJMAXI GO TO 10 
IF(I.EQ.NIl.OR.I.EQ.NJI.0R.I.EQ.NI2.0R.I.EQ.NJ2' GO TO 10 
IBAO=l 
E I 1l,I A l =2 
RETURN 

10 NBAO=NBAO+l 
IFINBAD.GE.2l GO TO 20 
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I(ETURN 
ZO WRITEI6,301 NBAO,ll.IA 
30 FURMATI- 3RO. EXCLUSION CRITERION END OVERLAps IN THIS UNUSUAL 

lCASE*,13,* TIMES FOR THE VECTORS-,13,- ANO-,13t 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE LPK 
CUMMLlN/A/NCOUNT,lXl( 400),lXZI 400t,JXlI 4001,JX21400a,SUMlI 400' 
l,~DIFI 400l,lNDXl 400l,SUH21 400t,JNDX( 400t 
COMMON/C/E1200,ZOOt 
COMMON/P/MAXEN,NCU,BESTS,NASUH 
CUM~UN/BUG/NoEBUG 
DIMENSION NEWE(10,10I,ILPISOt,IAA(ol,lABEL(ot,ILPOS(3Z,.IZPOS(3Zt 

1, I3POS I 321 , 14PUS I 321 , I SPoS I 3Z1 
. o HoIENS ION SlZSI,T(25,61,UI25,15' 

INTEGER E 
AESTS=O.O 
MX=O 
IFINDEBUG.EQ.OI GO TO 6 
WRITE(6,St 

6 DO 10 1=1,5 
NCT"O 
00 20 J=l,NCOUNT 
IfIEII,JI.f:Q.U GO TO 20 
NC T=NC T +l 
INDXINCTI=J 
IFlI.EQ.JI NORDER=NtT 

20 CONTINUE 
DU 30 11:1,NCT 
no 40 12:1,NCT 
1l1=INDX(IU 
122=lNDX«('21 
NEWEI11,121=EII1l,IZ21 

40 CONT INUE 
30 CONTINUE 

IflNDEBUG.EQ.OI GO TO 82 
~RITEI&,501 I 
WRITElll,S51 
DO &0 K:l.NCT 
ILPIKI=INDXIKI-I0·lINDXlKI/101 

&0 CONTINUE 
'" RITE I b, 101 I I LP I K h K= 1., NC 0 
DO 80 K=l,NCT 
WRITEI6,901 IINoXIKI,INEWEIK,ll,l=l,NCTI' 

80 CONT INUE 
82 00 LOO l=l,5 

MM=l 
Ifll.GE.NORoER) MMsLtl 
IAAIll=MM 

100 CONTINUE 
I 1X",IAAI 11 
12X=IAAIZI 
13X=IAA(3) 
14X=IAA(41 
15X=IAAISI 
NTWON=O 
DO 110 Jl=L,2 
DO 120 J2=1,2 
00 130 J3=l,2 
DO 140 J4=l,2 
00 lS0 J5=I,2 
lABELlll=Ji-l 
LABEll 21 =J2-1 
lABELI3'=J3-1 
LABEL(4)=J4-1 
LABEL( 5) "'J5-1 

.. ,,"' 



0 0 " .., 
~.l 

00 160 MDl=1,5 
"la I AA I M Dl I 

t~ 3 0 {) J :5 8 

IfILABEL(MDlt.NE.11 GO TO 160 
NEk~LABELI11*NEWEIIIX,MLI.LABElI2).NEWEI12X~Mll+lABElC3t.NEWECI3X, 

1MLI.LABELI41*NEWEI14X,Mll+lA8El(51*NEWEI15X,ML) 
IFINE~.GE.11 GU TO 150 

160 CONTINUE 
NTWON=NTwuN.l 
IIPOSINTWONI=LABEl(1) 
12POSINTWON)=lA8ElI21 
13POSINTWUNI=lABEl(3) 

·14POSINTWONI=lABEL(4) 
15POSINTWON)=lABElI51 
K1X=INDXIIIX) 
K2X= 1 NDXI 12 Xl 
K3X=(NDXI13XI 
K4X=INOXI14XI 
K5X=INOXI15XI 
SUM2INTWONI=lABEllll*SUM1IK1XI.LA8ElI2)*SUM1IK2XI.lABELI31.SUMIlK3 

1XI.lABELI41*SUMIIK4X).LhBELI51*SUMIIK5X)+SUM1ll) 
IFIBESTS.LT.SUM2(NTWUNII OEST5=SUMlINTWONI 

150 CONTINUE 
140 CONT INUE 
130 CONTINUE 
120 CONTINUE 
110 CONT INUE 

IFINDEBUG.EQ.OI GO TO 10 
DO 170 LK=l,NTWON 

WRlTEI6,1751 LK 
WRIHI6,1801 llPOSlLKI,IlPOSllKI,I3POSILKI,14POSllKI,I5POSILKI, 

ISUM2IlK) . 
170 CONTINUE 
10 CONTINUE 
5 FORMAT III,. THE ASSUMPTION 15 ITEMPORARILYI MADE THAT ONE GIVEN 

IVECTOR IS INCLUDED IN THE FINAL SOLUTION OF THE PROBlEM*,I,. ALL 
2 COMBINATIONS OF THE IREMAINING BEST) FIVE VECTORS ARE CONSIDEREO 
3AND THOSE NOT EXCLUDED BY THE E MATRIX .,1,. ARE REPORTED. THE 
4ENERGY IS ALSO REPORTED FOR EACH ALLOWED COMBINATION OF VECTORS·) 

50 fORMATIIIII,* THE VECTOK WHICH IS HERE ASSUMED TO BE IN THE MOST 
ISTABLESET OF VECTORS 15.,,3,1' 

55 FORMAT(/,~ THE NEW VECTOR EXCLUSION MATRIX IS REPORTEO~,/t 
70 fURMATI6X,60I21 
90 FORMAT(lX,I2,2X.60Il) 
175 FORMAT(. VECTOR SET NUMBER*,t3,1.8X,*Vl Vl V3V4 V5E 

1NERGY*1 
180 fUKMAT(8X,I2,3x,t2,3X,tl.3X,ll,3X,Il,5X,f6.l) 

RETURN 
ENO 
SUBROUTINE LPKL5 . 
COMMON/A/NCOUNT,lXll 4001,IX2' 400hJXll 4001,JX2t 4001,SUMl( 400) 

l,NDIFI 400),INDXl 400l,SUM21 400l,JNOX( 4001 
CUMMON/C/EI200,lOOl 
COMMUN/L/ILPI165t,IAAI1SI,LABEL(15' 
COMMON/P/MAXEN,NCU,BEST5,NASUM 
COMMONllIENMIN 
COMMON/BUG/NoEBUG 
DIMENSION SUM3ll00t 
DIMENSION NPOSI25' 
DIMENSION Sl2SI,Tll5,6),U(l5tl5) 
DIMENSION INDNEW(l51 
DIMENSION NEWE(70,701 
DIMENSION MOOSTPl15t 
INTEGER T 
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I NHGER U 
INTEGER E 
IFINCOUNT.GT.701 NCOUNT=10 
5UM1(40)=0. 
IflNDF.OUG.EQ.OI GO TO 1 
WRITEI6,51 

1 IFINCUUNT.GT.151 GO TO 4 
NCPlUS=NCOUNT .. L 
DU ) I=NCPlU5,15 

35UMllll=0. 
~ ENMIN=0.9*BE5T5 

NUM=1 
NCll=15 
MX=O 
NCOP=NClHl 
IZO=O 
DO 10 1=I,NUH 
DO 16 KK=5,15 
MD05TPIKK)-=2 

6 CONTINUE 
NC1=0 
DO 20 J=I,NCDUNT 
IFIEII,JI.EQ.11 GO TO 20 
NCT=NCT+l 
INDXINCTI=J 
IFII.EQ.JI NORDER=NCT 

.20 CONTINUE 
NCP=NCTt-l 
IFINCT.GE.151 GO TO 22 
DO 21 J=NCP,16 

21 INOXIJI=40 
l2 CONTINUE 

IF(NDEHUG.EQ.OI GO TO 23 
~KITElb,~~1 INCO,NUM,IINOXIKAPPAI,KAPPA=I,NCi" 

23 1~INCT.GE.401 NCT=39 
DO .30 Il=I,NCT· 
DO 40 12=I,NCT 
111=INOXlll1 
112=IN()XI121 
NEWEIll,121=Elll1,122. 

40 CUNTINUE 
30 CONT \f'-iUE 

IFINDEBUG.EQ.OI GO TO 82 
WRlTE16,501 I 
WRITEl6,551 
DO 60 K"'l,NCT 
IlPIKI=INDXIKI-IO·'INOXIKI/IO. 

60 CONTINUE 
WRITEI6,70' IIlPtKI,K:=l,NCTI 
DO 80 K=I,NCT 
WRITE(6,901 IINUX(K),INEWEIK,Ll,l=l,NCT'. 

80 CUNT (NUE 
82 DO 100 l=I,Nca 

MM=l 
IFIL.GE.NORDERI MM-=L"1 
IAAtLI=MM 

100 CUNTlNUE 
IIX=IAAlll 
12X=IAAI2' 
13X=IAAI31 
I', X = I A A ( 41 
15X=IAAI51 
16X=IAAI61 
I1X=IAA(7I 
18X=IAA(81 
19X= I.AA( 9 I 
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o 0 

110 .. 1AAII0' 
11l=IAAIIU 

11l"I·AAI121 
113;IAA1131 
114=IAA1141 
115=IAAI151 
NTWON=O 
KT=O 

o 

00 151 IF=l,NCOP 
IFIINOXIIFI.EQ.11 GO TO 151 
KT=KT+l 
INONEWIKTI=INOXIIFI 

151 CONTINUE 
IfINOEBUG.EQ.O' GO TO 157 
WRITE16,1551 I 

o 

WRlTE16,1761 I INONEWI IFI, IF=l,NCTI 
151 IFINCT.Gl.lS) GO TO lOS 

00 107 KK=NCT,15 
MOOSTPIKKI=1 

107 CONT INUE 
lOS MAX5=MOOSTPI51 

MAX6:MOOSTP(6, 
MAX7=MOOSTP(7) 
MAXB.:MDOSTPIR' 
MAX'1~MOOSrpI91 

MAXI0=MDUSTrll01 
M ... XII.: Mil US T PIll , 
MAX12;MUU5TPI12' 
MAX 13=M005 T PI 131 
MAX14=MD05TPI14l 
MAX15=MOOSlP(lS' 
00 110 J1:1,2 
LABELl11=Jl-1 
00 120 J2=1,2 
LABEll 2) =J2-1 
DO 130 J3=1,2 
LABEll 31 =J3-1 
00 140 J4=1,2 
LABELI4'=J4-1 
00 150 J~=I,MAX5 

LABELI51=J5-1 
00 260 J6=1,MAX6 
LABELl61=J6-1 
DO 270 J7=1,MAX7 
LABEll 7)=J7-1 
00 280 J8=L,MAX8 
LABEl(8)=J8-L 
DO 290 J9=1,MAX9 
LABEL( 91=J9-1 
UO 300 JI0=1,MAXIO 
LAB EL I 1 0 ) .: J 1 0- 1 
DO 310 Jll=I,MAXll 
LABElIlll=Jll-l 
DO 320 J12=I,MAX12 
LABEll 121=J 12-1 
DO 330 JI3=I,MAX13 
LABEl( 131 =J 13-1 
00 340 JI4=I,MAX14 
LABEll 141=J14-1 
00 350 Jl~=I.MAX15 
LABElI151=J15-1 
DO 160 MOL=I.NCO 
IFILABELIMOLI.NE.11 GO TO 160 

9 
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ML:1AAIMOll 
NEW=LABELtll+NEWElllX,Mll+lARELI21.NEWECI2X,Mll+lABElC) •• NEWECI.)X, 

lHLI 'LAB~LI41*NEWElI4X,Mll+LABELI51.NEWEI15X,~L'+LA6ELI6 •• NEWECI6X 
2, ML ). LAB f: l( 7) *NEe wI' I 17 X, MLl '1 AB.E LI II I.NEW E I I II X, Ml I+l A8 fl I q I.NEWE C 19X 
3, ML " L A Ii ELI 10 I *M WEt I 10., ~Uo I 'L A II E L( 111.NEWE I I 11, MLI +LAR El t 12' .NE WE( 
4112,ML)'LABELI13)+NEWEIII3,ML)+LABEll14).NEWEII14,ML)+lA6ElI15,.NE 
5Wt:1115,ML' 

1[INEW.GE.ll GO TO 350 
160 CUNT I NUE 

lBl 

499 

500 

503 

504 

345 
350 
340 
330 
320 
310 
300 
290 
280 

NTWON=NTWON.l 
KIX=INDXIIIXI 
K2X=INUXI12X. 
KH=INOXI13X) 
K4X=INDX( 14·X) 
K5X=INDXtI5XI 
KoX= lNUXt 16XI 
K7X=lNOXI17XI 
K8X=INDXI18XI 
K9X=lNDXII9X) 
K 10= 1 NO X I I; 10 ) 
Kll=INDXllllt 
K12=tNOXt1121 
K13=INOXtt13' 
K14=INUXI114. 

i , 
I 

! 

K15=INOX1I151 
SUM~INTWONI=LABEllll*SUMllKlX"lABELI21.SUMllK2XI'lABEll3'*SUMlfKl 

lX)+LABELI41*SUMI1K4X)'lABELl5'*SUMllK5X'+lABELl61*SUMllK6X)'LABElC 
271*SUMIIKIXI'lABElIB,*SUMltKBXI'lA8Ell91*SUMllK9XI+lA8El'lO'.SUMlf 
3KIOI+lAHElI111.SUMltKlll+lABELI121.s0Ml'K121'LA8Elll3).SUMIlK13"l 
4AOfLI141*SUMltK14)+lABElI151*SUMicK15.+SUMlll, 

IFtSUM31NTWONI.lT.ENMIN) GO TO 345 
IFINOEhUG.EQ.OI GO TO 499 
WR1TEI6,1801 tNT~UN,SUM3lN~WON',llA8ELlKMN"KHN=l,NCO" 
I I C T = I'Z C T + 1 
IFIIICT.LT.301 GO TO 499 
IlC T =0 
WRI TE 16,155)/ 
W R I T.E t 6, [56 I tiN 0 NEil I IF' , I F = 1 , NC 0 » 
IF(SUM3tNTwONI.lT.ENMINI GO TO 350 
00 500 IF=l,NCO 
JF=IAAtlfl 
NI'OStIFI=LABELlIFI*INOXlJF' 
CONTI NUE 
MAXEN=MAXEN+l 
MX=MX'l 
StMXI=SUH3tNTWONI 
00 503 IZ=l,NASUM 
TtMX,(Z'",1 
CUNTINUE 
DU 504 Il:l,NCO 
UIMX,IZI=NPOSIIII 
CONTINUE 
IFIMX.lT.251 GO TO 350 
WNITEtl) fISlMX),IT(MX,lZI,ll=l,NASUHI,lU(MX,IZ',IZ=l,NCO'"MX=1, 

1251 
MX=O 
GO TO 350 
NTWON=NTWON-l 
CONTINUE 
CONT INUE 
CONTINUE 
CUNT INUE 
CONT INUE 
CONTINUE 

CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
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o 0 

270 CONTINUE 
260 CONT INUE 

150 CONTINU.E 
140 CUNTINU£: 
no CONTINUE 
12u CONT INUI: 
110 CON I INUE 
10 curHINUE 

ND IF' 11 :MX 
MXL5T=MX 

o o J 6 o 
III-35 

~RITE(ll '(S(MXI,'T(MX,lll.IZ=l,NASUMI,(U(MX,III,II:l,NCO)"MX~1, 
IMXLSTI 

5 FURMAT(//,. THE ASSUMPTION IS (TEMPORARIlYI MADE THAT ONE GIVEN 
IVECTUR IS INCLUDED IN THE FINAL SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM.,/,. ALL 
2 COM~(NATIONS OF THE (REMAINING BESTI FIVE VECTORS ARE CONSIDERED 
3ANU THOSE NOT EXCLUDEO BY THE E MATRIX •• /.* ARE REPORTED. THE 
4ENERGY IS ALSU REPORTEO FUR FACH ALLOWED COMBINATION OF VECTORS*' 

25 FORMATI/,* ALL COMBINATIONS OF THE FIRST •• 13 •• VECTORS ARE CONSID 
lERED WHERE ONE GIVEN VECTOR OF*.13,1.. IS ASSUMED TO BE IN THE FI 
2NAL CONFIGURATION. WITH THIS ASSUMPTION THE REDUCED EXCUlSION MAT 
3RIX •• /,. CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING VECTORS*,/,40(lX,121,/,40(IX,IZ. 
4, I ,401 lX,121,/ ,4011X, 121' 

50 FORMAT!///I •• THE VECTOR WHICH IS HfRE ASSUMED TO BE IN THE MOST 
ISTABLE SET OF VECTORS 15*.13./1 

55 FORMATI/ •• THE N£:'rI VECTOR EXCLUSION MATRIX IS REPORTED*,/. 
10 FORMATI6X,60IZ) 
90 FQRMATI2X,12.2X,60I2' 
155 FORMATI/.5X •• ENERGY VI V2 V3 V4 V5 Vb V7 V8 V9 via VII 

1 V12 V13 V14 V15 INCLUDED VECTOR=.,13. 
156 FllRMAT(14X.251?'X,12', 
180 fORMATI. VECTOR SET*.I4.1.5X.F6.2,3X.2512X.12)1 

KETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE LPK15V 
CU;1MON/A/NCOUNT ,IXlI 400) ,IX21 4001.JXlI 400) .JXZ( 400) ,SUMlI 4001 

I,NDIFI 400lolNDXI 400),SUM2' 40U),JNOXl 4001 
COMMUN/C/EI200.2001 
CUMMON/l/ILPI165I,IAAI151,LABEL(L51 
CUMMON/P/MAXEN.NCO.~EST5.NASUM 

COMMuNllI ENM IN 
DIMENSIUN SUM31200' 
DIMENSION NPUS'251 
DIMENSIUN INONEW'251 
DIMENSION ICHOSEIIO),NOROERllO) 
DIMENSION NEwE'165.165' 
DIMENSION MODSTPIl51 
DIMENSION SI25 •• TI25.6I,U(25,15) 
INTEGER E 
INTEGER T 
INTEGER U 
EQUIVALENCEIE,NEWE. 

Cl FINAL VALUE OF NCT = NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN THE REDUCED EXCLUSION MATRIX 
C2 INOX(I',I=I.NCT = ABSOLUTE INDEX lAS OUTPUTTED UNDER HEADING REORDERED 
C3 VECTORS) OF ALL VECTORS WHICH ARE IN REDUCED EXCLUSION MATRIX 
C4 IAA(II.I=I,NCO: INDEX (RELATIVE TO POSITION IN REDUCED EXCLUSION MATRIX' 
C5 OF Fi~ST NCO VECTOKS WITH THOSE VECTORS ASSUMED TO BE IN THE FINAL 
Cb ARRANGEMENT NOT INCLUUED IN THIS LIST 
C7 IlX ••••• L9X,IIO •••• INLO CORRESPOND TO IAAIlI •••••• IAAI91,1AA(101 •••• 
ca KlX •••••• ,KIO •••• KNCO CORRESPOND TO INDXlllX) •••••• INDXlllOI ...... 
C9 KlX ••••• :'ABSOLUTE INDEX OF THE FIRST NCO VECTORS IN REDUCED EXCLUSION 
CIO MATRIX NOT INCLUDING THE CHOSEN IASSUMED. VECTOR(S' 

ENMI N"'O. 9.8EST5 
NASUM=3 



MX=O 
IlCT=O 
REAOI5,ll NOATA 
NCO=15 
NCOP=NCOH 
WRITElb,51 NASUH,NCO 
REWIND 1 
00 1010 IM=l,NCOUNJ 
W R 1 T E ( 2 I lEI 1M, J M I , J M= 1, NCOUN T I 

1020 CUNT INUE 
00 1 NTOT=l,NOATA 
DO 93 15=10,15 
MDOSTPIISI=2 

93 CONT INUE 
N LAS T=NCOUNT 
00 4 J=(,NCOUNT 
INOXIJI=J 

4 CONT INUE 
REAOI5,3) ICHOSElll,tCHOSEI2J,ICHOSEl31 

3 FORMAT(3151 . 
IICH=ICHUSEIlI 
J2CH=ICHOSEIlI 
I 3CH = I CHOSE I 3 I 
SUMT = SUM 1 I 11CH I +SUMllI2CH I + SUM l( 13CH I 
00 10 ICH=l,NASUM 
o II II ILK = 1 , NC a 
IHINDX(ILKI.EQ.ICHOSEIICHII GO TO 12 

II CONTINUE 
12 I=ILK 

NCT=O 
00 20 J=l,NLAST 
JNOXIJI=INDXIJI 
I F ( E ( I , J ) • E Q • 1 I GO TO lO 

. NCT=NC T +1 
INDX(NCTI=lNDXIJI 

C NCT LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO J' 
20 CONTINUE 

It'( ICH.EQ.U GO TO 31 
111=0 
lJO 30 ll=l,NCT 

35 111=111+1 
IFLlNDXlllt.NE.JNOXIllllI GO TO 35 
122=0 
00 40 12= 1, NC T 

45 12Z=IZ2+1 
IF{INOXIIZI.NE.JNDX(1221) GO TO 45 
NEWE( 11, IZI=E( I 11,12l1 

C II Ll III AND 12 LE 122 
40 CONTINUE 
30 CONTINUE 

GO TO 49 
31 00 41 11=I,NCT 

DO 4Z IZ=l,NCT 
11l=INOXllll 
122=INDXII21 
NEWE I 11, 121=EII11, 122' 

C II LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO III AND 12 lESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 122 
42, CUNT INUE 
41 CUNTINUE 
49 WRITElb,501 (ICHOSEIILI,ll=l,NASUMI 

WRITElb,5S1 
DO 60 K= 1, NC T 
ILPIKI=INDX{KI-IO.lINDXIKI/IOI 

60 CUNTINUE 
WRITEI6,701 (llPIK),K=l,NCTJ 
00 80 K=l,NCT 
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60 

ODd v 430 0 J 6 

WRITE16,901 
CONT INUE 

NlAST .. NCT 

IINDXIK),INEWEIK.l).L:I.NCTII 

10 CONTINUE 
JFINLAST.GE.INCO+NASUMI) GO TO 64 
ND=NLAS T-NASUM 
DO 83 IHP=ND,NCO 
MDOSTPIIHP)"'l 

63 CONTINUE 
84 MAXI0=MOOSTPIIOf 

MAXl1=:MOOSTPlll. 
MAX12=:Mf)OSlPIIZI 
MAXI3=MOOSTPI131 
MAX14=:MDOSTPI14. 
MAXI5=MOOSTPI15f 
00 85 IX=I,NCT 
00 66 IY=I,NASUM 
IF·I INDXIIXI.E.O.ICHOSEI IY) I NORDER'IYI=IX 

66 CONT INUE 
85 CUNT INUE 

NHOPE=O 
DO 100 l=I.NCO 

101 NHUPE=NHOPEtl 
00 10~ IRS=I,NASUM 
IFINHOI'E.EQ.NORDERIIRSII GO TO 101 

102 CONTINUE 
IAAIl'=NHOPE 

100 CUNTINUE 
11X=IAAll' 
12X=IAAI2' 
I3X=IAAI H 
14X=!AA(4) 
l:iX=!AA(5) 
16X=IAAlbl 
17X=IAAI71 
I8X=IAAI61 
19X=IAAI9' 
[10=IAA(101 
[ll=IAAIIU 
112=IAA(I21 
1 13=IA,'d 131 
114=IAAI14. 
115=IAAI151 
NTWON=O 
KTzO 
00 151 IF=l,NCO 
JF=[AAI[f-) 
INDNEWIIFI=INDXIJF' 
IFIIF.GT.INlAST-NASUMI' INDNEWCIF)=O 

151 CONT [NUE 
WRITE Ib.1551 C (CHOSE( IF), IF= 1,NASUMI 
WRITE(b,156) IINDNEWIIF),IF=I.NCO) 
DU 110 Jl=1.2 . 
LABElll'=Jl-l 
DO 120 J2=1,2 
LABELl21=J2-1 
00 130 J3= 1,2 
LABEll 31=Jj-l 
DO 140 J4=1,2 
LABELl41=J4 .... 1 
DO 150 J5= 1 ,2 
LABELI51=:J5-1 
00 2bO J6=1.2 
LABELl6'=J6-1 
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DO 270 J7=1,l 
lABELI n=J7-1 
DO 280 JB=l,l 
LABELI81"J8-1 
DO 290 J9=1,2 
LABELl 9) =J9-:1 
DU 300 J10=1,MAXIO 
LAHLllOI=JlO-l 
DU 310 Jl1=1,MAXI1 
LABEll 1l1=Jll-l 
DO 320 J12=1,MAX12 
LABELlI21=J12-1 
DO 330 J13=1,MAX13 
LABELl13'=J13-1 
DO 340 J14=I,MAX14 
LABELl141=J14-1 
DO 350 JI5=I,MAX15 
LABELl151=J15-1 
DO 160 MOL=l,NCO 
IFllABELIMOLI.NE.l' GO TO 160 

III-38 

ML= I AA I MOL I 
NEW=LAUELI11*NEWEIIIX,ML)+lABEl(l)*NEWEIllX,MLI+LA8ELI3.*NEWECI3X, 

IMll +LABELI41*NEwEI14X,Mll+LABElISI*NEWECISX,Mll+lABELI61*NEWE(16X 
2,MLltLABELI71*NEWEII7X,MLI+LABElIQI*NEWECI8X,Mll+lABEll91*NEWElr9X 
3, Nl I +L AS EL I 101 *NE WE I I 10 ,ML J H AS ELI 111*NEWE I Ill, ML I+LAB fUll' *NEW E C 
4112,MLI+LABEL(13)*NEWE(t13,MLI+lABEll14'*NEWECI14,ML'tLA8El(151*NE 
5WE(llS,ML) 

IfINEW.GE.ll GO TO 350 
160 CONTINUE 

NTWON=NTWON+l 
KIX=INDX( IIXI 
K2X=INOX( 12X) 
K jX= INOX( 13X' 
K4X=(NOXI14X. 
K')X=INOX( 1.5XI 
K6X= (NUX( 1.6 X I 
K7X=INOXII7XI 
KOX=INOX(18XI 
K'1X=INDX( I'lX' 
KIO=INOXlilO' 
Kll=INDX"lll 
KU=INOXIIl21 
K13=INOXII13I, 
K14=INOXII14' 
K15=INOX11151 
SUM31NTWONJ=LABELI11*SUMIIKIXI+lABEll21*SUMLIKlX)tLABElI3.*SUM1(K) 

lXlt(AtlELI41*SUMlIK4XI+LABELI5)*SUMlIK5X)tLABElI6.*SUMlIK6XI+lABEl' 
271*SUMltK7X'+LAKElIHI*SUMlIK8XI+LA8EL(91*SUMLIX9X)tlABELILOI.SU~I' 
3KIO'+lA8ELIlll*SUMlIKll'+LABELllll*SUHlIKllltlA8Ell13'.SUMIIK13'+L 
4AdELI14'*SUMIIK141+lABELI151·SUM1(K151~SUMT 
IFISUM31NTWU~'.lT.ENMINI GO TO 345 
WRITEI6,180' (NT~UN~SUM3(NTWONI,llABEl'KMN),KMN=l,NCOII 
ILCT=lLCT+l 
IF(llCT.lT.JOI GO TO 499 
IlCT=O 
WRI TEI6,155' I ICHOSE' IF 1,IF=l,NASUMI 
WRIH(6,1561 (INDNEW(IFI,IF=l.NCO' 

499 IFISUM31NTWONI.lT.BEST51 GO TO 350 
DU 500 IF=l,NCO 
JF=IAA( IF) 
NPOSIIFI=lABElIIFI.INOXIJFI 

500 CONTINUE 
MAXEN=MAXEN+l 
MX=MX+l 
SIMX'=SUM3INTWONI 
DO 503 Il=l,NASUH 

.... 
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rIMx,tll~ILHOSEIIll 

503 CONTINUE 

504 

345 
350 
340 
330 
320 
310 
300 
290 
280 
270 
260 
150 
140 
130 
UO 
110 

00 504 Il=l,NCO 
UIMX.IZ'=NPOSIIZI 
CONTINUE 
IFIMX.LT.251 GO TO 350 
WR IT E I 11 , I S I MX 1 , I T I MX , Il'. IZ"l , NAS UM I • I U I ~X, Ill. II" 1, NCO I I. M X "I. 

U51 ' 
MX=O 
GO TO 350 
NTWON=NTWON-l 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 

CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 

CONTINUE 
CaNT INUE 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CUNT I'NUt: 
REWIND 2 
DO 1010 IM=l,NCOUNT 
REAOl21 IEIIM,JMI,JM=l,NCOUNTI 

1010 CONTINUE 
1 CONTINUE 

WI{ IT E ( 1 , I I S I MX , , I TC MX, I Z , , I Ze: 1. NASU~lI , I U I MX, Ill, II: 1, NCO' I ,MX = I, 
IMXLSTI 

2 FORMAT" 51 
5 FURMATIII,. THE ASSUMPTION IS MADE THAT*,12,* VECTORS ARE INClUO 

50 

55 
70 
90 
155 

156 
180 

lEO IN THE rlNAL SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM.,I,. ALL COM~INATIONS OF 
2 THE IREMAINING BESTI*,13.* VECTORS ARE CONSIDERED AND THOSE NOT 
3fXCLUDED BY THE E MATRIX*,I,* ARE REPORTED. *1 
FURMATIIIII,. THE VECTORS hHICH ARE HERE ASSUMED TO BE IN THE MaS 

IT STABLE SET OF VECTORS ARE*.10I3j/l ' 
FURMATI/,. THE NEW VECTOR EXCLUSION MATRIX IS REPORTED.,/I 
FURMATI6X,llOIll 
FURMATI2X,12,2X,120Ill 
FORMAT(/,5X,*ENERGY VI V2 V3 V4 V5 Vb V7 va V9 ViO VII 

1 V12 V13 VI4 VlS INCLUDED VECTORS=*,6131 
FURMATI14X,2SI2X,1211 
FORMATI. VECTOR SET*.I4,1,5X,F6.2,3X,2S12X,I211 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE RERITE 
COMMON/A/NCUUNT,IXlC 400),(XZI 4001,JXll 400),JX2( 4001,SUHl( 400) 

1,NOIF( 4001,INUX( 4001,SUM21 4001,JNOXI 4001 
COMMON/C/EI200,2001 
C mlMUNI E INE XC 1200' 
COMMON/OI woe 165' ,N8' 1651. d 11651, I SP 11651 
COMMON/F/NI1,NI2,NJ1,NJ2,NI,NJ,NIMAX,NJMAX,11,IA,NBAO,IBAO,I,ICASE 
INTEGER E 
IFIICASE.NE.21 GO TO 100 
00 10 1=1 ,N~OUNT 
00 20 J=l,NCOUNT 
IFIEII,JI.EQ.OI GO TO 20 
E( I,JI=EI I,JI-1 

20 CONTINUE 



10, CONTINUE 
WRI TE( b, 50' 

WR I TE (6 ,60' 'ISP( 1',1=1.NCOUNU 
DO 30 l=l,NCOUNT . 
WRITE(b,70) (l,SUHZ(I),NEXC(I'.'E(I,J"J~1,NCOUNT" 

30 CONTINUE 

111-40 

50 FORMATC. THE VECTOR EXCLUSION MATHIX IS REWRITTEN FOR THE PURPOSE 
IS OF THE SEARCH ROUTINES.",. O=NU OVERLAP liE. NO FATAL OVERL 
ZAP) I=OVERLAP (EXCLUSION •• ' 

60 FORMATI. tNERGY EXC .,11411' 
70 FORMATCIX,IZ,1X,Fb.Z.2X,IZ,2X,114111 

100 RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE COHENT'KLH' 
GO TO (I,Z,3,4,5,b,71,KLM 

1 WRITElb,lOI 
RETURN 

Z CONT INUE 
RETURN 

3 CONTlNUE 
RETURN 

4 CONT INUE 
RETURN 

5 CONTINUE 
RETURN 

b CONTINUE 
RETURN 

7 CONUNUE 
'(ETURN 

10 FORMATI. NDlf AND NDlfl ARE NOT EQUAL AT ZZ5 --SHOULD BE f.E •• ' 
END 
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P-----------------LEGALNOTICE------------------~ 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor 
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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